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1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the Study
Transportation is responsible for the movement of people and goods from one point to another, which
is clearly a necessity in every city. However, its dependency on crude oil, especially road transport,
poses danger to the environment and human health, which is an issue that should not be neglected.
In addition, with the increase in population comes the rise in transportation demand wherein
currently, 75% of the European citizens reside in cities; hence, an upsurge in the greenhouse gases
(GHG) emissions, unavoidable traffic congestion, and noise is expected as well (Borowik and Cywinski,
2016).
In Europe, 94% of the transportation sector is reliant on oil and 84% of which is imported. European
Union (EU) spends approximately €187 billion annually to meet the needs for transport. With its
negative impacts, transportation, in general, accounts for around 23% of GHG emissions in Europe in
2015 and road transport is in fact responsible for the one-fifth of the total emissions. Shown in Figure
1.1 is the comparison of these emissions from 1990 to 2015. Therefore, due to its great contribution
to the emissions; in reverse, it is also the key responsible for decarbonizing the European economy
(European Commission, 2017).

Figure 1.1: Greenhouse Gases in 1990 and 2015 (Eurostat, 2017)

More specifically, the highest share of the GHG emissions among the different modes of transport is
the road transport which accounts to 72.9% in 2015 and of which, the highest contributor is the cars
with 44.4% from the total portion of road transport. With its continuous and uncontrollable growth,
it can lead to serious diseases wherein 3.47 million early deaths are expected to occur because of air
pollution in cities.
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Figure 1.2: Share of Transport GHG Emissions in EU in 2015 (European Environment Agency, 2017)

Figure 1.3: Share of Road Transport in GHG Emissions in 2015 (European Environment Agency, 2017)

Aside from the different harmful emissions, noise nuisance is also one of the main challenges that
should be addressed as road traffic is mainly accountable for this. Inside urban areas, in 2012,
approximately 73.5 million Europeans are exposed to noise levels above 55dB i.e. limit for daily
exposure at daytime (European Environment Agency, 2017). Even outside urban areas, still, around
30 million people are affected by the effects of road traffic noise. Noise pollution can cause stress to
the citizens which if not properly controlled, it can lead to severe diseases, for instance, premature
death, cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, sleep disturbance, hypertension, and annoyance
(European Environment Agency, 2017). Shown in Figure 1.4 is the amount of people affected by noise
levels above 55dB per mode of transport.
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Figure 1.4: Number of People in the EU exposed to noise levels above 55dB (European Environment Agency, 2017)

The major challenges in the European transport are congestion especially for road and air traffic, oil
dependency, GHG emissions, infrastructure quality, and competition (European Union, 2017). Some
of these are discussed previously. Currently, the EU has been combating these problems through
different policies. One of which is the White Paper on Transport which sets two goals that is aimed in
reducing the emissions from transport (European Commission, 2017).
•
•

A 20% reduction from 2008 levels by 2030; and,
A 60% reduction from 1990 levels by 2050.

Aside from this, different member states and other countries from outside EU, developed or
developing, have participated and agreed upon the Paris Climate Accord which is an agreement within
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Its main objective is to
alleviate the GHG emissions by limiting the temperature change by only 2°C. In line with this, the EU
also set target for new cars and vans. As for new cars, in 2021, a decrease of 40% in carbon dioxide
emissions is expected in comparison with the amount recorded in 2005. On the other hand, as for the
new vans, a 19% decrease is set in 2020 to compare with that of the levels in 2012. All these policies
and objectives are assumed to increase the transport and fuel efficiency.
Lastly, due to the widespread use of crude oil for transportation which is now getting depleted, cleaner
fuels i.e. electricity, liquified natural gas (LNG), compressed natural gas (CNG), etc., are promoted in
EU. However, it is difficult to penetrate the market with these alternative fuels because of the different
challenges such as:
•
•
•

High cost of vehicles;
Low level of consumer acceptance; and,
Lack of recharging and refueling stations.
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Because of the low consumer acceptance, there is low demand on these vehicles; thus, resulting to
expensive price of vehicles.
For encouraging the society in supporting sustainable mobility and transport, one of the feasible ways
in achieving this is through public transport. Due to the high carrying capacity of its different modes,
compared to private transport, it shows to be the most reasonable candidate to aid in reducing
congestion and harmful emissions by modifying the modal share i.e. car users to public transport.
One possible solution in addressing these problems is through the electrification of public transport,
specifically through the adaptation of hybrid-trolleybuses. Conventional trolleybuses are powered by
electricity from the catenary and by fuel, in cases of road sections not equipped with wirings and of
emergencies. On the other hand, this innovation, wherein the auxiliary power of the hybridtrolleybuses is provided by battery packs, has zero emissions.

Figure 1.5: Examples of Electric Buses (Solaris, 2014)

Aside from producing zero emission, some other advantages of trolleybuses are listed below, as
compared to the conventional buses, according to Zavada, Blašković Zavada, and Miloš (2010).
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Favourable traction characteristic of electric motors. This means that at low speed the electric
motor achieves high torque, and with speed increase the torque gets reduced. Therefore, these
vehicles do not require special power transmission that would be used for torque
transformation. They have a wide range of torque and speed regulation;
Electric motor power allows overloading, which in turn enables higher acceleration and easier
uphill performance;
Electric braking reduces the load and wear of friction elements of the air brake, which reduces
the vehicle maintenance requirements and costs;
Possibility of applying automation in all segments of vehicle operation;
Vehicle control is simple and easy.
Environmentally friendly transport mode since it does not emit harmful combustion gases and
generates very low noise;
Higher energy efficiency.

With these great features and advantages to the society, whether environmentally or economically, it
would be beneficial to adapt this technology in different cities in Europe to help mitigate the GHG
emissions and other challenges mentioned previously. Currently, there are over 300 trolleybus
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systems all over the globe. Some of which are in Esslingen, Germany, Beijing, China, and Bratislava,
Slovakia. With the EU’s effort in promoting cleaner vehicles, this technology is becoming more
popular, especially the hybrid-trolleybuses which are currently in demonstration and simulation
stages in Eberswalde, Germany, Szeged, Hungary, and Gdynia, Poland.
Trolleybuses, in general, have been proven to provide reliable mobility and minimize negative impacts
such as air pollutants and noise. As a result, it also improves the quality of life. Hence, its feasibility
and transferability are the focus of this study.

1.1.1 Feasibility and Transferability Study
The feasibility of a certain technology is concerned on the city’s capability of carrying out a certain
project, which is commonly studied before implementation. On the other hand, transferability is the
verification of the effectiveness of a certain measure or technology that has been successful in a city
(pioneer city) to be adopted in another city (target city). There are many innovations initiated
especially in Europe. However, even if it is successful, some cities do not want to be the first to
implement. To reduce the risk and uncertainties of the local authorities, transferability studies are
conducted. According to the Transport Innovation Deployment for Europe (TIDE) Transferability
Handbook, the following are the risk factors that must be taken into consideration:
•
•
•
•

Financial: Will we be able to afford the measure?
Political: Will the measure be accepted? Will the citizens vote in favor of it?
Effectiveness: Will the measure solve the problems it meant to solve?
Implementation: Will we be able to introduce the measure smoothly, without delays or extra
cost?

Since the aim of TIDE is to share different innovative practices between cities in Europe, the
transferability study determines the possibility of a certain measure or technology of getting
transferred and how it can be transferred.

1.2 Objectives of the Study
The following are the objectives of this study:
•

•
•
•

To determine the feasibility and transferability of electrification of public transport across
Europe through the adoption of hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity recharging based on the
demonstrations in ELIPTIC Project
To determine the key drivers and barriers for the transport providers in adopting this
technology
To determine the key drivers and barriers for the experts, academics, and public transport
users
To promote sustainable transport and mobility

1.3 Scope and Limitations
The European Commission project, ELIPTIC: Electrification of Public Transport in Cities, served as the
basis of this study. The focus is given to thematic pillar A: Safe Integration of E-buses into Existing
Electric Public Transport in Areas of:
•
•

Recharging e-buses “en route” or on the spot
Upgrading trolleybus networks with battery buses or trolley-hybrids (diesel bus substitution)

The use cases considered are only the following:
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•
•
•
•

Eberswalde, Germany
Szeged, Hungary
Gdynia, Poland
Barcelona, Spain

The transport operators and authorities communicated are from the different cities in Europe,
namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schaffhausen, Switzerland
Reykjavik, Iceland
Cadiz, Spain
Pilsen, Czech Republic
Hedmark County, Norway
Katowice, Poland
Copenhagen, Denmark
Rome, Italy
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Due to the limited time frame and lack of financial resources, only these transport providers from
these cities have responded who were surveyed via online questionnaires and communicated via
email discussion.

1.4 Assumptions
To simplify the conditions in this study, the following are assumed:
•

•
•

Since the ELIPTIC project is still ongoing and no results have been released yet, the
transferability study will solely be based on the assessment of characteristics of the electric
technology and willingness by the transport provider.
The willingness of a certain city to transfer the technology is represented by response of the
transport provider interviewed from that city.
Europe is regarded as the member states of the European Union (EU).

1.5 Policies and projects towards sustainable transportation
1.5.1 CIVITAS: Cleaner and Better Transport in Cities
CIVITAS is a project co-funded by the European Union (EU) which consists of different cities that aims
to provide cleaner and better transport in Europe and even outside Europe. The name of the project
is obtained from the concept CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability. Since it was initiated in 2002, it has
demonstrated more than 800 measures that are geared towards achieving this goal which are also
part of sub-projects under CIVITAS. The project has five phases and is set to last until 2020. 85 cities
are also involved like Stuttgart, Germany, Malaga, Spain, Tel Aviv, Israel, and Rome, Italy, to name a
few. In these cities, the demonstrations of these measures were tested which concern on the following
action areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Car independent lifestyle
Clean fuels and vehicles
Urban freight logistics
Safety and security
Demand management strategies
Transport telematics
Mobility management
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8. Collective passenger transport
9. Integrated planning
10. Public involvement
These action areas involve different activities such as cycling, walking, electric mobility, intermodality,
congestion charging, etc., which can help in promoting sustainability in cities.

1.5.2 TROLLEY: Promoting Electric Public Transport
TROLLEY is a European Commission (EC) project that is focused on the cities in Central Europe i.e.
Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine. The project
started in February 2010 and ended in January 2013. The main objective of this project is to promote
electric public transport, specifically trolleybuses as the cleanest and most economical mode of
transport to achieve sustainability in cities. This project also regards the trolleybuses as more
competitive than that of trams and diesel buses and encourages the use of this technology in all cities
due to its efficiency, sustainability, and safety.
In this initiative, several urban transport stakeholders have pledged their support to this project
towards electromobility. They have sought to determine the different solutions to the challenges in
implementing this technology. Some of these obstacles are energy efficiency, speed, etc. The main
outputs expected from this project are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transnational manual on advanced energy storage (on-board and within the network)
Reference guide on shared trolleybus-tram network use (Trolleybus intermodality
compendium)
Transnational take-up guide on diesel replacements
Handbook on diesel bus to trolleybus conversion
Feasibility studies on network extension to low density urban areas
Europe-wide trolleybus image promotion campaign
Trolleybus promotion movie
Central European trolleybus knowledge center

1.5.3 ELIPTIC: Electrification of Public Transport in Cities
ELIPTIC: Electrification of Public Transport in Cities is a project of the European Union (EU) which
started in 1st of June 2015 and expected to finish in 2018; thus, it is still ongoing. Its goal is to propose
innovative concepts and business cases to optimize the existing electric infrastructure and transport
systems (e.g. bus, trolleybus, light rail, metro, and tram) and to electrify the public transport. By doing
so, it can lead to saving energy and money. Moreover, it promotes the use of electric public transport
which in effect, can help in the EU’s goals of cutting the use of conventionally fueled cars by half in
2030 and reducing the harmful emissions by 60% in 2050. Its objectives are in line with its three
thematic pillars which are listed below:
•
•
•

Pillar A: safe integration of e-buses using existing electric public transport infrastructure
Pillar B: innovative energy storage systems for rail to increase operational efficiency
Pillar C: multi-purpose use of electric public transport infrastructure

The different proposed solutions and measures are conducted and tested in the eleven cities in
Europe:
•
•
•

Barcelona;
Bremen;
Brussels;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eberswalde;
Gdynia;
Lanciano;
Leipzig;
London;
Oberhausen;
Szeged; and,
Warsaw.

As a result of the demonstrations in these cities, outputs such as increased knowledge and awareness
of different strategies towards electric public transport, online training and planning tools, evaluation
of concepts, and political recommendations are expected.

1.6 Socio-Demographic Information
In this study, as also mentioned in the scope and limitations, only four of the use cases within the
ELIPTIC project are investigated. The socio-demographic information regarding each city are discussed
in the succeeding paragraphs.

1.6.1 Eberswalde, Germany
Eberswalde is a major town in Germany that is situated at 52°49′59″N, 13°49′59″E and is mostly
surrounded by large forests. This town is part of the Brandenburg region and is located 50 km
northeast of Berlin, capital of Germany. The average elevation in Eberswalde is approximated at 25 m
above sea level as shown in the topographic map in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Topographic Map of Eberswalde, Germany (Floodmap, 2014)

Eberswalde has a total area of 93.5 km2 and total inhabitants of 39,303 as of 31st December of 2015;
thus, a density of around 420 pax/km2 can be obtained. The town has a population growth of 0.08%
per year. From the data above, the population by gender is summarized below, wherein males are
composed of 49.06% of the population and females are of 50.94%.
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Gender (2015)
19283
Males
20020
Females
Table 1.1: Population by Gender in 2015 (Brinkhoff, 2017)

On the other hand, according to the census of 2011, the age groups are tabulated and distributed as
follows (Table 1.1 and Figure 1.7 respectively).
Age Distribution (2011)
0 to 9 years
3096
10 to 19 years
2498
20 to 29 years
5251
30 to 39 years
4345
40 to 49 years
5798
50 to 59 years
6182
60 to 69 years
4800
70 to 79 years
5106
80+ years
2090
Table 1.2: Population by Age in 2011 (Brinkhoff, 2017)

Age Distribution (2011)
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
0 to 9
years

10 to 19 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 79
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

80+
years

Figure 1.7: Age Distribution (Brinkhoff, 2017)

In addition, similar to other cities in the East Germany, Eberswalde has been undergoing economic
transformation. As of September 2015, the total unemployment rate amounts to around 10%. In Table
1.3, based on the 2011 census, the employed population of Eberswalde depending on the age (five
classes of years) and economic subsectors are shown below.

Economic (sub-)sectors
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Industry
Mining and Manufacturing

Total
Number Relative
150
0.9
4,010
22.8
2,350
13.4

< 18
/
/
/

Age (five classes of years)
18 - 29
30 - 49
50 - 64
Number
/
/
/
840
1,870
1,190
520
990
810

> 65
/
/
/
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Economic (sub-)sectors

Total

< 18

Number Relative
Electricity/water supply, waste
management
Construction
Wholesale/retail trade,
Accommodation, Transportation
Wholesale/retail trade, repair of
vehicles, Accommodation and food
service
Transportation and storage,
communication
Other service activities
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Public administration
Administrative and support service
activities
Unknown

Age (five classes of years)
18 - 29
30 - 49
50 - 64
Number

> 65

430
1,230

2.5
7.0

/
/

/
240

170
710

170
210

/
/

4,090

23.3

/

990

1,840

1,030

/

2,970

16.9

/

830

1,250

700

/

1,120
9,330
300
2,020
1,930

6.4
53.1
1.7
11.5
11.0

/
/
/
/
/

160
1,840
/
430
270

590
4,170
160
870
910

330
2,960
/
640
740

/
/
/
/
/

5,080
-

28.9
-

/
-

1,090
-

2,230
-

1,500
-

/
-

Table 1.3: Employed Population Depending on Age and Economic Subsectors (Federal Statistical Office, 2011)

1.6.2 Szeged, Hungary
Szeged is the third major and largest city in Hungary and is the district and country seat of Szeged
district. The city serves as the economic, scientific, and cultural center of the South Great Plain Region.
It is located on the coordinates: 46.255°N and 20.145°E with an average elevation of 75 m as shown
in Figure 1.8. This city, that is part of the Csongrád county, has a total area of approximately 281 km2
wherein a total of 161,921 inhabitants reside. Therefore, it has a density of 576 inhabitants/km2.

Figure 1.8: Topography Map of Szeged, Hungary (Floodmap, 2014)
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Furthermore, as per the census conducted in 2011, shown in the following tables are the population
by age group and by gender (see Table 1.4).
Population 2011
21860
0 - 14 years
Age Group (C 2011)
122928 15 - 64 years
23260
65+ years
77301
Males
Gender (C 2011)
90747
Females
Table 1.4: Population 2011 by Age Group and by Gender (Brinkhoff, 2017)

Out of the total population in Szeged, the economically active are composed of 75,893 inhabitants
with 4,250 registered job seekers; thus, having an unemployment rate of 5.6%. In line with this, there
are currently 27,541 registered businesses in the city wherein 85% of which are in the service sector
e.g. commercial, scientific, and technical fields, 13% in the industry, and 2% in agriculture.

1.6.3 Gdynia, Poland
Gdynia is a city in the northern Poland that is a part of the Pomeranian Voivodeship. Located in here
is the important seaport of Gdánsk Bay. Moreover, it is included in the conurbation called Tricity which
includes the town of Sopot and the city of Gdánsk, in which when combined, the population is
estimated to 1.2 million inhabitants. The city is specifically located on the coordinates 54°30′N and
18°32′E and has an average elevation of 14 m as shown in the topographic map in Figure 1.9. The total
area of Gdynia is approximated at 135 km2 with a recorded population in 2011 of 249,139 inhabitants,
which gives a density of 1845 inhabitants/km2. In addition, it was estimated that the population in
2016 have dropped to 246,991 inhabitants with the following distribution of gender and age groups
as tabulated in Table 1.5, Table 1.6, and Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.9: Topographic Map of Gdynia, Poland (Floodmap, 2014)
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Gender (E 2016)
Males
116742
Females
130249
Table 1.5: Population by Gender in 2016 (Brinkhoff, 2017)

Age Distribution (E 2016)
0 to 9 years

23342

10 to 19 years

20666

20 to 29 years

27726

30 to 39 years

41517

40 to 49 years

34158

50 to 59 years

30641

60 to 69 years

36866

70 to 79 years

19114

80+ years

12961

Table 1.6: Population by Age Group in 2016 (Brinkhoff, 2017)

Estimated Age Distribution (2016)
45000
40000
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30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0 to 9
years

10 to 19 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 79
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

80+
years

Figure 1.10: Estimated Age Distribution in 2016 (Brinkhoff, 2017)

Furthermore, in this maritime economy city, the number of unemployed citizens is around 3,400
inhabitants which has an unemployment rate of 3.2%.

1.6.4 Barcelona, Spain
Barcelona is the capital and largest city in the region of Catalonia and is the second most populous city
in Spain. As of 2016, the population of the city amounted to 1,608,746 with an area of 10.216 ha.
Theoretically, the density is 157 inhabitants/ha. However, since not all the area is habitable, the net
density only considered the residential area; thus, amounting to 622 inhabitants/ha. Since Barcelona
is a large city, the altitude is not as constant compared to the smaller cities discussed before. Shown
below is the altitude of the different important points in the city i.e. districts in Barcelona and the
landmarks in those areas.
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Altitude (m)
Hills
The Tibidabo
The Hill of Monterols
The Hill of the Putxet
The Creueta del Coll
The Carmel
El Turó de la Rovira
The Hill of La Peira
Montjuïc
The Pen of the Penitents
The Mont Táber
Districts and other points
Ciutat Vella
● Pl. Sant Jaume
● Pla de Palau
Eixample
● Pl. Joan Carles I
● Pl. Sants
Sants-Montjuïc
● Pl. Sants
● Pl. Spain
Les Corts
● Pl. Pedralbes
● Pl. Pius XII
Sarria-Sant Gervasi
● Pl. Bonanova
● Sant Gregori Taumaturg
Gracia
● Pl. Lesseps
● Pl. del Sol
Horta-Guinardo
● Pl. Catalan
● Pl. Ibiza
Nou Barris
● Pl. Karl Marx
● Pl. Virrei Amat
Sant Andreu
● Pl. Eucharistic Congress
● Pl. Orfila
Sant Marti
● Pl. The Glories
● Pl. Volunteers

512
121
181
249
267
261
133
173
170
15

13
5
45
20
30
27
118
66
122
68
86
61
89
77
106
55
42
24
15
7

Table 1.7: Altitude in the Different Points of Barcelona (Ajunament de Barcelona, 2015)
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The distribution of the population by gender and by age group are tabulated below which is based on
the official figures of population as of 1st January 2016. In addition, the fertility rate of mothers aged
from 15 to 49 years old is summarized in Table 1.9.
Age
TOTAL
0 - 14 years
15 - 24 years
25 - 64 years

TOTAL
1608746
202711
142055
915945

Male
761487
104034
72077
446737

Female
847259
98677
69978
469208

65+ years

348035

138639

209396

Table 1.8: Population by Age Group and by Gender (Ajunament de Barcelona, 2016)

Fertility of Mothers by Fertility Age (2011 - 2015)
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
TOTAL
14754 14498 13972 13984 14442
Mothers from 15 to 19 years
214
212
213
188
199
Mothers from 20 to 34 years
8643 8254 7822 7726 7554
Mothers from 35 to 49 years
5897 6032 5937 6070 6689
Table 1.9: Fertility of Mothers by Fertility Age from 2011 to 2015 (Ajunament de Barcelona, n.d.)

Furthermore, the labor situation in Barcelona must be taken into consideration. Since it is a big and
major city, citizens of many of the surrounding towns go to Barcelona for work which is evident in the
data shown below. Summarized in Table 1.10 is the working situation in Barcelona, its metropolitan
area, and other areas in the region of Catalonia.

1,601,933
870,335
681,377

Area
Metropolitana
3,202,620
1,752,800
1,329,395

Ambito
Metropolitano
4,742,468
2,605,686
1,947,467

Provincia de
Barcelona
5,487,663
3,006,440
2,247,218

7,472,937
4,086,055
3,033,916

24,820

56,135

87,952

102,284

140,663

164,138
731,598
352,632
21,164
258,606
99,196

367,270
1,449,820
-

570,267
2,136,782
893,975
69,639
865,240
307,928

656,938
2,481,223
1,037,908
83,209
1,007,754
352,352

911,476
3,386,882
1,402,704
108,474
1,384,475
491,229

Barcelona
TOTAL POPULATION
Active population
Employed
Unemployed (looking
for a 1st job)
Unemployed
Inactive population
Retired
Handicapped
Student/School
Other situations

Catalonia

Table 1.10: Working Situation in Barcelona and Other Areas (Ajunament de Barcelona, 2011)

From Table 1.10, the área metropolitana represents the Barcelona and the 35 municipalities adjacent
to it, which is inside the ámbito metropoitano, one of the seven territories described in the Regional
Plan of Catalonia.
As of October 2017, the recorded registered unemployed are 73,061 inhabitants resulting to an
unemployment rate of 11.6% for the 3rd quarter of 2017 (Ajunament de Barcelona, 2017). However,
despite this rate, Barcelona has a gross domestic product (GDP) of 76,605 M€ in 2016 wherein the
major contributor is the services sector, amounting to 63,010 M€.
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Sectors of Activity
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
Industry
Building
Services
Trade, transport, and hospitality
Information and communications
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Professional, scientific, and administrative activities
Public administration, education, health and social services
Artistic, recreational, and other services
Total Gross Value Added (GVA)
Taxes
GDP

2016
(in million Euros)
37
5,182
2,069
63,010
18,342
5,506
3,184
9,070
10,666
12,592
3,650
70,298
6,307
76,605

Table 1.11: Gross Domestic Product of Barcelona in 2016 (Ajunament de Barcelona, 2016)

1.7 Existing Public Transport
1.7.1 Eberswalde, Germany
The public transport in Eberswalde is handled by Barnimer Busgesellschaft mbH (BBG), which is also
the operator of 57 lines in the districts of Barnim and Märkisch-Oderland. Currently, there are five
lines in the town of Eberswalde which transports approximately 3.9 million passengers annually and
has a total route distances of 97 km. Aside from this, BBG also operates two trolleybus lines, 861
Nordend with a length of 18.8 km and 862 Ostend with a length of 18.1 km. Shown in Figure 1.11 is
the trolleybus network of Eberswalde.

Figure 1.11: Trolleybus Network of Eberswalde (Eberswalde Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)
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The two trolleybus lines have 3,551,000 passengers annually and have a current fleet of 12
trolleybuses. At present, one of the trolleybuses is equipped with battery of 70.4 kWh for its auxiliary
power. The public transport is 10% of the total modal share in the town wherein the total fleet of the
BBG is composed of the following:
•
•
•
•

12 articulated trolleybuses;
26 articulated diesel buses;
72 standard diesel buses; and,
6 mini diesel buses.

1.7.2 Szeged, Hungary
According to the recorded data of Central Statistical Institute (KSH) Hungary, the public transport is
38% if the total modal split in the city, as shown in the graph below (Figure 1.12).

Modal Split of Transportation in Szeged (2015)

22

23

17
38

Car

PT

Bike

Walk

Figure 1.12: Modal Split of Transportation in Szeged (KSH, 2015)

The operators in the city of Szeged is divided into two. First is the Szegedi Közlekedési Kft.
(SZKT) which is responsible for the trams and trolleys in the city and is 100% owned by the
municipality. On the other hand, Dél-alföldi Közlekedési Központ Zrt. (DAKK) is accountable for the
management of the bus lines, yet DAKK is owned by the state. The share of revenues and subsidies is
determined by the amount of ticket sales by the two transport providers.
Year
% of SZKT in the total
SZKT
Tisza Volán Zrt. / DAKK Zrt.
PT Total

1993
47
143099
161370
304469

1999
43
108325
143730
252055

2005
47
111436
126153
237589

2008
49
108394
112275
220669

2012
54
107000
91068
198068

2015
59
99413
67784
167197

Table 1.12: Daily Public Transport Passengers in Szeged (Szeged Use Case Set Up Report, 2016)

The electric transport systems in the city is composed by the trams and the trolleybuses. Currently,
SZKT manages six trolleybuses of 34.3 km in length and 5 tramlines that are 31.3 km in length. During
peak hours, the number of vehicles in operation is 23 trams and 42 trolleybuses. This results to an
annual mileage of 3.9 million km. Some of the operational features of these systems for the year
2014/2015 are tabulated in Table 1.13.
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Total number of lines (day/night)
Total line length (tram/trolley)
Total number of stations
Total number of trams
(articulated/standard)
Total number of trolleybuses
(articulated/standard)

11/0
65.6 km
(31.3km/34.3km)
170
46 (27/19)
63 (42/23)

Total number of staff
(driver/technical/administration)

578 (270/131/77)

Total number of transported
passengers (based on 2015
passenger counting)

34 million/annum

Table 1.13: Key Figures of SKZT (Szeged Use Case Set Up Report, 2016)

As for the tram lines, the city of Szeged has five lines namely, 1, 2, 3, 3F, and 4. In addition, it has the
most recent tram fleet in Hungary. The existing tram fleets of SZKT are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

KT4D (18 vehicles)
Tatra T6A2 (13 vehicles)
Tatra TB6A2D – M (4 vehicles)
PESA 120Nb (9 vehicles)
Vintage trams (6 vehicles)

On the other hand, trolleybuses have 7 lines: 5, 7, 7A, 8, 9, 10, and 19 with the following types of
fleet:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skoda 14 Tr (9)
Skoda 15 Tr (27)
Skoda 21 Tr (5)
M-Benz Citaro O-530 TR12/TV.EU (6, remade from diesel bus)
Volvo B7 TR12/TV.PR (1, remade from diesel bus)
Skoda 22TrAC (1)
ARC Tr187/TV.EU (1, SZKTs prototype)
Ikarus-Skoda Tr 187.2 (13, hybrid trolleys)
Ikarus 280-GANZ (1)
Vintage trolleybuses ZiU-9, IK-280 (2)

In cases of emergency such as vehicle breakdown or accidents, SZKT has provided 8 diesel buses to
replace these vehicles for ensured continuous operations.
The map of the network for both tram lines and trolleybuses are shown below in Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Map of the Tram and Trolleybus Network in Szeged (SZKT, n.d.)

1.7.3 Gdynia, Poland
With its area and population, the length of public roads in this city is approximated at 395.5 km and
the length of public transport routes is around 244.4 km. As previously discussed, the city of Gdynia is
agglomerated with the town of Sopot and city of Gdansk, which is then called as the Tricity. Although
the public transport of Gdynia and Gdansk are partly integrated, the two cities still have their own
transport operators. Zarząd Komunikacji Miejskiej w Gdyni (ZKM) is the municipal transport authority
in Gdynia, although it also provides services to other cities such as Sopot, Rumi, and Gdansk and
municipalities, for instance, Kosakowo and Shemud. Currently, there are two municipal bus operators:
Przedsiębiorstwo Komunikacji Autobusowej (PKA) and Przedsiębiorstwo Komunikacji Miejskiej (PKM),
one trolleybus operator i.e. Przedsiębiorstwo Komunikacji Trolejbusowej (PKT), and five other bus
operators having 20% share in the public transport market.
From the latest survey, the current modal share in the city of Gdynia is demonstrated as follows, as
shown in Figure 1.14. Cars still show to be the most dominant mode of transport in the city wherein
6.04% use car as passenger and 45.50% use car as driver.
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Figure 1.14: Modal Share in the City of Gdynia in 2015 (Gdynia Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

The public transport systems in Gdynia, which is comprised of buses, trolleybuses, and suburban light
rail, can be considered as green, efficient, and accessible. 77% of the citizens reside in about 5-min
walk from the bus stops. Moreover, most of the city buses run on Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and
modern fleet of trolleybuses are utilized. 91 trolleybuses are in operation on 12 lines with a total
length of 96 km, which runs approximately 5 million vehicle kilometers annually (see Figure 1.15). Due
to the modernization of the fleet, the vehicles can run alone as a regular e-bus. Hence, these modes
certainly contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions in the city, leading to a better quality of life.

Figure 1.15: Line Scheme of Trolleybuses in Gdynia (PKT, 2017)
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1.7.4 Barcelona, Spain
Being Barcelona a big and major city, it is expected to have an efficient and well-developed public
transport network which includes different modes of transport such as railways, buses, bikes, cars,
and cable railways. The public transport in the city of Barcelona is managed by Autoritat del Transport
Metropolità (ATM), which is a consortium composed of the different public transport authorities from
the counties of Alt Penedès, Baix Llobregat, Barcelonès, Garraf, Maresme, Vallès Occidental and Vallès
Oriental. The main objective of the agency is to provide cooperation among its members and to plan
the different public transport infrastructures and investment programs.
The city of Barcelona attracts people not only from the city itself, but also from its surrounding and
adjacent areas for study or work. The daily transported passengers are equal to 4.73 million trips
wherein the modal split is summarized below in Table 1.14, wherein it is notable that more than half
of the trips are done by non-motorized transport i.e. walking and cycling.

Non-motorized
Public transport
Private vehicles

Modal Share (%)
55.6
29.3
15

Table 1.14: Modal Split in the City of Barcelona (Barcelona Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

On the other hand, the public transport consists of 29.3% of the total share, transporting
approximately 1.4 million passengers daily. Shown in Figure 1.16 the modal split of public transport.

Figure 1.16: Public Transport Modal Split in the City of Barcelona (Barcelona Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

As seen from the graph above, 50% are moved by the underground and 40% are by buses, wherein
both modes are managed by Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona (TMB). Although there are other
two transport providers for underground and train i.e. RENFE and Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de
Catalunya (FGC), their main function is transfer passengers from the city to it suburbs. Lastly, the ATM
is the agency responsible for the operations of trams.
From the figures above, it could be concluded that TMB is main public transport operator in the city.
The underground metro is the main mode of transport in Barcelona with 8 lines and a total length of
102 km. The TMB has 141 stations and owns 165 trains wherein 134 of which are utilized solely during
the peak hours to satisfy the annual demand of around 375 million trips. Shown in Figure 1.17 the
network map of the underground.
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Figure 1.17: Map of the Underground Network in Barcelona (TMB, 2017)

On the other hand, the bus, that is responsible of the 40% of the public transport passenger
movements, has a network with Nova Xarxa Bus (NXB), regular lines and neighborhood lines. The NXB
is also referred to as “new bus network” or the mainline routes that are provided to allow users to
travel around the city horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. The map of this network is shown in Figure
1.18. As for the regular lines, these are the buses that operate between neighborhoods. Lastly, the
neighborhood services cover the local areas.
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Figure 1.18: Map of the NXB Network (TMB, 2017)

Currently, TMB manages 110 lines utilizing different types of buses namely diesel, hybrid, gas, and
electric buses. Since the city council has the objectives regarding sustainable transport and
electromobility, electric buses are latest innovation being applied in the city.

2 Review of Related Literature
2.1 Pillar A.1: Replacing diesel buses by extending trolleybus network with trolleyhybrids
2.1.1 Operations
Trolleybuses are known for its operational advantages because of the different transportation
innovations i.e. utilizing electricity as the vehicles’ energy source. However, the vehicles’ performance
and operational characteristics depend on the components of the electric propulsion system (EPS). In
addition, the types of technologies used affects these as well.
These vehicles are similar to the buses; however, the trolleybuses depend on the overhead lines for
its energy. They are swivel-attached to the roof to connect to the OCS leaving only 4.5m freedom of
lateral movement (Zavada et al., 2010) which could be a possible limitation so some cities that want
to adopt this technology. At present, there are many trolleybus manufacturers such as Solaris Bus &
Coach in Poland, Škoda Electric in Czech Republic, Mercedes Benz in Germany, and Fiat Group in Italy,
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to name a few. For the trolleybuses of Solaris i.e. Trollino 12 and Trollino 18, the cities have the option
of incorporating semi-automatic or automatic pantograph for faster transport services. As for the
trolleybuses of Škoda Electric, Table 2.1 shows the specification of some of their vehicles.
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Total passenger capacity
Maximum Speed (km/hr)
Energy recuperation
during braking

SKODA 30TR
12180
2550
94
65

SKODA 31TR
18750
2550
166
65

15% to 30%

15% to 30%

Table 2.1: Specifications of Škoda Trolleybuses (Škoda, n.d.)

Generally, the trolleybuses have a carrying capacity of 500 to 2500 passengers per hour (pph) which
is dependent on the vehicle space as well. This is one of the important factors that is relevant for the
decision of the transport providers because their concern is to meet the operational requirements.
Trolleybuses are normally offered in two configurations wherein the basic specifications are shown in
Table 2.2. Moreover, shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 are the schemes for these two types of
trolleybuses.
Double-axle with a single body
Three-axle with double body (Articulated)

Length (m)
11 to 12
15 to 18

Total Places
85 to 115
145 to 180

Carrying Capacity (pph)
2500 to 3500
4000 to 4500

Table 2.2: Basic Characteristics of a Trolleybus (Zavada et al., 2010)

Figure 2.1: Scheme of a Double-Axle with a Single Body Trolleybus (Zavada et al., 2010)

Figure 2.2: Scheme of a Three-Axle with Double Body Trolleybus (Zavada et al., 2010)

As for the speed, the operating speed ranges from 15 to 35 km/hr which is comparable to that of the
buses. In line with this, currently, there are trolleybuses in operation in Gdynia, Poland, which are
running at a speed up to 40 km/hr and with an acceleration of 0.4 m/s2. Another characteristic that
must be taken into consideration is the life cycle of the vehicle. The trolleybuses’ life ranges from 15
to 22 years which significantly differ in comparison with the conventional buses which only runs from
10 to 12 years.
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Furthermore, to keep the operations running smoothly, regular maintenance is needed, which again
is dependent on the type of ESSS used. According to Bubna, Brunner, Gangloff, Advani, and Prasad
(2009), “the fuel cell system requires only periodic cleaning of the air intake filter and replacement of
the fuel stack when its performance drops unacceptably low.” On the other hand, Nickel Cadmium
(Ni-Cd) batteries need watering every three months, including fully charging and over recharging of
batteries. After 30 minutes, it would require another watering. Aside from these, annual deep cycling
of each individual battery blocks is essential to ensure the high-quality operation of these ESSS (Bubna
et al., 2009).

2.1.2 Environment
In European Union (EU), transport sector is the only area in which carbon dioxide emissions are still
growing and specifically, road transport contributes approximately one-fifth to the EU’s total
emissions (European Commission, 2013). Due to the increasing population and thus, passenger traffic,
the need to address sustainable mobility is essential. This aims to balance all modes of transportation
and to transition to more environmental friendly solutions. According to Borowik and Cywinski (2015),
to achieve a sustainable urban transport, social, environmental, economic aspects should be
considered, specifically the following:
•
•

•

Satisfying the needs of the citizens and promoting equity – Social Aspect
Decreasing emissions such as Greenhouse Gases (GHG) and other pollutants that could
contribute to air pollution and minimizing the use of land and generation of noise –
Environmental Aspect
Being affordable yet efficient and promoting economic development – Economic Aspect

Figure 2.3: Sustainable Urban Transport (Borowik and Cywinski, 2016)

Reducing the private cars on the road leads to improving the public transportation. Thus, there is a
need to promote sustainable means of transportation such as walking, cycling, and public transport
(Glotz-Richter and Koch, 2016). However, still, public transportation contributes to the high amount
of pollution and emissions. To attend to these problems, many authors confirmed the numerous
advantages of adapting trolleybuses for urban transport which are largely related to the
environmental and economic issues
•
•

Zero emission
Low noise level
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•
•
•

Longer life cycle
Proficient traction characteristics regardless of the topography
Possibility to store and recover energy from braking

There are also several policies and initiatives by the European Commission (EC) promoting sustainable
transportation such as TROLLEY: Promoting Electric Public Transport, CIVITAS: Cleaner and Better
Transport in Cities, and ELIPTIC: Electrification of Public Transport in Cities that are discussed in the
previous chapter. In all these projects, the European Union is pushing for the adaptation of transport
modes with very low emissions to control the many negative impacts in the environment.
From a study by Grzelec and Birr (2016), the different features of a trolleybus are summarized below
which are used to promote as a tool to achieve sustainable mobility.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

it is environmentally friendly (it does not emit exhaust fumes at the site of use, while it
emits low-level noise in comparison with other modes of transport)
it is cost-effective in using renewable energy sources
it does not require large and long-term investments due to very good technical solutions
in the field of fleet and infrastructure
the price of the fleet and the running costs will decrease, while its quality will increase
with the rapid development of trolleybus subsystems
it has a longer service life and is more convenient for passengers in comparison with
the bus, as it offers more passenger space in the vehicle and uses power, which is
generated outside the vehicle
it shows good traction qualities and dynamics in motion, regardless of the topography
and the occupancy of the vehicle
it is flexible on all types of routes, with the option of an auxiliary drive
it has the ability to store and recover energy
it ensures high productivity at high capacity and operates in separate traffic corridors,
which can produce a high operating speed
it is suitable from the point of view of the requirements of the local community, as it
ensures a balance between transport capacity and the impact on the environment

Comparing conventional buses and trolleybuses, the two modes of transport differ in the engine used.
The former uses internal combustion engine (ICE) which uses fuel i.e. petrol and diesel as its main
power source. Although it is the most commonly used and most economical engine in the market,
many disadvantages are attached with it being accountable for different diseases posing danger to
human health such as asthma, pneumonia, heart disease, and other breathing problems Moreover,
due to the current usage rate of these petroleum products, the resources are projected to be
consumed in 50 years (Kumar and Jain, 2013). In line with this, a life cycle assessment of different fuel
chains was conducted by Kliucininkas, Matulevicius, and Martuzevicius (2012) which is a tool in
understanding and evaluating a certain product and the different processes associated with it such as
extraction, production, and transportation. In addition, it recognizes and measures the emissions of
these materials. An LCA is regarded as a need in evaluating the environmental impacts of a certain
public transport system in an area. In this study, three different areas were studied namely human
health, ecosystems, and resources which considered the emissions of buses and trolleybuses in
Kaunas, Lithuania. Results show from Table 2.3 that diesel gas poses the greatest harm to human
health due to the emissions of Particulate Matter (PM), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), and Carbon Monoxide
(CO).
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Fuel
Consumption,
g/km

CO2

CO

NOx

SO2

PM

Diesel bus (BD)

319.6

1010

3.13

11

6.39*10-3

0.75

Trolleybus (heavy fuel oil) (THFO)

247.6

773.2

0.95

1.12

1.42

0.17

Trolleybus (natural gas) (TNG)

215.7

485

0.93

1.17

32.4*10-6

2.11*10-3

Compressed natural gas bus (BCB)

409.5

1130.4

0.9

2.25

2.46*10-3

0.11

Compressed biogas bus (BCNG)

852.4

1591

0.9

2.25

0.29

0.11

Emissions, g/km

Table 2.3: Comparison of Emissions per Traction Type (Kliucininkas et al., 2012)

Hence, there is a need to address these environmental impacts through cleaner and sustainable mode
of transport i.e. electric transportation technology. Considering trolleybuses, the use of this transport
mode has zero emissions; however, the electricity generation process through heavy fuel oil and
natural gas contributes to the pollution although it was presented to least damaging for the
environment (Kliucininkas, Matulevicius and Martuzevicius, 2012). Thus, the source of electricity must
be taken into account. Another study by Lefter, Enache, Maria, Maria, and Goia (2015) confirmed that
their [trolleybuses] source of electricity should be eco-friendly with high power and high voltage
battery packs to achieve an efficient service as well. Examples of which are hydro-plants, wind power
plants, photovoltaic power stations, etc.
Globally, the transport sector is responsible for 22% of carbon dioxide emissions and 60% of the oil
demand (Borowik and Cywinski, 2015). As for Europe, diesel is used to power 90% of the buses
wherein a single 18-meter bus running in urban area consumes approximately 40,000 liters of diesel
annually (Glotz-Richter and Koch, 2016). Furthermore, the amount of harmful particles emitted by
diesel engines depends on its age and current technical condition. Although, at present, different
regulations and policies are developed to limit these pollutants i.e. emission standards, conventional
buses would continue to emit less harmful in the future, yet it still not comparable to that of the
trolleybuses. The development of these standards over time, for heavy diesel engines, are shown in
the table below which also demonstrates the effort towards minimizing the emissions such as:
•
•
•
•

CO – Carbon Monoxide
HC – Hydrocarbons
NOx – Nitrogen Oxides
PM – Particulate Matter
Tier
Euro I
Euro II
Euro III
Euro IV
Euro V

1

Date
1992, < 85 kW
1992, > 85 kW
October 1996
October 1998
October 1999
EEVs only1
October 2000
October 2005
October 2008

CO
HC
NOx
PM
(g/kWh) (g/kWh) (g/kWh) (g/kWh)
4.5
1.1
8.0
0.612
4.5
1.1
8.0
0.36
4.0
1.1
7.0
0.25
4.0
1.1
7.0
0.15

Smoke
(m-1)

1.0

0.25

2.0

0.02

0.15

2.1
1.5
1.5

0.66
0.46
0.46

5.0
3.5
2.0

0.1
0.02
0.02

0.8
0.5
0.5

EEV - Enhanced Environmental Friendly Vehicle
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Euro VI

31 December
2013

1.5

0.13

0.4

0.01

Table 2.4: Development of Emission Standards in EU (TransportPolicy.net, n.d.)

Aside from the possibility of lessening the emissions, noise is another positive feature of the
trolleybuses. Between diesel engine powered buses and trolleybuses, the former produces greater
noise especially on uphill as it needs to run on higher loads. Moreover, this would be another great
advantage when the line is passing through residential areas wherein controlled noise is required
(Zavada, Blaskovic, and Milos, 2010).

2.1.3 Economy
In adapting a trolleybus transportation in a city, the initial capital cost i.e. the cost of the trolleybus is
the one of the first cost components to be considered. In the Polish market, which is also one of the
use case cities investigated in ELIPTIC project, the price of a new rigid trolleybus with a battery drive
ranges from €280,000 to €350,000 while a conventional diesel bus is approximately reaching €185,000
to €210,000 (Grzelec and Birr, 2016). In another European Commission (EC) project, TROLLEY Project,
the following were the assumptions for the infrastructure, vehicle, and energy costs and as well as the
emissions and their valuations. The prices were originally in Polish Zloty and converted to Euros with
the average exchange rate for the duration of the project of 1 EUR = 4.10 PLN (European Central Bank,
2017).
Trolleybus infrastructure
Overhead wires [currency/km]
Substation
Substations/km
Yearly network maintenance [currency/km]
Network residual value (30 years)
Vehicles
Bus – purchase
Trolley – purchase
Bus - lifetime [years]
Trolley - lifetime [years]
Bus - maintenance [currency/km]
Trolley - maintenance [currency/km]
Energy
Bus - consumption [l/100km]
Bus - price of fuel [currency/l]
Bus - real dynamics of energy price [%/year]
Trolley - consumption [kWh/100 km]
Trolley - price of fuel [currency/kWh]
Trolley - real dynamics of energy price [%/year]

Price in
Price in
PLN
EUR
365,854
1,500,000
317,073
1,300,000
0.29
24,390
100,000
35%
Price in
Price in
PLN
EUR
187,805
770,000
239,024
980,000
12
20
0.26
0.33
Price in
EUR

1.05
1.35
Price in
PLN
40

0.98

4.00
4%
190.00

0.07

0.30
2%

Table 2.5: Assumed Costs for TROLLEY Project (TROLLEY, n.d.)
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Emission
Bus Euro 5 [g/vehkm]
Trolley [g/kWh]
Trolley [g/vehkm]
Value [EUR/g]

CO
0.040
0.086
0.163
0.00001

NMHC
0.110
0.000
0.000
0.00100

NOx
2.830
1.822
3.462
0.00440

PM10
0.030
0.220
0.418
0.08931

CO2
1400.000
811.300
1541.470
0.00009

Table 2.6: Assumptions on Emissions and Their Valuation (TROLLEY, n.d.)

It shows that the cost of a trolleybus is much higher than that of the conventional. However, due to
its many advantages on economic, environmental, energy, and operational aspects, its TCO may
possibly be lower than that of the diesel buses. In addition, considering the design life of a trolleybus
which is around 15 to 22 years compared to a conventional bus with 10 to 12 years, the annual costs
are drastically decreased (Zavada, Blaskovic Zavada, and Milos, 2010).
Prior to the entry of Poland in the European Union (EU), Przedsiebiorstwo Komunikacji Trolejbusowej
(PKT), which is the municipal trolleybus operator of Gdynia, developed a process to reconstruct used
diesel buses into trolleybuses to reduce costs by approximately 50%. The conversion takes about two
to four months depending on the type of bus. According to Zavada, Blaskovic Zavada, and Milos (2010),
the transformed trolleybuses are very much similar with the newly purchased trolleybuses. Therefore,
this methodology can be adapted in cities where economic aspects are an issue. Hence, purchasing of
new trolleybuses may not be needed. However, further studies must be made in properly adapting
this method.
On the other hand, another study of Zavada, Blaskovic Zavada, and Milos (2010) was made in which
the comparison on the costs (in millions of CHF) between trolleybuses and buses are conducted (see
Table 2.7). From the data obtained, it could be inferred that the introduction of buses is less expensive
than that of the trolleybus. However, this is mainly because of the widespread use of this transport
mode which makes the production cost lower as these are manufactured in big batches. With the
increase of the demand of trolleybuses in the market, the costs could be lowered as well. By
successfully spreading this technology, this could be achieved. Shown below is the cost of realizing
this technology, both in Swiss Francs (CHF) and converted to the average currency level in year 2010
i.e. 1 EUR = 1.3808 CHF (European Central Bank, n.d.)
Type of Cost
Vehicles

Interval
(min)
10
5

Bus
(in CHF)
1.20
2.40

10
5

1.20
2.40

Contact Line
Total

Trolleybus
(in CHF)
2.20
4.40
2.75
4.95
7.15

Bus
(in EUR)
0.87
1.74
0.00
0.87
1.74

Trolleybus
(in EUR)
1.59
3.19
1.99
3.58
5.18

Table 2.7: Costs of Introducing Buses Compared to Trolleybuses in Millions of CHF and EUR (Zavada et. al., 2010)

Another factor that affects the total cost of ownership (TCO) is the operational costs. Comparing the
fixed costs of both bus and trolleybus, the costs significantly differ because of the use of contact wire
for trolleybuses. On the other hand, as for the variable costs, it considered the energy, personnel, and
other costs. The energy cost of trolleybus is lower than that of the bus which may be attributed to the
EU deregulation of electricity which led to 60% reduction of prices for big consumers. Further
improvement of policies on electricity can favor the application of trolleybuses. As for the personnel
costs, it was assumed to be the same for both mode of transport.
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Costs

Variable

Fixed

Operating for vehicles
Operating for contact wire
Total Fixed
Energy
For the employed
Average
Total Variable
Overall fixed and variable costs

Bus
(in CHF)
0.4
0.4
0.30 - 0.38
5.5
0.7
6.50 - 6.58
6.90 - 6.98

Trolleybus
(in CHF)
0.5
0.4
0.9
0.30 - 0.34
5.5
0.7
6.50 - 6.54
7.40 - 7.44

Bus
(in EUR)
0.29
0.29
0.22 - 0.28
3.98
0.51
4.71 -4.77
5.00 - 5.06

Trolleybus
(in EUR)
0.36
0.29
0.65
0.22 - 0.25
3.98
0.51
4.71 - 4.74
5.36 - 5.39

Table 2.8: Operating Costs with Included Maintenance Costs in CHF/Km and EUR/Km of Ride (Zavada et. al., 2010)

Considering the investment costs and operation and maintenance costs, the TCO of bus per km results
to approximately CHF 7.75 (5.61 EUR) and CHF 9.15 (6.63 EUR) for the trolleybus; thus, resulting to a
percentage difference of 17% (Zavada, Blaskovic Zavada, and Milos, 2010). Nevertheless, taking into
account the different features of the engines of both modes, benefits could be obtained from the
energy costs. As for the trolleybuses, it has the possibility of energy return with regenerative braking
(Zavada, Blaskovic Zavada, and Milos, 2010) and the opportunity to charge the auxiliary battery packs
during normal operation when the vehicle is connected to the overhead lines (Bartłomiejczyk et al.,
2013).
A study confirmed that the trolleybus, among the buses with different kinds of engines, is the best
solution in terms of economic aspect considering the costs shown below in Table 2.9 (Borowik and
Cywinski, 2015). A graphical representation of these modes in cost/km are depicted on Figure 2.4.
Type of Drive
System

Purchase
Costs

Usage

Diesel Euro VI

€ 240,000

13,500 €/annum

Diesel hybrid type

€ 300,000

16,000 €/annum

CNG Euro VI

€ 245,000

15,000 €/annum

Electro-bus

€ 500,000

16,000 €/annum

Trolleybus

€ 310,000

19,000 €/annum

Fuel Consumption
and Costs
38.80 l/100 km
1.10 €/l
35.0 l/100 km
1.10 €/l
55.0 m3/100 km
0.71 €/m3
103.0 kWh/100km
0.10 €/kWh
138.0 kWh/100km
0.10 €/kWh

Table 2.9: Costs for Different Vehicles (Borowik and Cywinski, 2015)
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Figure 2.4: A Comparison of Costs for Different Types of Vehicles (Borowik and Cywinski, 2015)

Adding to this claim, another study comparing Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), trolleybus, and tram (Weiwei,
Yue, and Xiaojing, 2016) concluded that among the three, the overall cost of the trolleybus is the
lowest due to its low infrastructure cost and as well as the power source i.e. electricity.
From all the elements of cost previously discussed, it is important for these to be taken into
consideration in deciding for the transferability of such technology.

2.1.4 Energy
Nowadays, massive concern is given towards climate change due to the immense emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHG) all over the world. With this, one of the alternatives being studied is the
application of electric propulsion system in the transportation field which can help in promoting
sustainable development in cities as well.
Different applications of electrical propulsion systems of vehicles in comparison with Internal
Combustion Engine-based vehicles are studied by Kumar and Jain (2013) which considered the
following:
•
•
•
•

Electric Vehicles (EVs)
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs)
Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)
Fuel Cell Vehicles (FEVs)

Although it may seem that ICE-based vehicles are the most economical, it poses many damaging
effects to the people and the environment. In addition, it has “poor efficiency to convert the fuel into
useful power and excessive tailpipe emission that has harmful impact on the environment” (Kumar
and Jain, 2013, p. 927). Thus, comparing this to the vehicles which use electric propulsion system (EPS),
the latter seems to be more favorable due to its many advantages as shown in Table 2.10, although
the applications are not yet extensive. Different applications of the EPS vary from one vehicle to
another. Their weaknesses concern emission rate, performance, fuel efficiency, durability, size,
weight, cost, safety, and comfort (Kumar and Jain, 2013).
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Propulsion
Characteristics
System

ICE vehicles

EVs

Hybrid EVs

Plug in HEVs

ICE based
drives

EPS based
drive

EPS and
ICE based
drive

EPS and
ICE based
drive

Energy
Storage

Fuel tank

● Battery
●
Ultracapacitor
● Flywheel

● Fuel tank
● Battery
●
Ultracapacitor
● Flywheel

Energy
Source
Infrastructure

Petroleum
products with
refueling
station

Electrical
energy with
charging
facilities

● Electrical
power
● Petroleum
products with
refueling
station

● Electrical
power with
● Fuel tank
charging
● Battery
station
●
● Petroleum
Ultracapacitor
products with
● Flywheel
refueling
station

Advantages
● Matured
technology
● Fully
commercialized
● Better
performance
● Simple
operation
● Reliable
● Durable
● Energy efficient
● Zero emission
● Independency
from petroleum
● Quiet
● Smooth
operation
●
Commercialized
● Higher fuel
economy
● Very low
emission
● Long electric
driving range
● Reliable
●
Commercialized
● Durability
● Lower emission
● Higher fuel
efficient
● Extended
electric driving
range
● V2G or G2V
capability
● Partially
commercialized
● Quiet and
smooth
operation

Drawbacks

Important Issues

● Less efficient
● Poor fuel
economy
● Harmful
emission
● Comparatively
bulky

● Fuel economy
● Harmful
emission
● Highly
dependency on
petroleum
products

● Limited driving
range
● Higher
recharge time
● Poor dynamic
response

● Size and
weight of battery
pack
● Vehicle
performance
● Infrastructure
for charging
station

● Costly
● Bulky
● Complex
system
● Complexity in
control algorithm
● Increased
component count

● Power
management of
multi-input
source
● Size and
weight of battery
pack and ICE
● Integration of
components

● Higher
complexity
● Impact on grid
● Higher initial
cost
● Sophisticated
electronic
circuitry
● Battery
technology

● Size and
weight of battery
pack and ICE
● Charging
station
infrastructure
● Power flow
control and
management
● Impact on grid
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EPS based
drive

FCVs

● Hydrogen
cylinder or
● Fuel cell
hydrogen
stack
enriched fuel
● Battery
● Hydrogen
●
refiner and
Ultracapacitor
refueling
station

● Ultra low
emission
● Highly efficient
● Independency
from petroleum
products
● Competent
driving range
● Reliable
● Durable
● Under
development

● High cost
● Slow transient
response
● Not
commercialized
yet
● Sophisticated
electronic
controllers

● Cost of fuel cell
● Cycle life and
reliability
● Infrastructure
for hydrogen
conditioning,
storage and
refilling system

Table 2.10: Different Characteristics of ICEV/EV/HEV/PHEV/FCV (Kumar and Jain, 2013).

Among the EPS-based vehicles, HEVs stand out as it is the only one comparable with the performance
of ICE-based vehicles. However, because of its use of fuel, it contradicts the aim of reaching
sustainable transportation. In developing a competitive EV, the priorities are related to costs, weight,
and volume of the vehicle; however, alongside with this, it should demonstrate great performance,
efficiency, and reliability.
EPS has different components such as the following:
•
•
•
•

Energy Source and Storage System (ESSS)
Electric Motor (EM)
Power Electronic Converter (PEC); and,
Electronic Control Unit (ECU).

The ESSS plays a vital role in EVs as they determine the range and life of the EV; thus, it would be
focused in this study. There are many different determining factors that are considered in the design
of an ESSS namely energy density i.e. amount of energy stored in a given system per unit volume,
power density i.e. amount of power per unit volume, life cycle, size, safety, maintenance, durability,
and recyclability (Kumar and Jain, 2013). The comparison of specific power and specific energy of the
sources: ICE and different ESSS are shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Specific Power vs. Specific Energy (Kumar and Jain, 2013).

The ESSSs investigated in the study of Kumar and Jain (2013) include battery, ultracapacitor, flywheel,
fuel cell, and hybrid energy system.
First, the battery is the most popular and commonly used among all that were identified. This powers
the vehicle by converting chemical energy into electrical energy and vice versa, during charging and
discharging, through the electrochemical properties present in each independent cells of the
electrochemical battery. Depending on the connection of the cells, it has the capability of storing and
delivering a certain amount of energy individually or in combination. For its electric vehicular
technology application, it should be able to store great energy and to have high energy and power
densities; thus, meeting the requirements for vehicle operations. For EVs, which is also the focus of
this study, high energy density is needed. Different types of batteries are considered such as lithium
based battery e.g. lithium ion and lithium polymer, lead acid, and nickel based e.g. nickel metal hydride
(NiMH) and nickel cadmium (NiCd). Of the three types, lead acid batteries appear to be not an option
due to its low energy density which leads to only short-term use. On the other hand, the other two
remaining types can be of medium to long term use and already has some applications in the
transportation field. Nickel-based batteries are already fully studied; hence, the development and cost
reductions are least probable. As for the lithium-based batteries, due to its many advantages, for
instance high energy density, low weight, and low cost, they have an extensive possibility for vehicle
applications. Shown in Table 2.11 are the different specific characteristics of the batteries described
previously.
Battery/Parameters
Nominal cell voltage
Specific energy (Wh/kg)
Energy density (Wh/I)
Specific power (W/kg)
Power density (W/I)
Self-discharge (%/mon)

Lithium based
Ion
Polymer
3.6
3.0
35
100-200
70
150-350
≈ 200
> 200
≈ 400
> 350
4-8
≈1

Nickel based
Ni-MH
Ni-Cd
1.2
1.2
60
40-60
220
60-100
130
140-220
475
220-350
30
10-20

Lead
Acid
2.0
35
70
≈ 200
≈ 400
4-8
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Cycle life
Operating temperature (°C)

500-1000
-20 to 60

200-1000
0 to 60

300-500
-20 to 60

300-700
-40 to 60

250-500
-20 to 60

Table 2.11: Characteristics of Different Battery Technologies (Kumar and Jain, 2013)

Second is the ultracapacitor, an electromechanical device, which stores energy in the electrostatic
principle. With this, it can be charged and discharged without affecting its performance. This device is
not as prevalent as that of the battery because of its few applications. Nevertheless, it can store more
energy than a normal capacitor but lower than a battery and it can release energy faster than a
battery. Its application for EV can be very favorable with its use as a primary energy device during
starting, acceleration, hill climbing, and regenerative braking. Moreover, coupling the battery and
ultracapacitor can be very promising for the EVs. This combination can improve the power
performance of the ultracapacitor and create more energy storage for the battery. The further
development of this device can enhance the transportation field with its numerous advantages such
as high-power density, long cycle life, and efficient operation.
Third, the flywheel is another device that stores and provides mechanical energy from rotational
kinetic energy. It could be a good ESSS alternative because of its benefits, for example higher power
density, reliability, efficiency, higher speed at reduced size and weight. Its lifespan is another positive
aspect of it which can reach more than 20 years. Similar to ultracapacitor, flywheel can also be
combined with battery which can increase its overall power and energy rating.
Fourth is the fuel cell which is an electrochemical device. Through an electrochemical reaction, it
utilizes hydrogen-containing fuel and O2 (from air) to produce electricity. It offers different advantages
such as its eco-friendliness, simplicity, continuous power supply, durability, and silent operation. Aside
from this, it also has shown good specific energy that is similar to that of gasoline, yet its specific power
is not as much. The characteristics of the fuel cell i.e. power density and starting performance could
be improved by combining it will a battery or ultracapacitor, although it is preferable to use it
alongside with the latter which is believed to make a perfect ESS for automotive purposes. However,
it still has some drawbacks like its high cost and infrastructures of hydrogen production, storage, and
refilling station.
As a summary, shown below in Table 2.12 is a tabulated comparison of the four mentioned energy
storage systems.
Characteristics
Mechanism
Technology
Energy Density
Power Density
Charging Time
Discharging Time
Life
Efficiency (%)
Environmental Issues

Battery
Chemical
Proven
High
Low
Hours
Hours
3 - 5 years
75 - 85
Disposal

Ultracapacitor
Electrostatic
Promising
Low
Very High
Seconds
Seconds
> 10 years
85 - 95
Less

Fuel Cell
Chemical
Promising
Very High
Moderate

10k - 20k
40 - 60
Very Less

Flywheel
Mechanical
Proven
Low
High
Minutes
Minutes
> 20 years
80 - 90
Very Less

Table 2.12: Comparison of Different Energy Storage Systems (Kumar and Jain, 2013)

From Table 2.12, it could be inferred that although batteries are widely used in application, once
developed, there are other alternatives that could be utilized which are much better in terms of cycle
life, charging time, discharging time, and other performance characteristics. Nevertheless, this part
only shows which ESSSs are currently available and usable in the market.
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Having a deeper analysis on data presented on Table 2.12, a battery and a fuel cell have higher specific
energy but lower specific power, which is the contrary of an ultracapacitor and a flywheel. Hence,
joining all these devices can be the best solution as both power density and energy density could be
heightened. Such combination is referred to as a hybrid energy system (HES), wherein the energy is
provided by either battery and/or fuel cell, and alternatively, the power is supplied by either
ultracapacitor and/or flywheel. Moreover, the vehicle design, operating profiles, and application are
the determining factors in choosing the combination among the four energy systems. Although HES is
a very encouraging system, the following should be further studied for its future applications: suitable
integration, life expectancy, maintenance, cost, durability, and reliability (Kumar and Jain, 2013).
Most of the alternative energy sources discussed are still underdeveloped. Thus, with the substantial
improvement of the EPS, improvement on its performance, fuel economy, durability, and cost could
be expected as well (Kumar and Jain, 2013).
Focusing on trolleybuses, this mode of transport is considered as electrical vehicles as they are
powered by electrical energy. However, they obtain their electrical power from the overhead lines
although auxiliary power supply is provided as well, which could be one of the ESSS previously
reviewed. This could then be referred to as a hybrid-trolleybus. In promoting sustainable
transportation through the introduction of trolleybuses in the cities, adequate amount of energy at
low cost is needed which should also come from clean source of electricity. Trolleybuses seem to be
somewhat similar to trams as they both depend on the overhead catenary system (OCS); however,
trams run on steel rails and on the other hand, trolleybuses operate on rubber wheels. With this, the
process in which they obtain the electric power differ. Due to its rubber wheels, the electrical circuit
could not be closed through its wheels. Contact wire must have positive and negative conductors.
Furthermore, additional insultation must be provided for the electrical equipment, which are usually
placed close to the doors and other areas wherein there is a possibility of passenger contact. However,
these protection measures have negative implications on the weight and cost of the vehicle (Zavada,
Blaskovic-Zavada, and Milos, 2010).
Some applications of hybrid-trolleybuses would be discussed in the succeeding paragraphs. First is in
Tychy, Poland. Due to the positive feedbacks obtained from the TROLLEY Project, this city has decided
to revolutionize their trolleybus network. Because of the EU financial support, the city purchased 15
modern trolleybuses i.e. Solaris Trollino 12 MB with two traction nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries
STH600 x84 type. These auxiliary power source has 60 Ah capacity and 220 V DC rated voltage.
Although it is said to be “less efficient and more harmful to the environment” compared to that of
lithium-based batteries according to Borowik and Cywinski (2016), it was manufactured in accordance
with LCA and was confirmed that after its life cycle, these batteries are recycled. From the same article,
it was confirmed that the battery capacity is not enough to allow regular runs on routes without the
contact with the overhead lines, making only a maximum distance of 2.5km. Aside from this, during
its operation with battery, the ECU takes control of the components and turns off including the heating
and air-conditioning which is critical during winter and summer seasons. However, its energy
efficiency was analyzed and has shown significant improvements. Because of the TROLLEY Project,
which had the aim of modernizing and developing the trolleybus network in this city, a decrease of
24% in energy consumption was observed due to the replacement of the rolling stocks which are
mainly attributed to the introduction of regenerative braking and asynchronous AC motors with an
expected annual savings of 760 MWh. Moreover, a 3% decrease was a result of traction modernization
with an annual savings of 90 MWh (Borowik and Cywinski, 2016). Nevertheless, different factors that
could affect the energy consumption, which is a significant factor in the transferability of electric
technology, should be taken into consideration as well, for instance the total mass and route
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configuration. For the latter, the energy use increases during acceleration or during uphill climbs,
otherwise, opposite effect is experienced. Moreover, the study of Varga and Iclodean (2015) has
shown the general consumption of an electric bus shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Distribution of Energy Consumption of Electric Buses (Varga and Iclodean, 2015)

Second is a study in Gdynia, Poland, which is one of the use cases of ELIPTIC project, that is investigated
by Bartłomiejczyk et al., (2013). In this city, in 2009, PKT provided the trolleybuses with traction
batteries only for emergency purposes i.e. damage of overhead lines and power loss. Thus, the
vehicles are solely dependent on the OCS which is a disadvantage in case there is a need of route
deviation. Different ESSSs could be provided to solve this problem namely internal combustion
generator, supercapacitors, and electrochemical batteries. As for the internal combustion generator,
it would be a great option due to its performance which could provide long driving range and flexibility,
yet the purpose of promoting sustainable transportation would be disregarded. On the other hand,
the supercapacitors, as discussed in the previous paragraphs, could be very promising because of its
fast charging and discharging times. However, due to its low capacity of 0.75 kWh, it can only travel
around 500 m. Hence, it is not very suitable to be used as an alternative source of energy, yet it can
be utilized as an electricity consumption reducer instead. Lastly, the batteries which appear to be a
more appropriate option was used in application for hybrid trolleybuses. As an effect, the vehicles
were installed with Ni-Cd STH 800 batteries with a capacity of 80 Ah, with a total weight of 800 kg. If
these batteries are used up to the maximum depth of discharge (DOD) of 20%, the vehicle could travel
up to 2km. During emergency situations, a 40% DOD is allowable that could reach up to 4km, although
the longest path travelled with passenger on board is 7km. The batteries are not fully discharged
(100% DOD) as this can shorten its lifecycle, which in this case is 15,000 cycles i.e. 7 years of daily
usage of 5 to 10 routes per day.
Lastly, the town of Eberswalde in Germany, which was also a participant in TROLLEY Project and a
current use case for ELIPTIC Project, is presently operating trolleybuses with batteries. Normally, the
“conventional hybrid trolleybuses” are powered by electrical energy from OCS and diesel and
supercapacitors for emergency cases and in depot. However, being part of the TROLLEY Project, the
diesel was replaced with lithium-ion (Li-Ion) batteries; thus, providing the vehicle with two fully
electric drive systems. During tests, the new hybrid trolleybuses were able to remarkably run up to 18
km powered only by battery, which could theoretically reach up to 28 km. Nevertheless, a 5km daily
operation is recommended to avoid deteriorating the life cycle of the battery. With this distance, 20
minutes of charging is needed via catenary. For this application, the battery has a capacity of 72 kWh
for a 4km run out of a total route distance of approximately 18km. Generally, Li-Ion batteries have a
total capacity of 70.4 kWh and energy consumption of 2.5 kWh/km. Comparing the conventional
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hybrid trolleybus to the new hybrid trolleybus, the latter has shown an energy consumption of 25%.
In conclusion, the daily operation was set at a capacity of 42.2 kWh which corresponds to 85% state
of charge i.e. 15% DOD and was limited to a distance of 5km only to maintain the life of the batteries
at 12,000 cycles. Due to its features and the possibility to operate at very low temperature i.e. -20°C,
it is considered as the future for electrical vehicles (Bartłomiejczyk et al., 2013).
In the study of Lefter, Enache, Maria, and Goia (2015), the different auxiliary power supply for the
trolleybuses were compared and evaluated using multi-criteria analysis (MCA), yet only seeing
alternatives with high voltage and high specific power. The MCA is an evaluation tool taking into
consideration a plurality of criteria. In this study, it was performed taking into account the different
options, criteria, performance matrix, score, and weight, wherein the options are motor-generator
group, battery pack, ultracapacitor, and fuel cell and the score ranges from 0 to 100 points – 100 is
the highest. The evaluation criteria in accordance with the technological and economic aspects were
considered in the assessment which are summarized as follows in Table 2.13.
T1
T2
T3
T4
E1
E2

E3

E4

Specific power (W/kg)
• indicates the loading capability of the source
• expressed as power to mass ratio
Mass (kg)
• total weight of the system
Estimated life (years)
• number of years of service until replacement
Concentration of each pollutant
Total cost
Cost/km to operate (CPKO)
• composed of the cost for fuel for the motorgenerator group
Cost/km for maintenance (CPKM)
• includes the cost for the parts that are replaced
and the labor hours to install them
Cost/km to neutralize the pollutants, if any (CPKN)
• represented by the cost of the auxiliary systems
used to meet the eco-friendly criteria

Table 2.13: Technology and Economic Evaluation Criteria (Lefter et. al., 2015)

The weights are specified in Table 2.14.

Technology

Economic

Criteria
T1
T2
T3
T4
E1
E2
E3
E4

Weight (%)
13
10
12
15
12
12
12
14

Table 2.14: Distribution of Weights for MCA (Lefter et al., 2015)

The MCA was done for two trolleybuses in Bucharest which are both installed with electrical motors
of 120 kW; hence, two options namely – Option 1: a battery pack of LiFePO4 cells and Option 2: an FC
with a Li-Ion auxiliary battery. The two alternatives were modelled using MATLAB/Simulink
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environment. Results were obtained which are tabulated in Table 2.15; thus, applying the specified
weights, the calculation for the MCA was executed as shown in Table 2.16.

Technology

Economic

Parameter
T1: Specific power [kW/kg]
T2: Mass [kg]
T3: Life [years]
T4: Pollution
E1: Cost [$≈€]
E2: CPKO [$≈€/km]
E3: CPKM [$≈€/km]
E4: CPKN [$≈€/km]

Option 1
0.1148
870.4
9
0
67000
0.0501
0.124
0

Option 2
0.099
702.46
12
0
250000
0.776
0.497
0

Table 2.15: Value of Parameters Used for MCA (Lefter et al., 2015)

Option 1

Option 2

Criteria
T1
T2
T3
T4
E1
E2
E3
E4
T1
T2
T3
T4
E1
E2
E3
E4

Value
13
8.07
9
0
12
12
12
0
11.21
10
12
0
3.21
0.77
2.99
0

Total

66.07

40.18

Table 2.16: MCA Performance Matrix (Lefter et al., 2015)

From the results of the MCA, it could be inferred that option 1 is preferable than option 2; however,
it must be taken into account that the study was done theoretically i.e. using a software. Thus, results
could be confirmed and improved by testing the technologies on the road.
After analyzing the different alternatives and its applications in different cities, the most efficient and
applicable ESSS for a certain city must be determined because the major cost in the introduction of an
electric vehicle is the battery replacement. This cost mainly depends on the life of the battery which
then is affected by the number of cycles of charge and discharge. Given the depth of discharge in each
cycle and as well as the percentage capacity lost, the maximum number of cycles could be determined.
Currently, the batteries amount to 500 €/kWh (Varga and Iclodean, 2015).

2.2 Pillar A.2: Opportunity fast recharging and slow overnight charging of electric
buses
2.2.1 Operations and Energy
Due to the many severe effects of fossil fuels regarding environmental and energy security, many
European countries are studying the use of electric vehicles as an alternative to ICE-based vehicles
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(Martinez-Lao, F. Montoya, M. Montoya, Manzano-Agugliaro, 2017). For electric vehicles or hybrid
trolleybuses, that is the focus of this paper, recharging is essential. This represents its fuel in the case
of ICE-based vehicles. In utilizing these, one of the main problems is the battery autonomy because of
the limited range (Martinez-Lao et al., 2017); thus, recharging points are necessary. According to
Martinez-Lao et al. (2017), there are three charging speeds which are the summarized in Table 2.17,
which will also one of the activities under ELIPTIC project that is the basis of this study.
Slow Charging

Direct current up to
500 V

Up to 16 A

Fast Charging
Single-phase or
three-phase AC
outlet
Up to 63 A

6 to 8 hours

1 to 2 hours

5 to 30 minutes

2 to 3 hours

N/A

N/A

3 kW
< 4,500 €

7 to 43 kW
4,500 € to 6,000 €

50 to 250 kW
6,000 € to 60,000 €

Single-phase AC
outlet of 230 V

Type of Outlet
Current
No. of hours for charging a
conventional electric car
No. of hours for charging
an electric motorcycle
Power
Cost per unit

Rapid Charging

50 to 550 A

Battery type

● Pb-acid
● Ni-MH
● ZEBRA
● Li-ion

● Ni-MH
● Li-ion
● ZEBRA

● Li-ion

Recommended location

● Parking of
public streets
● Public places
● Domestic
● Fleet of
company cars

● Car rental
company
● Fleet of company
cars
● Service stations

● Service stations

Table 2.17: Comparison of Load Types (Martinez-Lao et al., 2017)

Aside from this, there are also different charging modes which are specified in Table 2.18.
Mode

Mode
1

Mode
2

Specific
Connector

Type of
Charge

Maximum
Current

No

Slowly in
AC

16 A per Differential EV connection
phase
and
to AC line using
(3.7 kW to magnetic standard stream
11 kW)
protection
sockets

Slowly in
AC

32 A per Differential
phase
and
(3.7 kW to magnetic
22 kW)
protection

No

Protection

Special
Features

Diagram

Special cable via
electronic
device function
driver control
and protection
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Mode
3

Yes

Slowly and
Accelerated

According
connector

Including
in Electric
Vehicle
Charging
System
(EVCS)

Mode
4

Yes

Fast in DC

According
charger

Including
in Charger

Go to
Connecting the
AC power
network using a
specific
computer
Connecting the
EV using a fixed
charger

Table 2.18: Charging Mode Specifications (Martinez-Lao et al., 2017)

At present, there are various and diverse connection types because there is still no standardization,
which is one of the current critical issues in the adoption of electric transportation technology that
could bring about problems. Shown below are the different connection types used (see Table 2.19).
Furthermore, two charging infrastructures are defined: charging points and specific power system or
electric vehicle charging system (EVCS). The former is composed of protections and outlets that are
responsible for charging at mode 1 and mode 2. On the other hand, the latter has different
components namely charging station protections, connecting cable, and electrical outlet and is
designated for mode 3. Moreover, it provides communication between the EV and the charging point.
Connector
Type

Diagram

Number
of Pins
2

Mode 1
L1, L2/N

Maximum
Voltage

Maximum
Current

Regulation

250 V (AC)
single-phase

16 A singlephase

CEE 7/4
Tipo F
(Schuko)

250 V (AC)
single-phase

32 A singlephase

IEC 621962

250 V (AC)
single-phase

32 A singlephase

500 V (AC)
triphasic

63 A singlephase

250 V (AC)
single-phase

16/32 A
singlephase

5
Mode 2

L1,
L2/N,
PE, CP,
CS
7

Mode 3

L1, L2,
L3, N,
PE, CP,
PP
4, 5, or 7

Mode 3

L1, L2,
L3, N,
PE, CP,
PP

500 V (AC)
triphasic

IEC 621962

IEC 621962

32 A threephase
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9
Mode 4

2 Power,
7 Signal

500 V (DC)

120 A (DC)

IEC 621961
UL 2551

Combined
Charging
System
(CCS)

5+2

500 V (DC)

200 A (DC)

IEC 621963

CCS

7+2

500 V (DC)

200 A (DC)

IEC 621963

Table 2.19: Mode 1, 2,3, 4 connectors and CCS (Martinez-Lao et al, 2017)

According to Gao, Lin, LaClair, Liu, Li, Birky, and Ward (2017), the type of charging depends on the
battery capacity that normally ranges from 60 to 548 kWh. However, the typical values are from 200
to 300 kWh. Furthermore, the effectiveness of charging is affected, still, by the battery capacity and
the power available at the charging points.
There are two ways of recharging an electric bus: on-route charging and overnight charging. The
former can correspond to the fast and rapid charging and the latter is linked to that of the slow
charging at the depot, which are both discussed in the previous paragraphs. In addition, slow charging
takes approximately 6 hours because of the large battery packs. Instead, opportunity charging,
“operated with smaller batteries” (Beekman and Van Den Hoed, 2016), can be inductive or conductive,
which can both provide greater power delivery (Gao et al., 2017). Inductive charging delivers 50 to
200 kW, which are generally obtained from charging points mounted on the ground. Conductive
charging ranges up to 500 kW wherein the vehicle is connected to the overhead lines to receive power
(Beekman and Van Den Hoed, 2016). Some of the advantages and disadvantages of opportunity
charging versus overnight charging are presented in Table 2.20. These different charging types could
determine the charging solution for a certain city depending on its operational needs i.e. route
distance, dwell times, etc.
Opportunity charging

Overnight/depot charging

Pros

● Small battery size
● Unlimited range

● Operational flexibility
● Easy to operate

Cons

● Infrastructure in cities
● Operational flexibility

● Large battery size
● Insufficient range

Table 2.20: Opportunity Charging vs. Overnight/Depot Charging (Siemens, 2017)

One of the providers of charging infrastructure is Siemens, which offers opportunity and overnight
charging for electric buses.
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Figure 2.7: E-Bus Charging Solutions (Siemens, 2017)

There are many applications in of their technology across Europe. For the off-board top-down
pantograph, one is in Hamburg, Germany, wherein the line, with a distance of 9 km, is provided with
two charging points connected to the metro grid and another two charging points connected to the
local electricity provider. The charging points are installed with 300 kW power in which these are being
used by three Volvo plug-in hybrid buses and three Solaris full-electric buses. Another application is in
Vienna, Austria wherein charging via catenary is utilized. The charging point delivers 60 kW power
through 2 pole catenary connection. To use this charging infrastructure, “the electric bus is driven
underneath the charging station, which consists of a bipolar catenary” (“Charging Systems for Ebuses”, n.d.) wherein all the necessary equipment are installed on-board a vehicle. The charging
process is initiated when the pantograph is raised to the catenary and it is stopped when it is lowered
again. Using this technology, the buses can recharge for 10 minutes at the terminus.
Different factors affect the selection of type of charging infrastructure needed in a certain city. Mainly,
the routes and service requirements are important to be considered (Siemens, 2017). According to
Beekman and Van Den Hoed (2016), operational demands are the determining factor for this decision.
In this article, it focused on the current situation and different objectives of the city of Amsterdam
with regards to sustainable public transport. At present, Amsterdam has the goal of having an allelectric bus fleet by 2025. However, in attaining this goal, their main concern is maintaining the quality
of service whilst promoting sustainability. Feasibility studies were made in choosing the best zero
emission vehicle for the city; however, one of the critical issues in the study is to identify the most
applicable charging for the electric buses which is defined by complying with the operational demands
(see Table 2.21).
Operational Characteristic
Average line length
Average distance between
stops
No. of stops per direction
Average dwell time at stops

Standard
Vehicle
(12 meters)
11

Articulated
Vehicle
(18 meters)
11.2

kilometers

450

450

meters

25
16

25
20

stops
seconds

Unit
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Dwell time per loop (including
traffic lights, etc.)

19.7

22.3

minutes

Recovering time at end stops
during rush hours
(guaranteed charging time)

2 (0)

2 (0)

minutes

3

3

minutes

23.5
36.2
5

21.1
32.5
8

km/hr
km/hr
buses/hr

445

430

kilometers

Guaranteed charging time
outside rush hours
Average speed
Average moving speed
Frequency during rush hours
Maximum shift length of
vehicle (excluding night time
service)

Table 2.21: Bus Operation Characteristics (Martinez-Lao et al., 2017)

From the information above, it could be inferred that there are a lot of limitations that could interfere
the charging opportunities at stops such as small amount of time allotted to dwell times and recovery
times at end stops. Thus, as confirmed by Lajunen (2013), “it is highly important to take into account
the operating environment and understand the technical performance of the new technologies in
different conditions.” For the case of the city of Netherlands, an evaluation of different technologies
was made, which includes slow charging, fast charging, traditional trolley, and in motion
charging/hybrid trolley. Considering the first two alternatives mentioned, which is the focus of this
subchapter, slow charging seems to be appealing due to its flexibility. However, with the demand of
approximately 400 km per shift and an assumed energy consumption of 2 kWh/km, the electric vehicle
would require a battery capacity of 800 kWh. In this case, having a great amount of batteries would
suffer the weight of the vehicle; hence, reducing the energy efficiency. On the other hand, the
opportunity charging could be another solution, but the limited time at stops hinder this possibility.
A study on “Battery Capacity and Recharging Needs for Electric Buses in City Transit Service” by Gao
et al. (2017) provided a simulation of electric buses in the city of Knoxville using Autonomie software.
Simulations are done to provide a quick evaluation of the electric buses. The requirements for charging
power and battery capacity depend deeply on the route. Furthermore, the battery capacity is also
affected by other factors namely energy consumption, operation schedule, and charging power
(Lajunen, 2017). To consider the real situations of the services, different charging requirements were
taken into consideration such as boost charging, proactive charging, and overnight charging, wherein
the first two are done every after trips. Boost charging is used at the depot during the transition time
after finishing a loop which is around 5 to 10 minutes. Instead, proactive charging is done at the depot
when extended time for charging is needed i.e. missing a scheduled due to insufficient battery. Lastly,
overnight charging occurs at the bus garage which lasts for several hours. In the model, electric buses
with 324 kWh and 150 kWh batteries, and an energy consumption of 1.35 kWh/km were used to run
in two routes: one with a distance of 20.9 km and circuit time of 1 hour and another with 61.2 km that
finishes in 2.5 hours. In addition, 90 kW EV charger power and 2 hours minimum proactive charging
time were assumed. Results show that both batteries need proactive charging aside from the usual
boost charging, since a 90-kW power transfer does not make a significant increase. Hence, comparing
the two batteries, the lower capacity battery (150 kWh) requires more charging and is in risk of missing
trips when running in the longer routes.
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In conclusion, reduction of battery capacity may decrease the total costs because battery cost is one
of the major contributors to the total cost (Gao et al., 2017). However, as previously mentioned, the
main problem of electric buses is the limited range due to the low battery capacity, which could be
solved by providing additional buses yet inducing an economic disadvantage i.e. additional costs for
investment and additional drivers (Beekman and Van Den Hoed, 2016). Therefore, in parallel to the
claim of Martinez-Lao et al. (2017), Gao et al. (2017) also confirmed that the needs of electric buses
on charging must be considered to ensure schedule reliability.
Another simulation model was demonstrated by Lajunen (2017) which aimed to define charging
power, battery requirements, and energy consumptions. In line with this, the following were taken
into consideration: charging method, operating route, operating schedule, bus configuration, and
auxiliary power consumption that is mainly affected by the weather conditions. As for the charging
methods, three types were assumed specifically overnight charging, end station charging, and
opportunity charging. Second, as for the bus configurations, high energy batteries were utilized for
buses using overnight charging and high-power batteries were installed to buses that charge on end
stations and opportunity charging points. Four different configurations were defined for high-power
battery with varying energy capacities: 60, 80, 100, and 120 kWh. Shown in Table 2.22 are the other
parameters used assumed for the simulation.
Parameter description
Daily operation
Operating timetable
Dwell time at the end station
Maximum time for opportunity charging
Battery depth of discharge for fast charging buses
Battery depth of discharge for overnight charging buses

Value
6:00 - 22:00, 16 h
interval of 10 min
5 min
30 s
75%
95%

Table 2.22: Description of Simulation Parameters (Lajunen, 2017)

Different driving cycles were modelled in which the parameters are described on Table 2.23. E11
corresponds to Espoo 11 from Espoo, Finland. H550 is a bus line in the region of Helsinki region in
Finland. Lastly, the other two lines, Line 18 and Line 51B, are measured in Berkeley, California.
Cycle
Max speed (km/hr)
Average total speed (km/hr)
Average speed (km/hr)
Distance (km)
Stop time percentage
Stops per km

E11
58.40
23.80
27.90
10.20
0.12
1.70

H550
74.90
30.50
36.00
28.70
0.16
1.30

Line 18
54.20
16.40
22.90
42.40
0.30
3.30

Line 51B
59.00
13.80
20.20
16.10
0.33
4.30

Max acceleration (m/s2)

1.60

2.00

1.90

1.90

Min acceleration (m/s2)
Duration (s)

-1.90
1548

-2.90
3384

-2.20
9294

-2.00
4200

Aggressiveness (m/s2)

0.15

0.21

0.21

0.28

Table 2.23: Description of the Driving Cycles (Lajunen, 2017)

Moreover, the change in weather conditions were also considered; thus, the following auxiliary power
consumptions were presumed: 6 kW for mild weather conditions, 14 kW for hot or cold weather
conditions, and 22 kW for extremely cold weather conditions.
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Results of the simulation are summarized in the following graphs. In Figure 2.8, the energy
consumption was calculated for each bus configuration assuming an additional power consumption
of 6 kW, which correlates to mild weather conditions. Moreover, fast charging buses have a battery
capacity of 80 kWh, instead, overnight charging buses differ in the capacity, which depends on the
operating routes. From the graph, it could be seen that overnight charging buses have higher energy
consumption, approximately 10%, compared to that of the fast charging buses. On the other hand,
the vehicle speed also affected the energy consumption, in which it can be inferred that as the velocity
decreases, the energy consumption increases. As for the case of line 51B, the surge in energy
consumption is heavily affected by the driving aggressiveness.

Figure 2.8: Energy Consumption (Lajunen, 2017)

Another result obtained from the simulation is the measure of consumption increase as shown in
Figure 2.9. From this, increasing the battery capacity of the fast charging buses and auxiliary power
consumption increases the energy consumption. It can then be concluded that an increment in energy
capacity of 10 kWh employs a rise of approximately 0.5% in energy consumption, which is not so high.
However, the growth in auxiliary power consumption significantly affects the energy consumption.
Comparing the consumption of electric buses to that of the diesel city buses with a consumption of
around 4 to 6 kWh/km, it shows an 80% energy efficiency of electric buses, that is a better choice than
conventionally-fueled buses.

Figure 2.9: Consumption Increase (Lajunen, 2017)
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The number of charging stations for opportunity charging were also determined in this study, which
corresponds to the minimum number of charging stations for roundtrip operation. Charging points
with different power levels and charging times were studied. Moreover, the calculation of these were
dependent on different factors, for instance, charging power, energy consumption, charging energy
losses, and charging time. In addition, for the electrical losses, higher voltage would benefit the
reduction of energy losses, wherein for commercial electric vehicles, the charger voltage is ranging
from 600 V to 750 V (Gao et al., 2017).
From the results, it could easily be concluded that the farther the distance, the more charging stations
are needed. The number of infrastructures can be reduced by increasing the charging power and/or
the charging time, which can differ per application, depending on the operational characteristics of
the services. One example is the case of Amsterdam, which was previously discussed, wherein the
dwell times at stops are limited. Although the charging point with a power of 500 kW was also
analyzed, this infrastructure would require additional components such as energy buffer.

Figure 2.10: Number of Charging Stations for Opportunity Charging (Lajunen, 2017)

On the other hand, for end station charging, the charging power is significantly affected by the route
distance. The required charging power for each line is tabulated on Table 2.24.
Line
H550
Espoo 11
Line 18
Line 51B

Charging Power (kW)
310
106
260
118

Table 2.24: End Station Charging Power per Line (Lajunen, 2017)
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Lastly, Table 2.25 shows the results of overnight charging buses with an assumed 6 kW auxiliary power
consumption.

Battery capacity (kWh)
Charging power (kW)
Daily operation (h)
Daily distance (km)

H550
376
34
12.2
344

Espoo 11
313
41
15.8
253

Line 18
313
45
16.3
254

Line 51B
292
42
16.3
194

Table 2.25: Simulation Results for Overnight Charging (Lajunen, 2017)

To ensure effectiveness and efficiency in the field of electric mobility, a recharge management is
essential to avoid overloading the grid. According to Martinez-Lao et al. (2016), it purposes are the
following that could be applicable to private electric vehicles and electric buses:
•
•
•
•

Implement vehicle charging in the electricity system through the development of systems
capable of regulating the charging f batteries based on the availability and cost of electricity.
Distinguish between various charging stations in a same parking lot so that the grid is not
saturated.
Automatically select what type of charging to use depending on the time available
Identify the user to subsequently collect payment for the use of the system or to control
available credit.

From all the discussed above, it shows the necessity to understand and analyze the different
requirements of the electric transportation technology i.e. battery capacity, energy consumption, etc.
All these are linked to the possibility of adopting this technology as it significantly affects the
operations.

2.2.2 Economy
In the previous paragraphs, the different charging methods are identified, wherein the infrastructure
cost for these charging points must be taken into consideration in calculation of the total cost. In a
study by Burnham et al. (2017), the cost of an extreme fast charging (XFC) station i.e. charging point
with electric power ranging from 150 kW to 400 kW, is significantly affected by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) equipment and installation;
Electricity costs;
Demand charges;
Station utilization;
Point of sale revenue; and,
Indirect revenue.

As for the demand charges, this cost differs from one city to another, for instance, it is $2/kW in
Seattle, $8/kW in New York, and more than $30/kW in Hawaii; thus, it is important for this to be
accounted in feasibility and transferability studies. On the other hand, another type of charging
infrastructure was investigated, which is the DC Fast Charger (DCFC) i.e. supplying power from 50 kW
to 400 kW. The costs of adapting both infrastructures with battery electric vehicles (BEV) are
estimated and summarized in Table 2.26, wherein it presents that XFC is more expensive than DCFC
station. In addition, it could also be deduced that despite the high costs of DCFC – BEV and XFC – BEV
in terms of purchase price of the vehicles and the infrastructure costs, the fuel economy is much higher
than that of the ICEV. In addition, according to Beekman and Van Den Hoed (2016), infrastructure cost
must be analyzed in detail as this can vary significantly with the urban surroundings per city. To
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evaluate the different technologies, it is suggested to use tools such as Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
that may help in the selection of the most appropriate technology.

Fuel economy (MPGGE)
CD electricity use (kWh/100 mi (160.9 km))
Purchase price ($≈€/vehicle)
Vehicle lifetime (years)
Vehicle annual (km)
EVSE hardware cost
EVSE installation cost
Charging time (min/user)
Charge sessions (#/day)
EVSE charging power (kW)
EVSE efficiency (%)
EVSE DC electricity dispensed (kWh/session)
EVSE lifetime (yr)
Demand charge ($≈€/kW/month)
Base electricity rate ($≈€/kWh)
EVSE cost amortization ($≈€/kWh)
Total electricity cost ($≈€/kWh)
Gasoline price ($≈€/gal)
Value of time travel savings ($≈€/hr)
Gasoline fueling rate (gal/min)
Vehicle lifetime (hours fueling)

ICEV2
33
20000
15
19950

DCFC - BEV
115.4
28.5
35000
15
19950
30000
33000
80
5
50
92%
67
15
$8
$0.10
$0.09
$0.19

XFC - BEV
115.4
28.5
36000
15
19950
245000
41000
10
12
400
90%
67
15
$8
$0.10
$0.24
$0.34

1060

133

3
10
9

Table 2.26: Summary of Key Inputs for ICEV, DCFC - BEV, XFC – BEV (Burnham et al., 2017)

Aside from this, lifecycle costs (LCC) of electric buses were assessed by Lajunen (2017) wherein it was
confirmed that charging infrastructure development and high investment costs of vehicles are the
major obstacles in the introduction of electric buses in cities. The bus lines analyzed were defined in
the previous subchapter i.e. H550, E11, Line 18, and Line 51B. In the LCC analysis, the cost breakdown
and electricity demand charges were included. The main components of the lifecycle costs (CLC) are
the capital costs (CCAP), operation costs (COP), and technology replacement costs (CREP). Shown in the
equations below are the variables considered in the computation. The following equations are shown
to know which are the factors that affect the assessment of LCC. These elements are important in the
evaluation of the feasibility and transferability of the electric technology, wherein it could be possible
to manage some of them to reduce the total cost.
𝐶𝐿𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝑃 + 𝐶𝑂𝑃 + 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑃
As for the capital cost, it is mainly affected by purchase cost of the vehicle (Cbus), the number of buses
(Nbus), the initial costs of the charging devices (Cchg), and the salvage value of the buses and charging
devices (Csv).
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝑃 = (𝐶𝑏𝑢𝑠 )(𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑠 ) + 𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑔 + 𝐶𝑠𝑣

2

Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV)
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Second, the operation costs are composed of the following: energy, maintenance, and carbon dioxide
(CO2) emission costs wherein the detailed formula is shown in the equation below:
𝑇

𝐶𝑂𝑃 = ∑ [𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑠 𝐷𝑗 (𝐶𝑛𝑟𝑗𝑗 + 𝐶𝑚𝑗 + 𝐶𝑐𝑜2𝑗 ) + 𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑔 𝑚𝑐ℎ𝑔 ] ∙ (1 + 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 )−𝑗
𝑗=0

Wherein:
Dj is the yearly driven distance;
Cnrj_j is the energy cost;
Cm_j is the maintenance cost;
Cco2_j is the CO2 emission costs;
mchg is the charging device maintenance cost factor as percentage;
drate is the discount rate; and,
T is the time period for the lifecycle analysis.
Lastly, the technology replacement cost is defined as follows, in which Ctech_j i.e. the yearly technology
replacement costs and is affected by Cbatt which represents the battery specific costs in €/kWh, Ebatt
which is the energy capacity of the battery (kWh), and FR which is the replacement function. This can
have an output of 0 or 1 that shows battery replacement. Dcum_j is the cumulative driven distance and
LBATT indicates the useful life if the battery (km). As for the LBATT considers the battery life i.e. amount
of deep discharge-charge cycles which is denoted by Ncycle and the energy throughput of the battery
in kWh/km that is represented by Ekm.
𝑇

𝐶𝑅𝐸𝑃 = ∑ (𝑁𝑏𝑢𝑠 𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑗 ) ∙ (1 + 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 )−𝑗
𝑗=0

𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑗 = 𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 𝐹𝑅 (𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑗 , 𝐿𝐵𝐴𝑇𝑇 )

𝐿𝐵𝐴𝑇𝑇 =

𝑁𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡
𝐸𝑘𝑚

From the costs discussed above, it could be seen that the charging infrastructure not only affects the
capital costs, but also the operation costs.
The cost parameters that were utilized in the analysis are tabulated below (see Table 2.27). In addition,
it was assumed that all the costs are the prices for year 2016 in euros (€).
Parameter description
Purchase cost of electric bus (without battery) (€)
Purchase cost of diesel bus (€)
High-energy battery cost (€/kWh)
High-power battery cost (€/kWh)

Value
350000
225000
500
800
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Maintenance cost (€/km)
Fast charging device cost (P > 200 kW) (€)
Overnight charging device cost (P ≤ 50 kw) (€)
Yearly charging device maintenance (%)
Electricity cost (€/kWh)
Electricity demand charges (€/kW)
Reference service life of buses (years)
Discount rate (%)
Yearly operation (h)
Service life of charging devices (years)

0.2
250000
20000
3
0.1
10
12
3
4000
20

Table 2.27: Default Cost Parameters (Lajunen, 2017)

From the four lines evaluated, it could be observed that each of them have different operating hours
and distance covered, which affects the calculation of the LCC. Thus, in this case, two graphs are
presented below showing the costs per km and costs per hour (see Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.11: Distance Specific Lifecycle Cost Breakdown and Comparison (Lajunen, 2017)

Figure 2.12: Operating Time Specific Lifecycle Cost Breakdown and Comparison (Lajunen, 2017)

Results show that, generally, electric buses LCC are higher than that of the diesel buses. However,
more specifically, as for the end station charging buses running in Line 18 had 5% greater LCC than
diesel buses, while for E11 and Line 51B, the LCC was approximately 13% higher than diesel buses.
More interestingly, H550 garnered an LCC 5% lower than conventional buses. The LCC for overnight
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charging is higher which ranges from 15% to 30% and the LCC for opportunity charging buses is about
30% higher as well. Moreover, it was also confirmed that generally, an increase in the auxiliary power
consumption would increase the LCC. In conclusion, although the LCC are greater for electric buses, in
the coming years, this would decrease due to the increase in competition in the electric bus and
charging devices markets (Lajunen, 2017).

2.3 Different factors affecting the implementation of trolleybuses
2.3.1 Issues Encountered in Europe
Several studies have been done regarding the evaluation of different technologies towards attaining
sustainable mobility through electric buses. However, the point of view of the transport providers are
neglected most of the time. With regards to this, surveys and interviews were conducted by Xylia and
Silveira (2016) in the investigation of the fuel preferences and best practices in Sweden. In this study,
the objective is to define the different factors in achieving fossil-free public transport wherein
renewable fuels correspond to biofuels, hydrogen fuel or electricity obtained from renewable sources.
In achieving sustainable mobility, it must be taken into consideration the different factors that affect
energy efficiency: vehicle types, speed, and driving conditions (terrain and routes) which were also
discussed in the previous subchapters. In addition, location, weather, terrain, and operational cycle
determine the optimal technology and fuel option.
In the same study, it was confirmed that in Sweden, bus is the most common mode of transport
comprising 52% of all passenger trips. However, knowing that the conventional buses are economical
yet environmentally harmful, the shift of buses towards renewable fuels is prioritized.
The surveys that were carried out by the authors were answered by the Public Transport Authorities
(PTAs) who play a significant role in the planning and as well as the execution of different strategies
in the transport network. Aside from this, they have the responsibility of updating the regional
transport provision programs which dictates the different goals for the public transport services.
Moreover, PTAs cooperate with other key stakeholders such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swedish Public Transport Association (SK);
Swedish Bus and Coach Federation;
Swedish Taxi Association;
Association of Swedish Train Operating Companies;
Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SKL);
Swedish Transport Association (Trafikverket); and,
Jernhusen (state owned train infrastructure company).

The cooperation is named “Partnership for Improved Public Transport” in which it aims to double the
market share of public transport and promote and increase the share of renewable fuels up to 90%.
The results have shown 55% turnout (19 respondents out of 35). The following questions were asked:
•
•
•
•

Which is the most attractive fuel alternative in the foreseeable future for PT buses and why?
Which are the main barriers to increasing the share of renewable fuels for PT bus fleets?
Which instruments should be implemented to encourage increased shares of renewable fuels
in PT bus fleets?
Which measures have been the most successful for encouraging renewable fuel deployment
at regional level?
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The results for the important factors affecting fuel choice for buses according to the PTAs are
summarized in the graph below in Figure 2.13 wherein the numbers correspond to the number of
respondents. From the responses obtained, it could be observed that emission is the top priority of
the PTAs followed by fuel availability, infrastructure, and energy efficiency. Lower noise levels are also
selected by most respondents. This can be achieved by utilizing electric buses which promises this
feature. Climate conditions may seem not so important; however, this is imperative especially in
northern counties in Sweden wherein there is the risk of fuel freezing.

Figure 2.13: Factors That Affect Fuel Choices for Swedish Public Buses (Xylia and Silveira, 2017)

On the other hand, the different barriers that hinder the improvement and implementation of higher
renewable fuel are also analyzed. In this case, expectedly, the costs garnered the most amount of
responses as the need for new infrastructures require large amount of investments which is applicable
to almost all fuel choices. Generally, costs are the greatest obstacle in introduction of new
technologies. Moreover, this is followed by technology and uncertain policy conditions. As for the
former, this is essential to be considered as some of the fuel choice are still “raw” i.e. there are only
few applications; thus, most transport providers are hesitant to adopt a new technology. The latter
should also be clarified as some policies are unclear. Hence, if the government wants to implement a
certain policy, it must be evidently stated.
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Figure 2.14: Barriers to Higher Renewable Fuel Deployment for Swedish Public Buses (Xylia and Silveira, 2017)

Lastly, the most attractive fuel alternative foreseeable in the future is also determined in which
according to most of the interviewees is electricity. The electricity-based buses i.e. pure electric or
electric hybrid buses account to only 0.3% of the total buses in Sweden. Currently, this technology is
still at the demo stage in the country. Nevertheless, the municipalities must consider the different
issues that may arise from the full-scale implementation of electric buses. Some of these are the need
for infrastructures i.e. charging station and competition between stakeholders. Moreover, the
transport providers foresee that at least 10 years is needed for full-scale implementation of this
technology.

Figure 2.15: Most Attractive Fuel Alternative in the Future as Perceived by Survey Respondents (Xylia and Silveira, 2017)
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After investigating the preferences of the PTAs, different strategies were defined to overcome these
issues. First, political will is necessary in pursuing sustainable solutions. The drive and initiative of the
key actors to push for these technologies are significant to make successful interventions. Many
initiatives have been presented which have resulted to positive outcomes. Second, a continuous
update of the environmental strategies is also recommended which serves as a guide for the
development of public transport in a certain city or town. In some regions in Sweden, these are
updated annually or every 4 or 5 years. Västra Götaland County has set a good example in providing a
structured strategy which includes:
•
•
•

Clear follow up and documentation of goals;
Monitoring of progress; and,
Evaluation of fuel alternatives and cost assessment of proposed actions.

Third is flexibility that PTAs offer during procurement that is not evident in every country. Four
respondents affirmed that environmental requirements in procurement is the most effective action
to promote renewable fuels, although most of the representatives of some regions (59%) indeed
follow the common sector standards. Flexibility can solve challenges related to the institutional
framework; thus, leading to successful implementations of different innovations. Lastly and most
importantly is communication and collaboration among other stakeholders and PTAs. Another
positive outcome of this is the possibility to share approaches with other cities facing the same
difficulty and to increase investments.
From all the above-mentioned issues, the most prominent are linked to economic and political which
through different strategies suggested could be overcome.
Another related research was made Bakker and Konings (2017) say that high investment costs and
limited driving range are defined to be the main barriers in the transition to Zero-Emission Buses (ZEBs)
i.e. battery-electric buses and hydrogen fuel-cell buses in Netherlands. In this study, the authors
conducted interviews to some stakeholders of the Dutch public transport sector which consist of 14
transport authorities and 10 transport operators. It is believed that regulative, normative, and
cognitive institutions prevent the utilization of ZEBs; hence, the goal of this research is to formulate
suggestions to increase the chances of adopting ZEBs in study based on the responses from the
interviews. Examples of the three institutions are shown below in Table 2.28.
Regulative
Formal rules, laws, sanctions,
incentive structures, reward
and cost structures,
Examples
governance systems, power
systems, protocols,
standards, procedures

Normative

Values, norms, role
expectations, authority
systems, duty, codes of
conduct

Cognitive
Priorities, problem agendas,
beliefs, bodies of knowledge
(paradigms), models of
reality, categories,
classifications,
jargon/language, search
heuristics

Table 2.28: Examples of Regulative, Normative, and Cognitive Institutions (Bakker and Konings, 2017)

Because these barriers are beyond the control of the public sector, the transport operators ignore the
possibility of adopting this technology until the ZEBs meet the operational requirements and the prices
have decreased significantly. Therefore, to solve this problem, the authors supposed that changing
the institutional context could accelerate this transition.
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In Netherlands, the process of procurement via tendering is prepared by the public transport
authorities. Included in the bids are the routes, the different services that will be provided by the
operators, and the amount of subsidy needed to perform these operations. The different factors that
affect the selection are ranked as follows: cost, quality of service, social safety, and marketing efforts.
However, sustainability is considered only as a minor aspect during bidding. Certainly, after the
process, the winning operator will be in service for around 6 to 10 years depending on the conditions.
Moreover, it will be accountable for the buses, parking facilities, fueling infrastructures, and bus
drivers.
Currently, there are some hydrogen fuel cell buses, induction charged buses, and overnight charged
buses in operation all over Netherlands mainly because of the binding agreement in 2016 wherein the
public transport authorities agreed with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment the execution
of ZEBs throughout the country.
On the interview, the current activities related to ZEBs, the ideal about its potential, the barriers that
hamper its implementation, and the strategies to possibly surpass these were asked to the members
of the public transport sector. As for the regulative institutions, the major limitation is the rules
attached to the process of tendering and the contract. Generally, the operator will service up to 10
years; however, for the realization of ZEBs, around 15 years would be required. This is because of the
higher investment cost of ZEBs; thus, it would depreciate for a longer time than that of the
conventional diesel buses. On the other hand, the normative institutions correspond to the norms and
expectations that have been set for years. In this case, the winning operator is usually the one with
the lowest bid. As previously mentioned, cost is the determining factor and usually, the environmental
impacts are disregarded. In addition, the selection of technology depends on what the market offers.
Lastly, as for the cognitive institutions, because of the limitations of the ZEBs, they are expected to
only run on specific routes; thus, not able to utilize interlining which is more efficient. In addition to
this, because it is still not widely applied, there are uncertainties with regards to their durability,
maintenance costs, and energy efficiency.
From all these concerns, the following suggestions were formulated by the authors that could alleviate
this problem of uncertainty on the realization of ZEBs.
•

Extending the economic lifetime of ZEBs and their supportive infrastructure;
The possibility to extend the contract for a maximum of 15 years can relieve the uncertainties
of the operators. Also, the possibility of using the buses for more than one concession period
is another option wherein the current operator can sell its assets to the next operator.

•

Alternative business models; and,
Different actors could be introduced to invest and operate the different elements of the ZEBs
i.e. recharging infrastructure as this can lead in reducing the TCO. Moreover, in reducing the
annual costs, infrastructure subsidies could be provided.

•

Concession terms and conditions.
Since the public transport authorities organize the tenders, they have the possibility to
demand for ZEBs to be included in the bids. However, it is also probable to provide bonus
scores to bidders that consider innovative technologies.
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Aside from these, the authors highlighted that the most effective solution in the political will. The
realization of the ZEBs would only be possible with the willingness and desire of the public transport
authorities to have this change.

2.3.2 Issues Encountered in North America
A research by Mohamed, Ferguson, and Kanaroglou (2017) studied the perspective of transit providers
regarding electric buses in Canada. The authors confirmed that towards the adoption of electric buses,
the following are frequently evaluated: technology review, battery technology, lifecycle cost models
(LCC), environmental assessment, market demands, and operational feasibility. However, of all these,
the least studied is the willingness of the transport providers to implement such technology. In here,
the different factors that hamper the implementation of electric buses in Canada are defined which
can help in providing an outline to overcome these difficulties. Nevertheless, first, it is essential to
define the key actors who are responsible in the bus delivery chain. In the case of Canada, the service
providers and municipalities are in control of the choice for the transit system, which may be the same
or not for other countries or cities. Moreover, there are no specific policies imposing the use of electric
buses. There may be several actions regarding the reduction of harmful emissions, but the methods
to do so are not specified. The strong enforcement of these policies can lead to the faster adoption of
electric buses.
Surveys and interviews were also carried out in this study wherein the all categories of transport
operators i.e. directors, fleet/operation managers, maintenance managers, and planning managers,
took part in the activity. The questions were categorized into five themes which addresses the
different issues that can be clarified by the interviewees. The following are:
1. Participants’ attitude towards the environmental impact of the transport sector;
2. Decision making process for fleet management and selection process of powertrain
technology;
3. Operational, technological, and other concerns regarding electric buses;
4. Key barriers/drivers for implementing electric transit buses; and,
5. Transit policies in relation to the implementation of the electric bus at three main levels:
federal, provincial, and municipal.
From the results of the interview, 55 themes were obtained which are further subcategorized into 16
aspects and then sorted into 4 main categories which are summarized in Table 2.29. For the attitude
towards the electric buses, the transport providers recognize the advantages that the electric buses
would bring. However, due to the few applications, they are in doubt whether this would be deliver
positive outcomes as evidently, they do not want to be the early adopters of this technology. The
technology anxiety also adds to this hesitance. Because of rapid advancement in research, the
components might get obsolete; hence, it hinders the possible long-term commitment to the
electrification of buses. Second is the operational and financial feasibility of electric buses which
concerns the risk of not being able to meet the operational demands mainly because of the limited
range and insufficient amount of charging time. Also, due to these implications, the route selection
becomes critical; thus, must be studied in detail. In addition, the most fundamental aspect in this
category is the total cost of ownership which scares the transport providers. From different studies,
electric buses promise less maintenance cost and energy efficiency which lead to overall cost
reduction. However, because of its limitations, additional fleets, infrastructures, and manpower are
expected which increases the operational costs. Its excessively high TCO makes them prefer to
continue with the conventional buses. Third is regarding the decision-making and fleet management.
This is attributed to the lack of green policies needed to force the providers to adopt electric buses.
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To help in the decision-making process, the reliability of service, risk mitigation, and cost-revenue
analysis must be taken into account. Moreover, it is affirmed by the respondents that “technology
change in fleet operation is subject to long term plans” (Mohamed et al., 2017). Since it is still not fully
developed, providers opt to not include it in the choices for technology choice. Lastly, for developing
a business case, the providers demand a demonstration project in Canada to prove its feasibility. Many
demonstration projects have been done and still on-going in Europe i.e. TROLLEY Project, ELIPTIC
Project, etc. Aside from this, the providers confirmed that a top-down approach would be effective to
implement radical changes. Having the initiative from the national government could lead to a
transformation that is necessary to push through these projects. Dedicating clean fleet policies,
federal monetary incentives and strict emissions and receiving support for the government could
hasten the provision of electric buses.

Attitude towards the electric bus

Categories

Subcategories

General attitude towards electric
technology

The "Guinea Pig" syndrome
Technology anxiety
Lack of operational data
Risk and safety concerns
Operational availability

Operational feasibility of the electric bus

Powertrain technology

Network optimization

Human resources

Total cost of ownership

Themes
Electrical technology is viable
Passengers demand reliability, not green
technology
Contributes to GHG reduction
Future implementation only
High risk being the first
Need someone else to test it
Fear of obsolescence
Lack of R&D direction
No practical Canadian data
Various unknowns in operation
Health and safety for passengers and employee
Safety standards for high voltage exposure
Range
Charging time
Overnight electric buses
Opportunity electric buses
Battery-trolley electric buses
Route selection
Operational flexibility
Interlining versus fixed routes
Increased fleet size
Mechanics
Drivers
Human resources
Capital cost
Operational costs
Leasing
Infrastructure cost
Fuel saving & electricity rates
Human resource cost
Total cost of ownership
Standards
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Developing a business case; the way
forward

Decision-making & fleet management strategy

Standardization of electric bus
technology
Decision making

Fleet management strategy

Manufacturers and the U.S. influence

Top-down approach & political
intervention

Implementation criteria & regulatory
environment

The role of CUTA3 & APTA4
No green/electric policy in place
Risk free decision-making process
Multiple criteria/departments involved
Reliability/cost driven decision making
Replacement first
Age-driven strategy
Performance requirements force e-bus out of
tendering
Technology change is not often considered
Eliminating old diesel is priority
Manufacturers not meeting performance
requirements
U.S. guides market direction not Canada
Different priorities for manufacturers and
providers
Top-down approach is the only solution
Provider can't act in isolation
Federal government is the key player
Provinces and municipalities are key building
blocks
Federal incentives
Piloting is the only feasible solution
City/technology/network choice are key for
successful pilots
Data banks for e-bus in Canada
Regulation for on-route chargers
Acquisition regulations & contracting

Table 2.29: Results from the Surveys and Interviews (Mohamed et al., 2017)

Four strategies were recommended by the authors to overcome these issues. First is to have R&D and
standardization. Further research is suggested to strengthen the foundation of this technology.
Second is the necessity for political support, finance, and regulations. Political intervention alongside
with strict policies are very important with regards to introducing new technologies. Moreover,
financial support, whether from public or private constitutions, is certainly needed for the realization
of these projects. Third is provision of demonstration projects to validate the performances and take
note of the features that needs room for improvement. Lastly, Canadian databanks are also necessary
to supply the R&D and policy team with up-to-date data to obtain more precise outputs.

3 Methodology
In the subsequent figure (see Figure 3.1), the conceptual framework is shown which describes the
general approach applied in this study.

3
4

CUTA – Canadian Urban Transit Association
APTA – Atlantic Provinces Trucking Association
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Since the electrification of public transport is a broad subject, the topic was simplified by specifying
the objectives of this study, which are identified in Chapter 1.2. From these goals and aims, different
references such as scientific literatures, grey literatures, and other resources were collected and
collated to distinguish the different possible approaches to achieve such goals i.e. methodology and
to understand the different concepts associated with the chosen topic. After this research phase, since
the study is based on the European Commission’s ELIPTIC project, the pioneer cities suitable for such
aims were determined.
Using the different sources obtained from the research and the initial reports and results from the
ELIPTIC project, the questionnaire was structured using the issues identified in these and as well as
the recurring KPIs selected by the pioneer cities. Furthermore, the different respondents who could
contribute to the development of this thesis were identified i.e. transport operators and authorities,
experts, academics, and public transport users. After finalizing the survey, this was then published
online and distributed; however, some respondents have chosen to communicate and share their
sentiments via email. Nevertheless, responses were analyzed both individually and aggregated using
the SMART method for weighting and ELECTRE method for Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MDCA).
In the final phase, after all the responses have been calculated and analyzed, concluding remarks and
recommendations were formulated for future investigations.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual Framework
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3.1 Use Cases within ELIPTIC Project
3.1.1 Eberswalde, Germany
3.1.1.1 NO ELIPTIC Scenario
Before performing the planned feasibility study in the city of Eberswalde, some of the operational
characteristics of the current situation of the line to be investigated were measured to evaluate the
changes brought about by introducing the technology.
First, context parameters were provided to have an overview regarding the operations, sustainability,
and context of line 910. For operations, different characteristics on vehicles and dynamics and
kinematics were considered. For sustainability, the current power and energy consumption were
taken into account. Lastly, the context concerns about the route and the environment where the line
is running.
Some of the measured parameters are shown below.

Parameter

Operational vehicles
Total range
Battery-only range
Diesel-only range
Vehicles operational time
Distance from/to depot
to/from route
Commercial speed
Allowed max speed
Max starting acceleration
Diesel power engine
Length
Bus stops
Ambient Temperature

Units of
Measurement
Operations
Unit
km
km
km
h
km
km/hr
km/hr
m/s2
Sustainability
kW
Context
km
#
°C

Parameter
Reference

Average
Value

vehicle
vehicle
vehicle
day

5
31.18
0
31.18
20

day
day
route

43 x 2
19.5
50.7

vehicle

1.1

vehicle

220

route
route
daily
average

31.18
54
8.5

Table 3.1: Context Parameter Considered for Eberswalde (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

Aside from these, to compare the possible improvements by introducing hybrid trolleybuses, the KPIs
during NO ELIPTIC scenario were also measured and are shown in Table 3.2.
Evaluation
Category

KPI Name

Operations

Driving staff
Maintenance staff
Passenger capacity (line)
Ratio of non-working vehicles
Roundtrip time

Units of
Measurement
man/vehicle
man/vehicle
pass/h
%
min

Parameter
Reference
day
month
peak time
month
peak time

Average
Value
1.0625
0.06
223
10
86
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Operation time

Economy

Vehicle capital costs

h/vehicle

EURO/vehicle

month
diesel bus 12
m
low floor
diesel bus 15
m
low floor
articulated bus
MIDI bus

61.69

230000

280000
333700
140000

Table 3.2: Selected KPIs for Eberswalde (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

3.1.1.2 ELIPTIC Procedures
The city of Eberswalde is included in the use cases of the ELIPTIC project, wherein within this project,
the procedures followed were based on thematic pillar A i.e. replacing diesel bus lines by extending
trolleybus network with hybrid trolleybuses. The city has a total of 12 trolleybuses and two lines which
are managed by Barnimer Bus Gesellschaft mbH (BBG). From the beginning of 2010, BBG has
purchased and replaced their fleet with modern trolleybuses by SOLARIS. However, only one bus is
equipped with battery i.e. LiFePO4. Specifications of which are summarized in Table 3.3.
Battery
Energy Content
Weight
Power
Braking Energy Storage
Energy Content
Average Power

LiFePO4
70.4 kWh (42.2 kWh usable)
1020 kg
38 kW (charging)
140 kW (discharging)
Supercapacitors
0.57 kWh
150 kWh (discharging)

Table 3.3: Specifications of Pre-configured SOLARIS Trolleybuses (Knote and Wruck, 2017)

A feasibility study regarding the possibility of a catenary-free operation of trolleybuses was done. The
investigation was made to the diesel bus line 910 which runs between Finowfurt and Eberswalde with
a length of approximately 14.7 km. The aim of the study is to integrate this bus line with the existing
trolleybus lines 861 and 862. Line 910 operates under the catenary lines, in which approximately 70%
of the route is covered by the catenary network. Below, in Figure 3.2, is the map of the public transport
network in Eberswalde wherein the three mentioned lines are shown. The turquoise line corresponds
to line 910, red links to line 861, and black is line 862.
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Figure 3.2: Map of Eberswalde Public Transport Network (VBB, n.d.)
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To accomplish this, a feasibility study based on simulation was executed. The auxiliary power unit
would be supplied by batteries. It was assumed that these batteries would be charging while running
under the overhead lines. When the vehicles leave the catenary network, the energy will be delivered
by the vehicle energy storage. Illustrated in Figure 3.3 the existing configuration of line 910, wherein
it is also demonstrated the parts wherein the extension of catenaries is needed.

Figure 3.3: Configuration of Line 910 (Eberswalde Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

The areas with existing catenaries are part of the routes of lines 861 and 862. Therefore, the study
also investigates whether the catenary network would be able to supply enough charging power so
that the hybrid trolleybuses can cover the remaining 30% without additional recharging requirements.
Electrical implications would be examined such as:
•
•
•

Necessary energy content of the onboard storage unit;
Recharging possibilities within the existing catenary network; and,
Necessary retrofitting of the existing catenary network to cover the additional charging power.

In the simulation of this project, retrofitting of trolleybuses is preferred to provide the necessary
energy supply, yet if need be, minimum trolleybuses are to be acquired. In line with this, changes in
the alignment and timetables are necessary. Furthermore, automatic wiring is to be explored as well,
as this is needed for vehicles running partially on areas without catenaries.
In total, to investigate the different technical capacities of this technology, a feasibility study was made
by BBG and Fraunhofer IVI and a SWOT analysis by Siemens. The technical feasibility of the vehicles
was studied. Vehicle simulation was made wherein the following assumptions were observed.
1. Four layouts were assumed, wherein the maximum electric power taken from catenary at 600
V was 400 A with 240 kW while driving and 150 A with 90 kW at stops.

O1
O2
O3
O4

Layout
Existing catenary
Extension west
Extension east #1
Extension east #2

Extension to the west
Kleiner Stern
Grosser Stern
Grosser Stern
Grosser Stern

Extension to the east
Tramper Chaussee
Bernauer Heerstrasse

Table 3.4: Layouts of Catenary Extension (Knote and Wruck, 2017)
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2. Two versions of HVAC vehicle parameters were considered to determine if the vehicles have
the capacity for fully electric operation.
Version

Component
Heat pump

K1

K2

Electric heater
Diesel heater
24-V AC unit

Installed Heating/AC Power
Heating
2 x 30 kW
AC
2 x 24 kW
Heating
38 kW
Heating
50 kW
AC
3 x 5 kW

Table 3.5: HVAC Vehicle Parameters (Knote and Wruck, 2017)

3. Three ambient conditions were taken into account to determine the energy consumption
especially during winter and summer.
Ambient Conditions
S1
Scenario 1
S2
Scenario 2
S3
Scenario 3

Temperature Solar Irradiation
-24°C to 17°C
Overcast
15°C to 17°C
Overcast
23°C to 36°C
Sunny

Table 3.6: Weather Conditions for Simulation (Knote and Wruck, 2017)

4. Three types of vehicle schedules were assumed. Shown as well are their corresponding daily
travelled distance.
Start
4:17
5:47
5:17

End
19:50
14:00
19:50

Daily travelled distance
350 km
260 km
350 km

Table 3.7: Vehicle Schedule Assumptions (Knote and Wruck, 2017)

5. Two scenarios for the number of passengers were supposed i.e. constant 25/75 passengers.
During the trip to depot, no passengers are assumed on board. Moreover, the heat
transmission per passenger is 50 to 100 W and heat losses are due to the longer duration of
opened doors.
The results regarding the energy consumption taking into consideration all the previously mentioned
assumptions are shown in Figure 3.4. After the analysis, the following were concluded:
•
•
•
•

The battery is sufficient to cover the catenary-free links to/from Finowfurt.
There is not enough time to charge the batteries as 38 kW is too low. Hence, battery with
higher charging power is suggested.
If additional catenaries would be provided, it must be as long as possible.
A charging station at Finowfurt terminal stop is recommended; however, this can add to the
high investment costs.
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Figure 3.4: Energy Consumption Results (Knote and Wruck, 2017)

3.1.2 Szeged, Hungary
3.1.2.1 NO ELIPTIC Scenario
For the city of Szeged, a demonstration activity was done regarding the replacement of diesel buses
with hybrid trolleybuses. Before the demonstration, a feasibility study was initiated to determine the
different aspects that need to be defined, most importantly, the alternative routes and possible effects
to the local traffic. In addition, the context parameters (CPs) were identified to describe the local
testing background. The measured CPs are shown in Table 3.8. Route 77a which is a typical suburb to
center line was investigated (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Route 77a (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

Parameter

Units of
Measurement

Operations
Operational vehicles
Unit
Vehicles operational time
h
Distance driven (route)
km
Sustainability
Diesel power engine
kW
Context
Length
km
Bus stops
#

Parameter
Reference

Average
Value

year
day
day

2
19
897.6

vehicle

210

route
route

13.2
28

Table 3.8: Context Parameters for Szeged (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

In assessing the impacts of the activity, KPIs are evaluated as well to validate the following objectives
as defined from the ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.1 (2015). These indicators were measured from December
2015. However, not all KPIs are shown to maintain confidentiality.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving usage rate
Improving economic assessment
Improving direct energy consumption
Decreasing environmental impacts
Improving passenger satisfaction
Improving driver satisfaction
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Evaluation
Category
Operations

Environment

Units of
Measurement

Parameter Reference

Average
Value

man/vehicle
pass/h

day
peak time

2
204

CO2 emissions
CO average emission

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

1200.4

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

6.828

NOx average emission

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

15.93

PM10 average emission

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

0.091

KPI Name
Driving staff
Passenger capacity (line)

Table 3.9: Selected KPIs for Szeged (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

3.1.2.2 ELIPTIC Procedures
Szeged is part of the demonstrations of thematic pillar A on replacing diesel bus lines by extending
trolleybus network with hybrid trolleybuses. In 2013, SZKT purchased battery-equipped trolleybuses
that would be used in the demonstration. The charging needed would be provided by the catenary
network of the trolleybus system. The methodologies that were applied in this use case is the
following:
•
•
•

Feasibility study (SZKT);
Demonstration test (SZKT); and,
Simulation (RWTH).

First, the feasibility study aimed to determine the “possible alternative routes, effects on the local
traffic, external effects, identification of external partners, and definition of important indicators”
(ELIPTIC Detailed Use Case Scenario Descriptions, 2016).
Second, the most important investigation is the demonstration test wherein the capabilities of the
vehicle would be known. The plan was to extend the existing trolleybus line 5 to the end station of the
existing bus line 72, in which the possible extension could reach a residential area in the city, although
an alternative proposal was made. In this proposal, a new trolleybus line is suggested wherein most
of the route would be under the catenary network and the total length run in batteries is 3.2 km one
way (6.4 km roundtrip). However, according to ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3 (2016), which is the most recent
file published, the investigated line is bus line 77a that operates mostly under the catenary network.
Five different tests were made by SZKT. TEST 0 was the initial demonstration to determine the basic
capabilities and technical limits of the new technology because the real range would depend on the
external environmental conditions. One of these is the seasonal changes, especially during summer
and winter wherein the energy consumptions are critical. Second was TEST 1 in which the vehicle was
first exposed to the real environment. The demonstration was done during the spring of 2016 and
lasted for at least one week. Data were obtained during the operations. In addition, detailed
questionnaire for passengers were distributed to know their opinion about the possible operation of
the hybrid trolleybus. Third is the TEST 2. In here, the demonstration was conducted during the
summer/autumn of 2016 and during special events. However, the vehicle was operated only by
battery mode i.e. without the catenary system. Hence, the potential of this technology would be
verified. Fourth is TEST 3 which was based on TEST 1. This was made during autumn of 2016. The same
procedures were done as that on TEST 1 i.e. determination of effects and acceptance of the citizens.
Moreover, in this phase, no final infrastructure developments were provided yet. Lastly, TEST 4 is set
to start from 2017 for the long-term trolley extension. However, improvements of some
infrastructures such as the catenary devices are needed for the realization of a permanent service.
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For this use case, no final results have been released yet, but SWOT analysis was obtained.

3.1.3 Gdynia, Poland
3.1.3.1 NO ELIPTIC Scenario
The city of Gdynia is involved in two activities under pillar A. Both activities are linked because the
area to be investigated are the same. First concerns about the feasibility of opportunity (re)charging
of e-buses connecting Tricity agglomeration based on trolleybus infrastructure. On the other hand,
the second regards the demonstration of replacing diesel buses by extending the trolleybus network.
The CPs are tabulated below (see Table 3.10) which are the same for both cases. However, the state
of charge of the battery at the end of operations only applies for when the trolleybus leaves the
catenary network and runs for approximately 2 km. The batteries related to this operation are 3 NiCd
batteries and 15 Li-Ion batteries.

Parameter

Operational vehicles
Battery-only range
Distance driven (route)

Units of
Measurement
Operations
Unit
km
km

State of charge of battery
at the end of operations

%

Parameter
Reference

Average
Value

vehicle
day

75
3 to 15
186

vehicle

95

Table 3.10: Context Parameters for Gdynia (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

Moreover, shown below are the selected KPIs for the two activities in Gdynia which were collected
from March 2016 to June 2016. In this case, the different costs associated with operating trolleybuses
are listed as well to perform comparison of NO ELIPTIC and ELIPTIC cases in the next subchapters.
Evaluation
Category

KPI Name

Operations

Driving staff
Maintenance staff
Vehicle failures
Ratio of non-working vehicles

Economy

Units of
Measurement
man/vehicle
man/vehicle
events/travelled km
%

Parameter
Reference
day
month
monthly
month

Average
Value
2.25
1.03
0.000014
15

Operating cost (general)

kEURO/vehicle

month

12.669

Vehicle capital costs

kEURO/vehicle

19663
(all vehicles)

Vehicle capital costs without
battery

kEURO/vehicle

28000
(all vehicles)

kEURO/kWh

32000
(all vehicles)

Battery capital cost
Electricity costs for vehicles

kEURO/vehicle

month

889.51
(all vehicles)

Electricity costs for traction

kEURO/vehicle

month

845.04
(all vehicles)

Electricity costs for nontraction

kEURO/vehicle

month

44.48
(all vehicles)
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Recharging infrastructure

Usage of clean vehicles
Energy

Electricity consumption
Electricity from renewable
sources consumption

kEURO/charging
operation

ELIPTIC
demo
timeframe

Almost 0

%

month

100%
(only
trolleybuses)

MJ/vehicle

day

1281

MJ/vehicle

day

42%

Table 3.11: Selected KPIs for Gdynia (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

3.1.3.2 ELIPTIC Procedures
In the city of Gdynia, two actions on pillar A are studied. First is regarding the opportunity recharging
of e-buses connecting Tricity agglomeration based on trolleybus infrastructure. PKT decided on the
route to investigate for this activity. The plan is to extend the existing trolleybus line, that is based on
lithium-ion battery traction, to service the Ergo Arena off-catenary. The Ergo Arena is a multi-purpose
indoor arena with a capacity of 15,000 people and is situated between the cities of Sopot and Gdansk.
The proposed route will leave Sopot, pass by Ergo Arena, and return to the trolleybus network and
will have a total distance to be run without catenaries of about 4 to 5 km. With this, the aim is to
analyze the feasibility of providing a charging and parking loop near the arena for the charging of
electric vehicles and extending the route of trolleybus line on battery mode to one of the districts in
Gdansk. This also paves way for the possibility of in motion charging of electric buses using the
trolleybus infrastructure. In this activity, the measurement of energy saving potential of the buses
would be recorded because the main goal is to have the maximum efficiency of braking energy
recuperation. Hence, the saved energy could be utilized by other electric vehicles for charging. Shown
below in Figure 3.6 is the ideal situation for this activity.

Figure 3.6: Ideal Electric Supply System (Gdynia Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

As a solution, a bilateral supply system is recommended in which the flow and amount of recuperated
energy is increased. The difference between this and the classical supply system is that in the latter,
the supply areas of the substations are not connected; thus, the flow of energy between substations
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is disrupted leading to difficulty in recovered energy exchange. In Figure 3.7, the comparison of the
types of supply system are illustrated.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of Classical Supply System and Bilateral Supply System (Gdynia Use Case Set Up Report, 2017)

The second activity for the city of Gdynia under Pillar A is the replacement of diesel bus lines by
extending trolleybus network with hybrid trolleybuses. As part of PKT’s plan, the trolleybus network
would first be analyzed based on the energy studies to determine the possible routes. This will help in
determining the possibility of replacing diesel buses with hybrid trolleybuses. The technical and
economical requirements would be presented as well to serve as a basis in the detailed feasibility
studies for further electrification of the Tricity.

3.1.4 Barcelona, Spain
3.1.4.1 NO ELIPTIC Scenario
The city of Barcelona is involved in an activity under pillar A, specifically, opportunity (re)charging of
electric buses based on metro infrastructure. In line with this, the city was previously involved as well
in ZeEUS: Zero Emission Urban Bus System, a European Commission project wherein the overnight
charging of electric buses was tested; thus, most of the CPs and KPIs were taken from ZeEUS. For both
CPs and KPIs, two sets of data were provided since there are two different lines to be investigated –
one for depot charging and another for fast opportunity charging. Shown in the following tables are
the CPs and KPIs measured.
Parameter

Units of
Parameter
Measurement
Reference
Operations

Passenger capacity
(vehicle)
Vehicles operational time
Distance driven (route)
Distance driven (from/to
depot to/from route)
Commercial speed (route)

Average Value
(line H16)

14

Articulated
fleet
20

vehicle

85

123

day

15

15

km

day

2031.306

2999.39

km

day

70.31

120.5

km/h

day

10.74

10.91

Fleet composition
Operational vehicles

Average Value
(line 20)
Standard fleet

Unit
Seating &
standing
places
h
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Total time to recharge
Allowed max speed
Diesel engine power
HVAC power
Other auxiliaries
Total energy absorbed by
diesel engine

h
km/h
kW
kW
kW

vehicle
route
Sustainability
vehicle
vehicle
vehicle

kWh/km

Length (roundtrip)
Bus stops

km
#

Ambient temperature

°C

route
Context
route
route
daily
average

0.07
50

0.1
50

176.5
30
15

228
45
20

4.7

9.05

18.29
38

24.18
67

16.5

16.5

Table 3.12: Context Parameters for Barcelona (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

Evaluation
Category

Operations

Units of
Measurement

Parameter
Reference

Average
Value (line
20)

Average Value
(line H16)

Driving staff

man/vehicle

day

2.15

2.07

Maintenance staff

man/vehicle

month

0.18

0.15

man-month/vehicle

month

3.96

3.3

pass/h

peak time

1968

1139

places/vehicle

day

1525.2

1347.86

km/hr

peak time

10.46

10.19

kEURO/vehicle

month

5.8

6

kEURO/vehicle

year

8.33

2.33

270

235

KPI Name

Maintenance
workload
Passenger capacity
(line)
Daily supply
Commercial speed

Economy

Operating cost
(general)
Investment for the
network
Vehicle capital
costs

kEURO/vehicle

Table 3.13: Selected KPIs for Barcelona (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

3.1.4.2 ELIPTIC Procedures
In the city of Barcelona, the main objective of the project is to test and compare the two different
charging schemes for electric buses: slow charging at depot at night and fast charging at opportunity
points along the route during the day. The demonstrations were scheduled from January 2016 to
December 2017. The results that would be obtained from these investigations could lead to the
improvement of the electric mobility in Barcelona. To assess this, test operation and evaluations and
simulations would be conducted.
The two types of charging were assessed through demonstrations. First, the depot recharging was
already in operation because of another European Commission project, ZeEUS: Zero Emission Urban
Bus System. IZIRAR electric buses with 352 kWh battery capacity and 12 m in length were utilized for
this activity. These e-buses use a power supply of 80 kW. They were slowly recharged at the depot
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during the night and then would run in lines 20 and 34 with an approximated length of 9.4 km and
10.9 km respectively. Currently, the depot charging is located at Triangle’s depot of TMB.
On the other hand, fast recharging is a new concept in the city of Barcelona. For the demonstration of
this technology, two SOLARIS electric buses with a battery capacity of 125 kWh and 18 m in length
were used. It could be noticed that the e-buses with the fast charging operations have lower capacity
which means it needs more recharging. H16 line was chosen to be experimented and the two charging
points are situated at Carrer del Cisell in Zona Franca and the other was uncertain. The buses running
for this line would be slowly charged in the depot with a power supply of 50 kW. Then during the
course of the trip, the buses would be charged at opportunity points with an electrical of 400 kW.
Thus, the charging time would be significantly reduced, from hours of charging at the depo to minutes.

3.2 Comparison of with ELIPTIC and with NO ELIPTIC
Since no results have been officially published regarding the feasibility studies and demonstrations
for the selected cities, initial information from previous reports and deliverables, preliminary results
from the webinar, outcomes from previous studies were utilized.

3.2.1 Pillar A.1: Replacing diesel buses by extending trolleybus network with trolley-hybrids
Three out of the four selected cities were involved in this activity, namely Eberswalde, Szeged, and
Gdynia. Evaluation of the expected changes would be discussed considering the five evaluation
categories: operations, environment, economy, energy, and people.
3.2.1.1 Operations
In assessing the feasibility of adopting electric technology, more specifically, the implementation of
hybrid trolleybuses (HT), SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) was
performed. In the operations aspect, according to the results, the planning and implementation of HT
could be somewhat compared to the same level of introducing a new line with other traction
solutions. However, one of the issues considered critical in the realization of hybrid trolleybuses is the
technology readiness level of this technology. The charging infrastructures and traction batteries are
fully available in the market, yet not all operational requirements are met. In addition, there is
currently no standardization of traction batteries and charging infrastructure as discussed previously
in Chapter 2.2.1.
Ni-Cd and Li-Ion are the widely used traction batteries for electric city buses. In the city of Gdynia,
wherein there are currently 28 trolleybuses, the buses equipped with Ni-Cd are planned to be
replaced with Li-Ion due to its better properties. This is due to its promising performance that “offers
adequate reliability and durability for energy storage in city buses” (Lajunen, 2016, p. 341).
According to many studies, discussed in the previous chapters, the most important factor in adapting
electric buses e.g. hybrid trolleybuses is to satisfy the operational requirements. One of the main
concerns is the range of the HT off-catenary, which is significantly lower than the range of
conventionally fueled buses. The range is mainly dependent on the capacity of the battery. As for the
three cities, only Eberswalde has specified the capacity i.e. 70.4 kWh (42.2 kWh usable), which is the
typical value for a Li-Ion battery (Bartłomiejczyk et al., 2013). From the results of the SWOT analysis
for the three cities, the range in average is around 15 km, which could still vary depending on the
weather conditions and topography, although the maximum theoretical value is 28 km
(Bartłomiejczyk et al., 2013). Nevertheless, in the case of Eberswalde, this battery capacity is enough
to cover the distance without catenary i.e. about 18 km – battery-only range (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.1,
2015). This criticality is very much apparent in the northern European countries which experience
extremely low temperatures especially during winter, requiring auxiliary power for heating. Alongside
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with this, auxiliary power is required as well during summer for air-conditioning. Therefore, the 15km
average range could be sufficient or not depending on the place of application and different factors
such as:
•
•
•
•

Weather conditions;
Topography;
Length of the route; and,
Demand.

Increasing the battery capacity could incur additional costs and decrease the passenger capacity of
the vehicle because of the space requirement of the battery. Moreover, as confirmed by Lajunen
(2017), the battery capacity is affected by the following:
•
•
•

Energy consumption;
Operation schedule; and,
Charging power.

Due to its limited range, the HTs are assumed to only run on fixed routes; thus, operational
adjustments must be made. Furthermore, due to this limitation, interlining might not be possible
which is one of the issues in adopting electric buses in Canada (Mohamed et al., 2017).
Furthermore, another issue considered in the SWOT analysis and KPIs is the required driving and
maintenance staff. Comparing the operations of diesel buses and hybrid trolleybuses, according to the
given values for these KPIs in the three cities, the driving staff does not seem to be a problem since all
values for all cities are above 1. Moreover, this is also confirmed in the analysis for the city of Szeged,
wherein no significant differences are expected in terms of the number of staff. This would be
considered valid if the vehicles used would have equal or more than the current capacity and if the
demand would remain the same. On the other hand, as for the maintenance staff, the values are not
consistent for the cities. However, the real determining factor is the skills of the maintenance staff
because the activities for maintaining and repairing the components of trolleybuses differ from the
conventional diesel buses. For the three cities, the maintenance staff are experienced in maintaining
traction batteries since they are currently operating HTs. In line with this, HTs promise lower
maintenance requirements compared to the conventional buses and same to that of the battery
buses, which is another benefit that could be obtained in transferring this technology.
Lastly, as for the commercial speed, which is one of the recurring KPIs selected by the cities, the values
are comparable for both HTs and conventional buses. In the city of Eberswalde, the diesel line 910
runs at approximately 19.5 km/h. The typical range of operating speed for HTs are from 15 km/h to
35 km/h according to Zavada et al. (2010).
3.2.1.2 Environment
For the three cities, the main expected impact of adopting this technology is the reduction of
emissions and noise pollution. The city of Szeged has shown the average emissions of the diesel line
investigated, which is comparable to the measured emissions in another study by Kliucininkas et al.
(2012) as shown in Table 3.14. Furthermore, the possible emissions from trolleybuses could be
obtained from generating electricity from heavy fuel oils and natural gas (Kliucininkas et al., 2012).
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Evaluation
Category

Environment

Units of
Measurement
g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

Average
Value
1200.4

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

6.828

NOx average emission

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

15.93

PM10 average emission

g/vkm

ELIPTIC demo timeframe

0.091

KPI Name
CO2 emissions
CO average emission

Parameter Reference

Table 3.14: Environment KPIs for Szeged (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

Since not all countries and cities have clean source of energy, shown below in Table 3.15 is the
comparison of emissions for both conventionally fueled buses and trolleybuses, in which the electricity
is sourced from a coal power plant.
Emission
Bus Euro 5 [g/vehkm]
Trolley [g/vehkm]

CO
0.040
0.163

NMHC
0.110
0.000

NOx
2.830
3.462

PM10
0.030
0.418

CO2
1400.000
1541.470

Table 3.15: Comparison of Emissions for Conventionally Fueled Buses and Trolleybuses (TROLLEY, n.d.)

It is evident that trolleybuses still emit hazardous substances that are even higher than that of the
diesel buses. HTs promise zero emission, if and only if the energy is obtained from a clean source e.g.
hydro-plants and wind plans. One application of clean trolleybuses is in Tychy, Poland wherein energy
is only purchased from hydropower plants, specifically from Tauron Eco Premium System (Borowik
and Cywinski, 2016). The expected annual decrease of emissions are as follows:
Substance
Particulates
Sulphur Dioxide
Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides

Amount (kg)
34
538
670,650
338

Table 3.16: Annual Decrease of Emissions in Tychy, Poland (Borowik and Cywinski, 2016)

According to the SWOT analysis, the three cities affirmed the positive effects of adopting HTs through
feasibility studies and demonstrations. The results shown no local exhaust emissions and low noise
emissions. With all these potential savings and promising outcomes, HTs could contribute to the local
and global improvement of air quality.
3.2.1.3 Economy
The main hindrance for adopting HTs is the costs. Many are disregarding the benefits it could bring
because of its extremely high cost compared to diesel buses.
The city of Gdynia is investigating the possibility of extending the route of one of its trolleybus line to
run off-catenary. Thus, shown in Table 3.17 the costs associated to this trolleybus line.
Evaluation
Category

Economy

Operating cost (general)

Units of
Measurement
kEURO/vehicle

Vehicle capital costs

kEURO/vehicle

Vehicle capital costs without
battery

kEURO/vehicle

KPI Name

Battery capital cost

kEURO/kWh

Parameter
Reference
month

Average
Value
12.669
19663
(all vehicles)
28000
(all vehicles)
32000
(all vehicles)
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Electricity costs for vehicles

kEURO/vehicle

month

Electricity costs for traction

kEURO/vehicle

month

Electricity costs for nontraction

kEURO/vehicle

month

Recharging infrastructure

kEURO/charging
operation

ELIPTIC
demo
timeframe

889.51
(all vehicles)
845.04
(all vehicles)
44.48
(all vehicles)
Almost 0

Table 3.17: Economy KPIs for Gdynia (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

On the other hand, to perform a comparison between the trolleybuses and the conventional buses,
the city of Eberswalde also included the economic factors regarding the control line 910, in which it
specifies the different costs associated to its operation.
Evaluation Category

Economy

KPI Name

Vehicle
capital costs

Units of Measurement

EURO/vehicle

Parameter Reference

Average
Value

diesel bus 12 m - low floor
diesel bus 15 m - low floor
articulated bus
MIDI bus

230000
280000
333700
140000

Table 3.18: Economy KPI for Eberswalde (ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3, 2016)

The costs for both vehicles stated in the ELIPTIC Deliverable 3.3 of the two cities are confirmed by
another research by Lajunen (2017), although the main focus of this study is battery-powered buses,
yet the prices rather correspond to one another.
Parameter description
Purchase cost of electric bus (without battery) (€)
Purchase cost of diesel bus (€)
High-energy battery cost (€/kWh)
High-power battery cost (€/kWh)
Maintenance cost (€/km)
Electricity cost (€/kWh)
Electricity demand charges (€/kW)

Value
350000
225000
500
800
0.2
0.1
10

Table 3.19: Assumption of Costs (Lajunen, 2017)

From the figures presented, it is clear that the HTs are eminently more expensive than that of the
conventional buses. However, this is mainly due to low demand of these vehicles which results to
higher prices. Therefore, once the electric technology becomes more favored and accepted, the prices
are expected to drop because of the increase in the demand and competition in the market (Lajunen,
2017).
In the case of Eberswalde, it is confirmed through the SWOT analysis that the initial capital
investments, includes vehicle capital costs, infrastructure costs, etc., which are considered low due to
the existing trolleybuses in the city. In addition, these vehicles are already preconfigured for traction
batteries. In Szeged and Gdynia, the same expectations could be assumed as both cities are currently
operating trolleybuses. Hence, the catenary network is already existing, and vehicles are available. If
need be, new trolleybuses could be purchased.
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On other hand, according to Lajunen (2016), the operating costs is composed of fuel and electricity
consumption and regular maintenance costs, which are all recurring KPIs in the three cities. Since no
figures were specified for this component, the values were calculated from the given prices from
assumed costs applied in the TROLLEY project.
Cost Components
Maintenance [€/km]
Bus - consumption [l/100km]
Bus - price of fuel [currency/l]
Trolley - consumption [kWh/100 km]
Trolley - price of fuel [€/kWh]
Price of fuel [€/km]
Operating costs [€/km]

Conventional Bus
0.26
40
0.98

0.392
0.652

Trolleybus
0.33

190
0.07
0.133
0.463

Table 3.20: Assumed costs for TROLLEY Project (TROLLEY, n.d.)

From the table above, it is evident that costs could be saved from the general operating costs of
trolleybuses. Moreover, with the deregulation of electricity in EU, this could drop the prices of
electricity in most countries.
Although the adoption of this technology would induce high capital costs, the lifecycle costs of these
buses are probable to decrease every year (Lajunen, 2017). Nevertheless, the most important factor
in realizing this project is political will – willingness of the government to support this technology
towards sustainable development in transport and mobility. From then, with the improvement in the
development of electric technology, necessary funding and investments could be attained and in
return, increase in revenues of the transport operators could be achieved as well.
3.2.1.4 Energy
According to different studies, the use of hybrid trolleybuses guarantees a decrease in energy
consumption of 24% because of regenerative braking, which is the main goal of introducing electric
technology. In line with this, the typical range of energy recuperation for Škoda trolleybuses i.e. Škoda
30TR and Škoda 31TR is from 15% to 30%. However, this is mainly affected by the total mass, route
configuration (Borowik and Cywinski, 2016), number of passenger, and weather conditions (Graurs,
Laizans, Rajeckis, and Rubenis, 2015).
From a research by Graurs et al. (2015), the average energy consumption of a diesel bus with Euro VI
engine is approximately 4.13 kWh/km, including heating during winter and air-conditioning during
summer, wherein the typical range is from 3.583 kWh/km to 4.944 kWh/km. On the other hand, the
same authors confirmed the energy consumption of electric buses using opportunity charging is 1.8
kWh/km and 1.91 kWh/km for buses utilizing slow charging at depot. Nevertheless, this could reach
up to approximately 4.1 kWh/km due to auxiliary power consumptions e.g. HVAC.
The city of Eberswalde which investigated the feasibility of adopting hybrid trolleybuses assumed
different conditions in the simulation, wherein the details are discussed in Chapter 3.1.1.2. Comparing
the figures mentioned above to that of the initial results released for the feasibility study, the hybrid
trolleybuses present lower energy consumptions compared to conventional diesel buses, ranging from
1.4 kWh/km to 3.5 kWh/km, which includes the traction, auxiliaries, HVAC, and losses.
Out of the three cities, only Gdynia has utilization of electricity in the context parameters as the other
two cities controlled two diesel bus lines. Its electricity consumption is 1281 MJ/vehicle. Although the
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usage of clean vehicles is 100% i.e. trolleybuses, still only 42% of the electricity usage is from
renewable sources – 17% from hydropower, 15% from biomass, and 10% from wind.
By merely implementing hybrid trolleybuses already improves the energy consumption because of
regenerative braking and has higher energy efficiency compared to combustion engines. However,
increase in the usage of energy obtained from renewable sources could contribute to the
improvement of air condition and thus, the quality of life.
3.2.1.5 People
Trolleybus transportation has been implemented in Gdynia, Poland since 1943 which is currently in
operation with 91 trolleybuses servicing 12 lines. In this city, the expansion of this mode is included in
the Strategy for Development of the City of Gdynia. Thus, according to Grzelec and Birr (2016), the
perception of the residents regarding the trolleybuses as an approach to achieve sustainable mobility
is important. Results showed, in this study, that residents had positive response which is tabulated
below:
Percentage of the population who wants to maintain the
current role of trolleybuses in the city

63%

Percentage of the population who wants spatial expansion
Creating new trolleybus lines
Replacing bus lines with trolleybuses
Others

27%
17%
10%
10%

Table 3.21: Residents' Attitude towards Trolleybuses (Grzelec and Birr, 2016)

In the evaluation category People, the most recurring KPIs are awareness, acceptance, and
attractiveness which was assessed in the city of Szeged by conducting surveys to the citizens and
passengers during the demonstration. Public transportation modes utilizing electric technology are
probable to be accepted by the public, which is confirmed by the study discussed above. Moreover,
according to the SWOT analysis, the HTs are regarded as environmental friendly and innovative and
offers superior driving comfort. Hence, the goal of improving the passenger satisfaction could be
achieved.

3.2.2 Pillar A.2: Opportunity fast recharging and slow overnight charging of electric buses
Under this pillar, two cities are investigated which are the cities of Gdynia and Barcelona. Evaluation
of the expected changes would be discussed considering the five evaluation categories: operations,
environment, economy, energy, and people.
3.2.2.1 Operations
Within this activity, two cities are involved: Gdynia and Barcelona. For the city of Gdynia, the aim is to
utilize its trolleybus infrastructure for in motion charging of electric buses. On the other hand, in
Barcelona, the objective is to evaluate the possibility of charging off-street through depot charging
and on-street through fast opportunity charging points.
In the city of Gdynia, the analysis of introducing unwired trolleybus lines and e-bus charging points
was done. In this activity, the electric buses with a battery capacity of 100 kWh and a range of 20 to
30 km has the possibility to charge on-route under through the trolleybus pantograph with a charging
power of 100 to 150 kW. However, in implementing this activity, the electric buses need to be
connected to the catenary for 30% to 50% of the route as charging requires time. Furthermore,
according to the SWOT analysis released, the planning and implementation of this activity is the same
level as realizing electric bus charging points using the public distribution grid. In line with this, the
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technology is ready for commercial application and no advantages or disadvantages arose during the
simulation in comparison with using the public distribution grid. Although there is sufficient amount
of spare energy for recharging electric buses, this activity is decided to be a second priority. Thus, it
could be utilized in locations where the public distribution grid connection is not available or feasible.
As for the city of Barcelona, two lines are controlled: one for overnight depot charging and one for
fast opportunity charging. However, it should be noticed that the said lines utilize hybrid buses and
CNG buses, respectively. In this activity, they are replaced with fully electric buses to compare and
assess the advantages and disadvantages in the aspects of operations, efficiency, and economy.
Since there are no results yet obtained from the demonstration for the city of Barcelona, the outcomes
could be associated to another research by Lajunen (2017). Both the study by Lajunen (2017) and the
demonstration involved slow charging at depot and end-station charging. Shown below is the
comparison for end-station charging.

Charging power (kW)
Battery capacity (kWh)
Length of route (km)
Dwell time at end station

H550

Espoo 11

Line 18

Line 51B

H16 Barcelona

310

106

260

118

80
28.7
5 mins

80
10.2
5 mins

80
42.4
5 mins

80
16.1
5 mins

400 kW;
50 kW @ depot
125
12.5

Table 3.22: Comparison of End-station Charging Results from Lajunen (2017) and Line H16 in Barcelona

From the figures obtained from a previous study and the characteristics of line H16, it could be inferred
that the vehicle’s battery capacity and charging power are sufficient to run a route with a length of
12.5 km. Assuming that the dwell time at the end station for line H16 is also 5 minutes, it could restore
its energy faster because of its higher charging power.

Charging power (kW)
Battery capacity (kWh)
Daily operation (h)
Daily distance (km)

H550
34

Espoo 11
41

Line 18
45

Line 51B
42

376
12.2

313
15.8

313
16.3

292
16.3

344

253

254

194

H16 Barcelona
80
352
17
170 (winter)
138 (summer)

Table 3.23: Comparison of Slow Charging Results from Lajunen (2017) and Line H16 in Barcelona

On the other hand, as for slow charging at depot, the same assumptions could be made as the charging
power for line H16 is almost double than that of the other lines tabulated in Table 3.23, which assumed
an auxiliary power consumption of 6 kW for all cases. Moreover, line H16 also has higher battery
capacity compared to that of Espoo 11, Line 18, and Line 51B which means it could operate longer in
distance and in time. Nevertheless, the auxiliary power consumption must be specified as increasing
this value would require 30 to 50% higher charging power.
According to the results of the SWOT analysis for the activities performed in Barcelona, in the aspects
of reliability, availability, and energy efficiency, there are no advantages and disadvantages seen
during the demonstration as compared to the supply given by the public distribution grid. In addition,
the maintenance workload is at the same level as that of the conventional electric charging points.
However, due to its complexity and higher planning and implementation efforts in realizing this
project, the possibility of using the metro grid for charging electric buses is designated as second
priority.
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3.2.2.2 Environment
Recharging of electric buses using existing electric public transport infrastructure promotes the use
of electric buses; thus, contributes and promotes sustainable mobility and transport. As a result, it
could indirectly mitigate the climate change through the reduction of harmful emissions. As reported
in the results of the SWOT analysis, the expected reductions are summarized in Table 3.24.
CO2
CO
NOx
PM10

Amount
2 to 10%
up to 5%
up to 3%
up to 3%

Table 3.24: Expected Reduction of Harmful Emissions (SWOT Analysis for Cluster 1, 2017)

Moreover, implementing more electric buses promotes electric mobility which pushes the adoption
of electric vehicles in the city.
3.2.2.3 Economy
One of the recurring KPIs that is relevant to this activity is the electricity costs. In the city of Gdynia,
the increased use of braking energy could lead to lower electricity costs because of higher purchase
volume. Moreover, utilizing this could also lessen the infrastructure costs as building charging points
for electric buses would not be necessary. On the other hand, in the case of Barcelona, the metro grid
could perform dual function: supplying energy for the metro and for electric buses as well; thus, this
could generate higher utilization rate and higher asset utilization. In conclusion, application of this
activity in cities could decrease the initial investment costs.
3.2.2.4 Energy
Since the goal of this activity is to use the existing public infrastructure for charging of electric buses,
the source of energy must be taken into consideration to ensure to main objective of alleviating
harmful emissions. For Gdynia, the use of electricity from renewable sources for the controlled line is
42%. The use of renewable energy in Gdynia could be increased due to different policies such as
Renewable Energy Directive 2009 which aims to target a renewable energy use of 15% by 2020 and
Polish National Renewable Energy Action Plan. In 2014, the usage of renewable energy in transport
sector in Poland is 5.67%. These programs could increase the KPI values of Usage of Clean Vehicles
and Energy from Renewable Sources Consumption and could be used as tools in promoting electric
mobility not only in Gdynia, but in the whole country.
For Barcelona, the percentage use of renewable energy was not specified although the electricity is
obtained from Endesa which generates hydraulic, wind, and solar energies aside from nuclear and
thermal.
3.2.2.5 People
Construction and distribution of charging points in the city of Gdynia stimulates electric mobility,
which in turn could be effective in promoting more sustainable modes of transportation. On the other
hand, in the city of Barcelona, with the utilization of electric vehicles, noise could be reduced which
could then contribute to increasing the travelers’ level of comfort. Furthermore, dissemination of
electric charging points would make the city as a role model for sustainable measures; thus, the
citizens would be more sensitive to the environment and could lead to increasing the use of electric
vehicles.
Through the demonstrations and surveys for passengers done in two cities, the awareness,
attractiveness, and acceptance could be increased.
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3.3 Summary of the Issues Encountered in the Use Cases
In the table below, the different issues encountered in each use case discussed in the previous
subchapter are summarized and tabulated.
Eberswalde, DE

Szeged, HU

Gdynia, PL

Barcelona, ES

No standardization of traction batteries and charging infrastructures
Available on the market but operational requirements are not fully met

Ave. range = 15 km (depends on weather
conditions and topography); Max. range = 28 km
Operations
Fixed routes (interlining not possible)
Driving and maintenance staff and skills

In IMC, the e-buses need to be
connected to the catenary for
30 to 50% of the route
Charging is sufficient for
operations (demo vs. previous
studies

Lower maintenance requirements

Second priority

Reduction of emissions and noise pollution

Promotes sustainable mobility and transport
Environment

Global improvement of air quality
Possible emissions from trolleybuses - energy
generated from heavy fuel oils and natural gas
(Kliucininkas et al., 2012)

↓ demand, ↑ vehicle cost
↓ general operating costs (fuel and electricity
consumption and regular maintenance costs)
Economy

LCC are probable to decrease (Lajunen, 2017)

Increase in revenue for transport operators

↑ purchase volume,
↓ electricity cost
Infrastructure costs could
be reduced by utilizing
existing PT grid

↓ initial capital investments existing trolleybus systems
Table 3.25: Summary of the Issues in the Use Cases
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Eberswalde, DE

Szeged, HU

Gdynia, PL

Barcelona, ES

Decrease in energy consumption due to regenerative
braking
Energy

Lower energy consumption than conventional buses

Higher energy efficiency
Sources of energy should be considered

People

High percentage of citizens who prefer trolleybuses
(Grzelec and Birr, 2016)

Stimulates electric mobility

Changes in stations and timetable can cause
inconvinience to passengers

Citizens would be more
sensitive to the

Probable to be accepted by the public

Increase in comfort → Passenger satisfaction
Table 3.26: Continuation of Table 3.25

3.4 Transferability Methodology
3.4.1 TIDE Transferability Method
Transferability is a process to determine the possibility of success in adopting a certain measure or
technology from a pioneer city to the adopter city. This kind of study would also provide a chance of
learning from the previous experiences of a pioneer city before implementation; thus, this would limit
the occurrences of mistakes as right conditions must be complied before adaptation.
The Transport Innovation Deployment in Europe (TIDE) has provided a transferability handbook to
serve as a guide in transferring different projects between cities. The TIDE methodology follows the
procedure written below and the provided transferability assessment template is shown in Figure 3.8:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.
Step 7.

Mission statement/objectives and scoping
Clarification of the impacts of the measure
Identification of up-scaling/down-scaling need
Identification of the main components and characteristics
Identification of the level of importance of characteristics
Assessment of the characteristic in the context of the adopter city
Conclusions
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Figure 3.8: Transferability Assessment Template (TIDE, 2014)

3.4.2 Adapted Transferability Method
3.4.2.1 Mission statement/objectives and scoping
The following are the objectives that lead to the desire to transfer such technology;
•
•
•

To promote electromobility and sustainable transport;
To reduce emissions and noise pollution; and,
To contribute to the EU’s goal of reducing by half the conventionally fueled cars/vehicles by
2030 and phasing them out by 2050.

To achieve these aims and objectives, two activities under pillar A of the ELIPTIC project are executed,
which range from building charging infrastructures, utilizing existing electric public transport
infrastructures (metro or tram) for charging e-buses, extending the catenary network, retrofitting
buses if possible, and if needed, purchasing new and modern trolleybuses.
3.4.2.2 Clarification of the impacts of the measure
Different factors contribute to the successful implementation of such technology in an adopter city.
These are the impacts of the measure, whether positive or negative, which must be taken into
consideration to verify the transferability. Some of the impacts the technology could bring are shown
in the table below (see Table 3.27: Impacts of the Measure).
Impact
Environment

Description
This is the main benefit in adopting the electric
technology as it could contribute in environmental
safeguard through mitigating the GHG emissions and as
well as noise pollution. This would also lead to the
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Energy efficiency

Safety

Accessibility
Economic

Social

reduction of fuel consumption wherein the sources of
crude oil are depleting.
Through regenerative braking of this technology, this
could reduce the energy consumption which would
then lead to decreased energy costs and carbon dioxide
emissions.
Due to the less noise emitted by the electric vehicles i.e.
hybrid-trolleybuses, its quietness could risk the safety
of the pedestrians; hence, this factor should be
monitored and evaluated.
With an increase in the number of routes, the
accessibility would be improved as well.
Development of new transportation systems would
contribute as well in the progress of the economy. The
costs should be evaluated if such investments are
worth it. However, the life cycle costs of such
technology are expected to decrease in the next years
(Lajunen, 2017).
Implementation of such projects would make the public
more sensitive in the environment. Thus, the utilization
of electric vehicles could be increased which in effect,
could promote sustainable transport and mobility.
Table 3.27: Impacts of the Measure

3.4.2.3 Identification of up-scaling/down-scaling need
Up-scaling or down-scaling is necessary depending on many different reasons. This could depend on
the size, topography, and other characteristics of the city, wherein these factors were also used in
determining the target cities for the transferability study. However, the goals of the local government
must be taken into consideration as well, since the decision to implement such projects depends on
their authority.
3.4.2.4 Identification of the evaluation categories and characteristics
The different evaluation categories, namely operations, economy, environment, people, and energy
and the corresponding issues associated with these are included in the questionnaire, which is then
summarized in Table 3.29: Distribution of Questions to the Five Evaluation Categories in Chapter 3.4.3.
3.4.2.5 Identification of the level of importance of evaluation categories
From the point of view of the target city, the priorities of each city among the evaluation categories:
operations, economy, environment, people, and energy, were defined. The weights were then
calculated using the Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) method, which is an evaluation
technique that is simple yet effective because of its many applications. Such statement is confirmed
by Edwards and Barron (1994) wherein they mentioned that SMART is “by far the most common
method actually used in real, decision-guiding multi-attribute utility measurements”. The application
of the SMART method would be discussed more in detail in Chapter 0. Nevertheless, a sample question
for the ranking of priorities is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Sample Question for the Ranking of Priorities

3.4.2.6 Assessment of the characteristics in the context of the adopter city
In this phase, the different characteristics and issues related to the electric technology are evaluated
by the transport operators and authorities, experts, academics, and public transport (PT) users. The
assessment was made using the following scale.
I fully agree
+2

+1

0

-1

This IS/COULD BE a driver for the transfer of HT and
replacement of CB
Yes, even with no improvement, the HT concept is
anyway worth to be implemented
I agree
This COULD BE a barrier, but I would still replace CB
Yes, with an improvement of the associated
performance up to 5%
Neutral
No support or no constraints
Neutral
I do not know
I do not agree
It COULD BE a barrier; I still prefer CB
No, even with an improvement of the associated
performance up to 5%
I strongly disagree

-2

No way, this is definitely a barrier for the transfer for
HT; better stick with CB
No, because there is no improvement; I still prefer CB
Table 3.28: Utilized Scale for Calculations
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Since the questionnaire has different parts, the choices are changing as well depending on the
question. Each color represents the choices on a certain section on the questionnaire and its
corresponding points are defined above. Sample questions are shown as follows.

Figure 3.10: Sample Questions on General Attitude towards the Electric Technology

Figure 3.11: Sample Questions on the Feasibility of the Innovation

Figure 3.12: Sample Questions on the Performance Role

From the scale defined in Table 3.28, the positive values were attributed to alternative 1: with ELIPTIC.
In contrary, the negative values were ascribed to alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC. The values for each
statement associated with an evaluation category were then summed. After which, ELECTRE method,
which would be further discussed in Chapter 3.5.3, was applied to evaluate the decisions made by
each respondent and by the group of respondents. Thus, after obtaining all the results, individual and
aggregated analyses were performed.
3.4.2.7 Conclusions
Conclusions would be made per group of respondents, both aggregated and individually, wherein the
key drivers, key barriers, and possible uncertainties of the respondents would be discussed. All these
would be examined in Chapter 4.
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3.4.3 Questionnaire
The questions included in the survey were acquired from different sources such as the SWOT analysis
from the ELIPTIC project, set-up reports of each use case being investigated and other deliverables
which contain updates on the project, and from the literature review. Several issues contained in these
references were addressed using the questionnaire. However, as for the data obtained from the SWOT
analysis, an evaluation of technology was also executed. Therefore, subjects regarding this category
were then distributed on the five evaluation criteria: operations, economy, environment, people, and
energy, in which they are most applicable to. To have a guide in attributing the points for the
calculation and analysis, Table 3.29 shows the distribution of questions to these categories.
After finalizing the questionnaires, these were then distributed and evaluated by different
respondents: transport operators and authorities, experts, academics, and public transport users. The
full list of questions published online is contained in Appendix A.
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Operations

Economy
Environment
People
General attitude towards the Electric Technology (ET) for transit
ET contributes to the
environmental safeguard

The community asks for more
ET-based transit options

Operations benefit from ET

ET contributes to reduce costs

Vehicle driving range when in
battery-mode: max 30 km,
min 15 km in specific
conditions - e.g. adverse
weather

Feasibility of the innovation (Hybrid Trolleybuses - HT)
HTs have superior air quality
Funding/subsidies programs
performance if compared to
HTs are generally perceived as
from local governments (own
conventional buses (diesel
environmentally-friendly and
funds) should be available just
buses and conventional
innovative by the citizens
to start operations
trolleybuses)

Catenaries are required

Changes in the line schedule
are needed

ET helps operators manage
the energy requirements in a
more balanced way

In the end, energy rates and
fuel costs are balanced

Local stakeholders need to be
highly supportive towards
HTs; otherwise, adoption of
HTs will never succeed

Legal and regulatory
framework to specifically
subsidize the use of electric
energy to power transit is not
enforced yet

HTs being less noisy than
conventional buses (diesel
buses and conventional
trolleybuses) can be less safe
for pedestrians (as they do
not hear the vehicle
approaching)

People do not like wiring

The charging system/battery
type is fully available on the
market, but operational
requirements are not fully
met

I would only adopt HT if it
would be compulsory to
replace diesel buses due to
green/electric policies

HTs have superior air quality
performance because local
energy supply is not
generated with coal

Standardization of
components (batteries,
engines, charging systems) is
in the making

HT operations should be
funded by a project like
ELIPTIC to start and assess if
they are profitable

HTs are less noisy if compared
to conventional buses (diesel
buses and conventional
trolleybuses)

Initial capital costs are high

No funding is currently
Changes in the dwell times at
available to start HT
terminal stops are needed due
operations; therefore, it is
to additional charging
necessary to rely to the usual
operations
company financing program

Energy
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Operations
Planning and implementation
efforts can be lower or same if
compared to other traction
systems and for using the
existing electric public
transport grid for charging of
e-buses
Maintenance requirements
are lower or same for HT
systems if compared to other
traction systems and for using
the existing electric public
transport grid for charging of
e-buses
Maintenance staff must be
highly experienced/trained to
operate HT systems if
compared to other traction
systems

Routes are fixed due to
limited range i.e. interlining
might not possible

Economy

Environment

There is a possibility for
HTs promote sustainable
increased fleet size; thus,
transport and mobility
increased vehicle and HR costs

Higher life cycle of HT than
conventional buses i.e. 15 to
22 years leads to reduced
annual costs

Road transport contributes
one-fifth to the EU's total
emissions; hence, HTs can
help in reducing this

People
There are too many
environmental constraints
which limit the acceptance of
HTs among the citizens (cut
trees to accommodate wiring;
landmarks preservation
affects the length of no-wiring
routes, etc.)

Energy
HTs' energy efficiency is
higher if compared to
conventional buses (diesel
buses and conventional
trolleybuses)

HT has a positive impact on
the public image of your
agency as a sustainable
company

Energy loads on the grid is
increased when charging the
batteries while driving, but
the effect on the grid is weak
on a vehicle basis

HTs are as reliable and
efficient as the conventional
buses (diesel buses and
conventional trolleybuses)

If the full implementation of
HT is considered, an update of
the power supply is needed
To have a lower load on the
grid, additional energy
efficiency measures are
required (braking energy
recuperation, schedule
adjustments, charging at
terminal stations)
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Operations
Demo projects in my city like
ELIPTIC are needed before
adopting HTs

Economy

Environment

People

Energy
Driving range in battery varies
significantly according to
climate conditions; therefore,
it is necessary to manage the
load by balancing HVAC

Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) is between 6 and 9/9
Fully automated wiring system
is not available, only the semiautomated one
HTs are as reliable and
efficient as the conventional
buses (diesel buses and
conventional trolleybuses)
The charging system/battery
type is fully available on the
market, but operational
requirements are not fully
met
Standardization of
components (batteries,
engines, charging systems) is
in the making
Size of batteries limits
passenger capacity
If the full implementation of
HT is considered, an update of
the power supply is needed
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Operations
To have a lower load on the
grid, additional energy
efficiency measures are
required (braking energy
recuperation, schedule
adjustments, charging at
terminal stations)

Economy

Environment

People

Energy

Driving range in battery varies
significantly according to
climate conditions; therefore,
it is necessary to manage the
load by balancing HVAC
Wiring/dewiring is not
possible everywhere since
wiring roofs cannot be
installed everywhere
Difficulties might occur in
adapting older vehicles with
new HT technologies (e.g. new
types of batteries, for example
Li-ion)
In the end, the service is not
that flexible (wiring is a
constraint)
Although there is
standardization is ongoing,
there are still variations in the
pantographs available
Technological advancement
poses investment risk due to
possible obsolescence
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Operations
Maintenance workload workload required to
maintenance activity per
vehicle
Maintenance staff
Driving staff
Regularity i.e. if there are
missed trips per line
Passenger demand
Bus reliability i.e. vehicles
arrive on time
Service coverage - consistency
of the service
Vehicle failures
Durability of vehicles - lifetime
of a vehicle
Ratio of non-working vehicles

Economy

Vehicle capital costs
Vehicle capital costs without
battery
Battery capital cost

Environment
Performance role

People

Energy

Noise exposure

Awareness

Fuel mix

Emissions

Acceptance

Usage of clean vehicles

Attractiveness

Electricity consumption
Electricity from renewable
sources consumption

General operating cost
Electricity costs for vehicles
Electricity costs for traction
Electricity costs for nontraction
Fuel costs

Table 3.29: Distribution of Questions to the Five Evaluation Categories
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3.5 Analysis of Results
3.5.1 Nature of the Respondents
Different group of respondents were the target of this study, namely transport operators and
authorities, experts, academics, and public transport users to determine their perspective on the
electric technology and to identify the key drivers and barriers in adopting such technology. However,
since the main objective of this research is to perform a transferability study, adopter cities would
have to be defined, wherein the representative of such selected cities are the transport operators and
authorities who are most knowledgeable of the current transport systems and the needs of the city.
Therefore, their responses would portray the standpoint of the city.
In the selection of the adopter cities, many different factors were taken into consideration such as:
•
•
•
•

Similar cities i.e. comparable population, area, and other characteristics with the demo
cities;
Polluted cities;
Cities near the demo cities; and,
Cities with existing trolleybus systems.

The procedure on the selection of these cities is illustrated on Figure 3.13. Numerous transport
operators from different cities across Europe were contacted for a possible consultation through email
and/or through survey, which depends on their availability. A total of nine responses were received.
However, only five transport operators and authorities have responded on the online questionnaire.
Meanwhile, the other four operators and authorities were communicated via email to share their
perspective and sentiments on such technology.
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Figure 3.13: Procedure in the Selection of Adopted Cities
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From these selected cities, several information was collected to verify its similarities with the demo
cities. These cities were then categorized in accordance to the population size. Other data gathered
are shown in Table 3.30.
City

Country

5

Schaffhausen

Switzerland

Area
(km2)

Density
(inhabitants/km2)

41.8

870

118,814;
Capital Area 203,594

273

436

Population
Small Cities
36,327

Reykjavik

Iceland

Cádiz

Spain
Czech
Republic

126,766

13.3

8934

169,033

137.65

1228

Norway

196,190

26,087

8

165

1807

88.25
1285
219.3

6827
2237
3807

Pilsen
Hedmark
County5
Katowice

5

Copenhagen
Rome
Amsterdam5

Poland
Denmark
Italy
Netherlands

Medium Cities
298,111
Large Cities
602,481
2,873,494
834,713

Table 3.30: Basic Information on the Target Cities

Since the online questionnaires were sent to both transport operators and authorities and local
government units, the final respondents were identified, wherein basic information on these agencies
were defined as well to have an overview on the existing transport systems operated in the city. This
includes the name of the company/agency, number of operating routes, number of fleet (if
applicable), and the existing modes of transport in these cities (see Table 3.31).
City

Country

Schaffhausen

Switzerland

Transport
No. of
Operator/Authority
Routes
Small Cities
Stadt Schaffhausen
1 (TB); 5+4
(operated by
(night buses)
Verkehrsbetriebe
(B)
Schaffhausen)

No. of
Fleet

Existing Modes
of Transport

7 (TB);
34 (B)

Trolleybuses &
Buses

Reykjavic

Iceland

Strætó bs

55

109

Diesel and
Methane Buses
(12m, 14m, &
articulated)

Cádiz

Spain

Consorcio Metropolitano
de Transportes de la
Bahía de Cádiz

5

No Info

Buses

5

Representative of these cities only responded via email.
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Pilsen

Czech
Republic

Plzeňské městské
dopravní podniky, a.s.

3 (Tr); 9
(TB); 27+10
(B + NB)

No Info

Tram,
Trolleybuses,
Buses

Hedmark
County

Norway

Hedmark Trafikk

5

0

Buses

0

Buses & Tram

0

Buses & Local
Railway

0

Buses

0

Bus, Tram, &
Metro

Katowice

Poland

Copenhagen

Denmark

Rome

Italy

Amsterdam

Netherlands

Medium Cities
Komunikacyjny Związek
Komunalny
34 (T); 369
Górnośląskiego Okręgu
(B)
Przemysłowego
(KZK GOP)
Large Cities
Movia Public Transport
450
(Trafikselskabet Movia)
Roma Servizi per la
Mobilità (operated by
414
ATAC)
Vervoerregio Amsterdam
30 (B); 16(T);
(mostly operated by
4(M)
GVB)

Table 3.31: Basic Information on the Transport Operators and Authorities

Aside from transport operators and authorities, the perspective of experts and academics based on
their skills and proficiencies were requested to take part in the online survey as well. In addition, some
public transport users participated as well to determine their standpoint regarding this technology.
Respondents from these categories originated from different parts of the world as illustrated in Figure
4.1: Nature of Respondents. The results of each group would be elaborated further in detail in Chapter
4.

3.5.2 SMART for weighting
Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) method is utilized for determining the weights for
each respondent and for the group of respondents. This technique is one of the simplest methods
which can take into consideration both qualitative and quantitative aspects (Risawandi and Rahim,
2016). According to the same authors, “the main equipment of this model is functional hierarchy with
main input is human perception” (p. 491). Therefore, the results would depend solely from the values
given by the participant on each criterion. Shown in Figure 3.14 the procedure applied in this study.
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Figure 3.14: Procedure of Application of SMART Method (Risawandi and Rahim, 2016)

Sample calculation of the weights using the SMART method in Microsoft Excel is exemplified in Figure
3.15. In addition, it could also be observed on the same figure the corresponding characteristics of
each criterion. For instance, people is equated with customer care and so on.
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Ranking given by each respondent
Ranking
70
90
60
70
80

Priority
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

I would do this because my priority is to improve: Weights
customer care
18.92%
energy efficiency
24.32%
productivity of the service
16.22%
quality of the service
18.92%
environmental conditions
21.62%
Weights obtained using SMART method
Figure 3.15: Sample Calculation in MS Excel

After obtaining the weight for each criterion, this would later be applied on the normalized decision
matrix results of ELECTRE method to obtain the weighted decision matrix, which then contains the
final output of the study. These values would be analyzed individually and aggregated.

3.5.3 ELECTRE for the analysis
ELimination Et Choix Traduisant la REalit´e (Elimination and Choice Expressing Reality) or ELECTRE
method is utilized in this research as a technique to approach Multiple-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA). MCDA is “a general framework for supporting complex decision-making situations with
multiple and often conflicting objectives that stakeholders groups and/or decision makers value
differently” (Saarikoski et al., 2016, p. 1). Thus, using this method i.e. ELECTRE, all the criteria would
be addressed, and the best alternative would be determined.
The general procedure in this method is shown in Figure 3.16 which is obtained from the study of
Yücel and Görener (2016). The same process was applied in the analysis of the respondents. Step 1
involved the preparation of decision matrix. For this study, using the scale specified in previous
paragraphs (see Table 3.28: Utilized Scale for Calculations), the final rating, that is the sum of all issues
per category, for each alternative was obtained. Since the number of questions per category is
unequal, normalization was done utilizing the equation stated in Step 2. Normalized decision matrix
was then formed. Afterwards, applying the weight per criterion calculated using the SMART method
was the succeeding and final step for the analysis. From these results, the best alternative favored by
each respondent would be clearly evident since only two alternatives are compared. Thus, due to this,
concordance and discordance matrices were not carried out.
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Figure 3.16: Procedure of Application of ELECTRE Method (Yücel and Görener, 2016)

4 Results
All the respondents, including transport operators and authorities, experts, academics, and public
transport users, who participated in the online questionnaire came from different parts of the world,
as specified in the map shown in Figure 4.1. The perspective of each group would be analyzed more
in detail in the succeeding paragraphs.
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Figure 4.1: Nature of Respondents

4.1 Transport Operators and Authorities
4.1.1 Weight Attribution
Five transport operators and authorities participated in the survey which come from the cities of
Reykjavik (Iceland), Cádiz (Spain), Pilsen (Czech Republic), Copenhagen (Denmark), and Rome (Italy).
The other three cities of Schaffhausen (Switzerland), Katowice (Poland), Amsterdam (Netherlands),
and the county of Hedmark (Norway) have given substantial feedbacks and comments through email.
In the first part of the survey, the transport operators and authorities were required to give the
rankings of their priorities, as shown in Figure 4.2, from (0) to (100) in which the following weight
attributions were obtained using the SMART method as discussed previously in Chapter 0.
Weight Attribution (Reykjavik, Iceland)
customer care

19%

20%

21%

21%
19%

energy efficiency
productivity of the
service
quality of the
service
environmental
conditions
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Weight Attribution (Cadiz, Spain)

Weight Attribution (Pilsen, CZ)

customer care

customer care

energy efficiency

25%
13%
12%

productivity of
the service

25%

19%

22%

25%

19%

quality of the
service

24%

environmental
conditions

Weight Attribution (Rome, Italy)

customer care

customer care

25%
50%

0%
25%

energy
efficiency

3%
33%

energy efficiency

17%
productivity of
the service

productivity of
the service
quality of the
service

productivity of
the service
quality of the
service

16%

environmental
conditions

Weight Attribution (Copenhagen, DK)

energy efficiency

17%

30%

environmental
conditions

quality of the
service
environmental
conditions

Figure 4.2: Weight Attribution for the Five Cities

From the weight attributions calculated based on the rankings defined by the transport operators and
authorities, for Copenhagen and Rome, which are both big cities, the highest rate was given to the
improvement of environmental conditions i.e. 50% and 33% respectively. For the other smaller cities,
Reykjavik and Pilsen, the highest ranking was given to energy efficiency. As for the city of Cádiz, equal
weights were given to environmental conditions, energy efficiency, and customer care.
Due to the climate change the world is experiencing, many European countries are already acting on
this global issue with the goal of electrifying the public transport through procuring zero emission
buses. Thus, this is clearly evident in the rankings of the priorities of the transport providers. In line
with this, energy efficiency has the advantages of reducing the energy costs due to regenerative
braking and reducing the CO2 emissions as well; hence, also contributing to this environmental
urgency.
On the other hand, observing the lowest ratings from the transport operators, for the cities of
Reykjavik, Cádiz, Pilsen, and Copenhagen, the productivity of service was selected, which is in contrary
with the city of Rome, yielding 30% of the total. Productivity of the service corresponds to the
economic aspect of transportation, which concerns the costs, revenues, and incentives. This explains
the need to increase the revenues and incentives for Rome as is it a large city with poor public
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transport services. The public transport operations could be improved alongside with lessening the
harmful emissions, that is the second priority of the city. Thus, in effect, this would increase the
customer satisfaction i.e. rated 3% in the city of Rome. In line with this, customer care is linked with
the people. It could be attributed to the passengers’ acceptance, awareness of the measures,
attractiveness of the new and green services, and most importantly, travel comfort that is related to
the waiting time at bus stops, travel experience, travel time, etc. It could be observed that this is not
one of the highest priorities as this could be the outcome of the measures applied.

4.1.2 General Attitude towards the Electric Technology (ET) for Transit
On this part of the questionnaire, the general attitude of the transport operators and providers were
asked. This covered the five different categories investigated in this study: environment, people,
economy, operations, and energy and as well as the overall electric technology. With this, it showed
their perspective on the possible influences on public transport of these five categories in relation to
the electric technology. In Figure 4.3, the summary of point attributions with regards to the general
attitude of the respondents towards electric technology are shown.

General Attitude Towards Electric Technology

7
6

4
3
0

0

ET IS VIABLE ENVIRONMENT

3

3

1

1

PEOPLE

ECONOMIC
A1

1
OPERATIONS

1
ENERGY

A2

Figure 4.3: General Attitude towards Electric Technology (Aggregated)

In Table 4.1, the responses of the representative of Reykjavik are summarized below. From the
feedbacks, it could be inferred that the city recognizes the advantages that the electric technology can
bring in different aspects.
General attitude towards the Electric
Technology (ET) for transit
ET is viable in general
ET contributes to the environmental
safeguard
The community asks for more ET-based transit
options
ET contributes to reduce costs
Operations benefit from ET
ET helps operators manage the energy
requirements in a more balanced way

I fully
agree

I agree

Neutral

I do not
agree

Strongly
disagree

I do not
know

x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 4.1: General Attitude towards the Electric Technology of Reykjavik
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Second is the city of Cádiz, wherein it is very much evident that the city has negative notions on this
technology as it strongly disagreed on the forefront advantage of ET i.e. environmental safeguard. This
could be attributed to the possibility that adapting ET would not necessary lead to zero emissions as
it would still depend on the source of energy utilized. As for the other two statements that is linked to
the economic and operational aspects, Cadiz has also given negative responses. The economic aspect
is clearly due to required high investment. The possibility of schedule adjustments and increased dwell
times could influence this decision as this could lengthen the travel and waiting times. Nevertheless,
uncertainties are seen on the categories related to customer care and energy efficiency, which could
be ascribed to the possibility that the respondent is not fully informed or not fully convinced on the
benefits the technology could bring about to the city.
General attitude towards the Electric
Technology (ET) for transit

I fully
agree

I agree

ET is viable in general
ET contributes to the environmental safeguard
The community asks for more ET-based transit
options

Neutral

I do not
agree

Strongly
disagree

I do not
know

x
x
x

ET contributes to reduce costs

x

Operations benefit from ET

x

ET helps operators manage the energy
requirements in a more balanced way

x

Table 4.2: General Attitude towards the Electric Technology of Cádiz

Third, the city of Pilsen agreed that the electric technology is viable in general. In addition, no definite
answer was given to the statements: ET contributes to reduce costs and ET helps operators manage
the energy requirements in a more balanced way. It could be inferred that this is due to the both
positive and negative impacts of ET on the economic and energy aspects. From the different studies
as also mentioned in Chapter 2.1.3, the implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses or electric buses in
general would incur high initial capital costs yet lower operational costs. On the other hand, energy
recuperation is one of the advantages of the realization of such technology. Nevertheless, this
technology would only be beneficial if renewable energy is used in the operations. Lastly, Pilsen
recognized that its citizens do not ask for more ET-based transit options which could be attributed to
its existing three existing tram lines and six trolleybus lines (City of Pilsen, n.d.)
General attitude towards the Electric
Technology (ET) for transit
ET is viable in general
ET contributes to the environmental
safeguard
The community asks for more ET-based transit
options
ET contributes to reduce costs
Operations benefit from ET
ET helps operators manage the energy
requirements in a more balanced way

I fully
agree
x

I agree

Neutral

I do not
agree

Strongly
disagree

I do not
know

x
x
x
x
x

Table 4.3: General Attitude towards the Electric Technology of Pilsen
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As for the city of Copenhagen, the responses are more certain wherein the representative of the city
fully agrees in the viability of the ET and as well as its positive environmental impacts. Moreover, the
public would like to implement more ET-based transport modes which could be accredited to the
increasing concern on mitigating the harmful emissions. On the other hand, the city is in opposition
to the last three statements which regards to the economic, operational, and energy aspects of this
technology. For the economic and operational facets, the same sentiments could be assumed as
previously discussed in the city of Cádiz. Lastly, the negative notion on the energy aspect could be
ascribed from the complications of implementing such technology which ranges from operating
hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity charging of electric buses using the existing tram and metro
infrastructures.
General attitude towards the Electric
Technology (ET) for transit
ET is viable in general
ET contributes to the environmental
safeguard
The community asks for more ET-based transit
options
ET contributes to reduce costs
Operations benefit from ET
ET helps operators manage the energy
requirements in a more balanced way

I fully
agree
x

I agree

Neutral

I do not
agree

Strongly
disagree

I do not
know

x
x
x
x
x

Table 4.4: General Attitude towards the Electric Technology of Copenhagen

Lastly, for the city of Rome, most of the benefits were also recognized. Nevertheless, the uncertainty
lies on the whether the public would like to execute such technology in the city.
General attitude towards the Electric
Technology (ET) for transit
ET is viable in general
ET contributes to the environmental
safeguard
The community asks for more ET-based transit
options
ET contributes to reduce costs
Operations benefit from ET
ET helps operators manage the energy
requirements in a more balanced way

I fully
agree

I agree

Neutral

I do not
agree

Strongly
disagree

I do not
know

x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 4.5: General Attitude towards the Electric Technology of Rome

4.1.3 Feasibility of the Innovation
The second segment of the questionnaire was subdivided into six categories: operations, technology,
environment, economy, people, and energy and was responded only by the cities of Reykjavik, Pilsen,
Copenhagen, and Rome. Although the weight attribution only considered the five aspects, excluding
technology, the points corresponding to the statements under this section were distributed into the
five categories as shown and discussed in Chapter 0. Same application has been done to other group
of respondents as well. The inputs from the cities of Schaffhausen, Katowice, Amsterdam, and the
county of Hedmark are also discussed in the following subchapters. Furthermore, the key drivers and
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barriers discussed in the succeeding paragraphs represent the issues in adopting the electric
technology in the European level.
4.1.3.1 Key Drivers
Key drivers are the different factors that positively impact the performance of a particular mode of
transport. Hence, it could persuade the transport providers as well in adopting such technology in
their cities. In identifying the key drivers that would help in replacing the conventional buses with
hybrid-trolleybuses, the answers in the first and second columns were considered wherein it
attributed two points and one point respectively, to the certain issue conferred to the first alternative:
with ELIPTIC. Sample questions are shown in Figure 4.4: Sample Questions on the Feasibility of the
Innovation.

Figure 4.4: Sample Questions on the Feasibility of the Innovation

Defining the key drivers of implementing such technology would then encourage the other cities to
adopt the ET that could help and improve the different aspects of transportation. The most recurring
key drivers were recognized from the aggregated analysis of all transport operators and authorities;
however, the cities who have responded on such item would be identified later on to explain the
reasons behind on considering such issue as a key factor.
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This IS/COULD BE a driver for the transfer of
HT and replacement of CB
Superior air quality
4
HTs are as reliable and
Sustainable transport
3.5
efficient
and mobility
3
2.5
2
Planning and
Helps in reducing EU
1.5
1
implementation efforts
emissions
0.5
0
Local stakeholders'
support

Positive image
Energy rates and fuel
costs are balanced

Environmental friendly
Energy generated not
with coal

Figure 4.5: Definite Key Drivers for Transport Operators and Authorities

In selecting the first column option, it is unquestionable that such issue is considered as a key driver.
The top key drivers are summarized on Figure 4.5: Definite Key Drivers for Transport Operators and
Authorities. There are three statements wherein all the four respondents agreed upon and recognized
them as key drivers. The following are:
•
•
•

HTs are generally perceived as environmentally-friendly and innovative by the citizens
(People);
HTs have superior air quality performance because local energy supply is not generated with
coal (People); and,
In the end, energy rates and fuel costs are balanced (Energy).

The first and second statements are linked with customer care as the perspective and welfare of the
citizens are taken into consideration. As for the following statements, three respondents selected such
as key drivers.
•
•
•
•
•

HTs have superior air quality performance if compared to conventional buses i.e. diesel buses
and conventional trolleybuses (Environment);
HTs promote sustainable transport and mobility (Environment);
Road transport contributes one-fifth to the EU's total emissions; hence, HTs can help in
reducing this (Environment);
Local stakeholders need to be highly supportive towards HTs; otherwise, adoption of HTs will
never succeed (People); and,
HT has a positive impact on the public image of your agency as a sustainable company
(People).

It could be observed that most of the key drivers are under the categories of environment and people,
which is the focus and goal of these agencies due to the alarming environmental issues and their
purpose of providing quality transport services to the citizens. Furthermore, most of the drivers
concern the advantages of implementing hybrid-trolleybuses which are very promising when adopted,
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which were also previously discussed in Chapter 2. Shown in Figure 4.6: Summary of Key Drivers by
Transport Operators and Authorities are the top key drivers associated with the cities that have
selected these.
Out of the 10 top key drivers, four of these are classified under the category of people. The most
important factor that is desirable for a successful transfer and application of the hybrid-trolleybuses
and opportunity charging for e-buses is the local stakeholders’ support, which was also acknowledged
by different authors, namely Mohamed, Ferguson, and Kanaroglou (2017) and Lajunen (2017). This is
also in line with the goals of different cities to eliminate diesel buses in the near future, which would
be discussed in detail in the succeeding paragraphs. Without this, it would be difficult and would take
a lot of time in pushing for a change needed to attain sustainable transport and mobility. On the other
hand, the statements: HTs are generally perceived as environmentally-friendly and innovative by the
citizens, HTs have superior air quality performance because local energy supply is not generated with
coal, and HT has a positive impact on the public image of your agency as a sustainable company, could
be regarded as a causal sequence of the first and second statements to the third. Providing low and
zero emission buses i.e. utilizing renewable energy sources, would generate positive feedbacks on the
agency and on the city as well. In addition, in the city of Schaffhausen, the decision of planning to
procure electric buses and convert conventional trolleybuses with trolley (IMC – In Motion Charging),
has considered the approval of the citizens and as well as their role of pioneering electromobility in
the country (City Council of Schaffhausen, 2017). Hence, the recurring drivers are very much apparent
in this city and most certainly, in other cities and towns as well. Lastly, the other statements still
concern the encouraging assurances of operating ET.
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Figure 4.6: Summary of Key Drivers by Transport Operators and Authorities
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On the other hand, as previously mentioned, one point is credited to alternative 1: with ELIPTIC if the
option on second column i.e. This COULD BE a barrier but I would still replace conventional buses (CB)
is chosen. In this part, the issues stated could possibly be a barrier, yet are considered not so much of
a hindrance in replacing the CBs. Hence, the respondents still have the will to transfer such technology.
Shown below in Figure 4.7 is the summary of top drivers and the corresponding number of
respondents who have chosen these as a probable barrier.

This COULD BE a barrier but I would still replace
CB
Superior air quality
2
HTs are as reliable and
Sustainable transport and
efficient
mobility
1.5
Planning and
implementation efforts

1
0.5

Helps in reducing EU
emissions

0
Local stakeholders'
support

Positive image
Energy rates and fuel
costs are balanced

Environmental friendly
Energy generated not
with coal

Figure 4.7: Key Drivers for Transport Operators and Authorities

Furthermore, there is no statement from the economic aspect that was included as a key driver. This
would be discussed on the succeeding chapter.
4.1.3.2 Key Barriers
Key barriers are the different factors identified by the transport operators and authorities that hinder
or prevent the processes of implementing a certain policy or technology. In this case, these different
factors are the possible hesitations of the respondents regarding the policy or technology to become
effective and successful. From the questionnaire answered by four of the target city operators and
authorities, the barriers were determined if they have associated the concerned statements or issues
with the options on the fourth and fifth columns i.e. It COULD BE a barrier; I still prefer CB (1 point)
and No way, this is definitely a barrier for the transfer for HT; better stick with CB (2 points),
respectively as shown in Figure 4.8: Sample Questions on the Feasibility of the Innovation. The option
on the fifth column is attributed with 2 points as it is pertained undeniably as a key barrier to the
replacement of CB with HT.
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Figure 4.8: Sample Questions on the Feasibility of the Innovation

Since only four transport operators and authorities have filled up this section of the questionnaire,
the maximum number of respondents who have specified the key barriers in adopting electric
technology in their city is two as shown in Figure 4.9, that is then identified individually in Figure 4.10.
Nonetheless, the substantial feedbacks from other transport operators would be tackled as well.

No way, this is definitely a barrier for the
transfer for HT; better stick with CB
Wiring/dewiring is not
possible
2
No funding is currently
available

1.5
1

Initial capital costs are
high

0.5
0
Size of batteries limits
passenger capacity

Energy subsidies are not
enforced yet

People do not like
wiring

Environmental
constraints

Figure 4.9: Definite Key Barriers for Transport Operators and Authorities

The following are the selected definite key barriers for the replacement of conventional buses with
hybrid-trolleybuses.
•
•
•

Wiring/dewiring is not possible everywhere since wiring roofs cannot be installed everywhere
(Technology);
Initial capital costs are high (Economy);
People do not like wiring (People); and,
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•

There are too many environmental constraints which limit the acceptance of HTs among the
citizens i.e. cut trees to accommodate wiring; landmarks preservation affects the length of nowiring routes, etc. (People).

One of the main purpose of actualizing such technology is to run off-catenary in places where wiring
is not probable; thus, the impossibility of wiring/dewiring contradicts this goal. Second is linked to the
economy wherein the initial capital costs are high, that is confirmed by different authors as well, as
discussed in Chapters 2.1.3 and 2.2.2. Many transport operators and authorities rapidly refuse such
proposition due to its expensive costs. The target cities of this study also concurred to this sentiment,
such as:
“The most important factor is price for 1 vehicle kilometer. Of course, bidder can
propose performance of services with electric vehicles, but would have no chance to
beat bidders with diesel buses, because of, not only the price of e-bus, but also costs
of infrastructure.” – KZK GOP, Katowice
“We will never have trolley buses with energy from overhead lines. There are no
overhead lines in Reykjavik greater area and also the number of inhabitants will never
at least for next 50 years bear such an investment as light rails or trolleybus.” – Stræto
bs, Reykjavik
The very concern of the transport operators and authorities are not only the vehicle capital costs but
the update of the infrastructures which would need a complete rebuild; thus, it would also require
high amount of investments.
“Trolley buses have not been a priority bus material for us, and it will not be a priority
area the near future. Our infrastructure will then need a rebuilt, and is an extensive
work, which in turn is not economically expedient.” – Hedmark Trafikk, Hedmark
County
Another recurring barrier is that people do not like wiring which is evident in some of the target cities
as well such as Reykjavik and Copenhagen.
“Trolleybuses and hybrid trolleybuses are no on the agenda for Movia as there is not
an interest from local authorities to invest in a catenary based bus transport system
as the local authorities do not like catenaries in the cities.” – Movia Trafik, Copenhagen
In line with the fact that citizens are not in favor of wirings, there are also environmental risks and
constraints in executing such mode of transportation as this might require cutting down trees for the
placement of the wires and lengthening of off-catenary routes for landmark preservation.
Furthermore, cutting down trees would void its very intention of helping and conserving the
environment.
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Figure 4.10: Summary of Key Barriers by Transport Operators and Authorities

From the figure above, Figure 4.10, the chosen barriers for each city representative were determined.
It could be observed that the city of Copenhagen has selected the most number of definite barriers,
which is in contrary to the cities of Pilsen and Rome, which has identified one and none respectively.
It could be inferred that this is due to the existing conventional trolleybuses in the two cities. Since
they have already experienced operating this mode of transport, some issues may not be considered
as barriers anymore in updating conventional trolleybuses to hybrid-trolleybuses.
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Figure 4.11: Key Barriers for Transport Operators and Authorities

For the city of Rome, the respondent has selected: size of the batteries limits passenger capacity as a
possible barrier and limiting factor for implementing such technology. Aside from this, since legal and
regulatory framework to specifically subsidies the use of electric energy to power transit are not
enforced yet, this factor could also delay or impede the possibility of adopting electric technology.
4.1.3.3 Uncertainties of Respondents
The uncertainties of respondents could be determined from the statements answered with “neutral”
which mainly concerns on the environmental and technological aspects and with “I do not know”
which are commonly linked with economy, operations, and technology.
Shown in Figure 4.12 are the top issues with “neutral” responses. These issues could perhaps be
selected as such because of the possibility of the subject changing its position in the future.

Top "Neutral" Counts for TO/A
Compulsory to follow green/electric policies

2

Wiring is a constraint

2

Size of batteries limits passenger capacity

2

Demo projects

2

Less noisy means less safe for pedestrians

3
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Figure 4.12: Top "Neutral" Counts for Transport Operators and Authorities
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The most recurring subject is related to the environment and people as well i.e. “HTs being less noisy
than conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional trolleybuses) can be less safe for pedestrians
(as they do not hear the vehicle approaching)”. This is a crucial topic as both have positive and negative
effects: HTs contribute to the reduction of noise pollution yet it has the risk for the safety of the
pedestrians. Moreover, the same sentiments could be ascribed to the issue “In the end, the service is
not that flexible (wiring is a constraint)” since its positive impacts could be counteracted by its
inflexibility. Third is that the size of batteries limit passenger capacity. This could be credited to the
technological developments in the future that could possibly improve the power-to-weight ratio,
which is also linked to the size of the battery. When feature is improved, doubts related to this matter
could diminish. On the other hand, the following issue is related to the technological aspect as well
i.e. “Demo projects in my city like ELIPTIC are needed before adopting HTs”. In this case, there are no
guarantees that the city would not have to spend funds since new vehicles are needed for such pilot
projects. Lastly, for the likelihood that the cities would be required to follow green or electric policies,
neutral responses were obtained since there are also other measures that the city could adopt, that
is not necessarily hybrid-trolleybuses. In fact, most target cities such as Katowice, Reykjavik, Hedmark
County, and Copenhagen prefer running e-buses, more specifically, battery-powered buses.

Top "I do not know" Counts for TO/A
Obsoletion

2

Difficulties might occur in adapting older…

2

Additional energy efficiency measures are…

2

Energy loads on the grid is increased when…

2

TRL = 6 and 9/9

2

Maintenance staff

2

Maintenance requirements

2

HTs' higher life cycle

3

Increased fleet size, increased vehicle and…

3
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Figure 4.13: Top "I do not know" Counts for Transport Operators and Authorities

On the other hand, there are also some subjects associated with “I do not know”, which are mostly
associated with technology and others are with economy and operations. Most city transport
operators and authorities agreed upon having uncertainties on some economic issues such as “There
is a possibility for increased fleet size; thus, increased vehicle and HR costs” and “Higher life cycle of
HT than conventional buses i.e. 15 to 22 years leads to reduced annual costs”. As previously discussed,
there is the chance of limiting the capacity of a vehicle due to the size of the battery. In effect, this
could lead to increasing the fleet size, vehicle, and HR costs. However, this is still unsure since there
might be technological breakthroughs in the next years that could avoid this. Furthermore, the higher
life cycle of the hybrid-trolleybuses is also another doubt for the respondents because of the few
applications of this technology and most are still on demonstration; thus, there are still no confirmed
measurements. The same opinions could be supposed to the maintenance staff and maintenance
requirements, which are both under the category of operations. Lastly, most issues selected are
regarding the technology which could be explained by the difficulty to predict the future, especially
because of the fast-paced technological advancements.
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4.1.4 Performance Role
In this section, the different recurring Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) selected by the pioneer cities,
under the categories: Operations, Economy, Environment, People, and Energy, were evaluated by the
target cities to determine the possibility of adopting this technology depending on the improvements
in the future. Sample questions regarding the performance role are shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Sample Questions on the Performance Role

From the results obtained from the aggregated analysis of all transport operators and authorities, all
of them have given positive feedbacks in all KPIs, that is they are willing to transfer HT given an
improvement of up to 5% or even with no improvement. However, only the city of Pilsen has answered
“No, even with an improvement of the associated performance up to 5%” regarding the vehicle capital
costs.

4.1.5 Analysis of Results from ELECTRE and Feedback from Respondents
In the analysis of results, two methods were executed: aggregated and individual analysis, which
would be discussed in the following subchapters. Nevertheless, the results of the two analyses are in
parallel with one another.
4.1.5.1 Aggregated Analysis
In the aggregated analysis, the responses of each transport operator/authority are combined.
Moreover, the weight attribution was also averaged which resulted to the ratings as shown in Figure
4.15.
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19%
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Figure 4.15: Average Weight Attribution for All Transport Operators and Authorities

After calculating the weights, the actual results, normalized decision matrix, and weighted decision
matrix were obtained.
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1 (with ELIPTIC)
53
60
40
115
50

A2 (with NO ELIPTIC)
9
7
11
24
0

Table 4.6: Actual Results for Aggregated Transport Operators and Authorities

It could be seen that the values from one category is far from another since the number of questions
are not equal for each category. Thus, normalization was needed, which was computed and is
tabulated in Table 4.7.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1 (with ELIPTIC)
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.98
1.00

A2 (with NO ELIPTIC)
0.17
0.12
0.27
0.20
0.00

Table 4.7: Normalized Decision Matrix for Aggregated Transport Operators and Authorities

Weights were then applied which led to the following final results.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1 (with ELIPTIC)
0.18
0.19
0.16
0.18
0.27

A2 (with NO ELIPTIC)
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.00

Table 4.8: Weighted Decision Matrix for Aggregated Transport Operators and Authorities
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From the final results, it could be concluded that the four transport operators and providers are all in
favor in adopting ELIPTIC. Nevertheless, the sentiments of other city representatives would be
discussed in the next subchapters.
The average top priority is given to the improvement of the environmental conditions, which is very
much evident from the results, giving 0.00 attribution to alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC; thus, they
have recognized the positive impacts of implementing hybrid-trolleybuses could bring. Furthermore,
the category with the highest value on alternative 2 is the economy, that is driven by the high initial
capital costs, previously discussed in Chapter 4.1.3.2.

If you are going to transfer a technology, which of the
following will you choose?

Opportunity recharging of ebuses based on metro and
tram infrastructures
(charging during operations)

40%
60%

Both

Table 4.9: Selection of Technology to Transfer by Transport Operators and Authorities

Lastly, on the final part of the questionnaire, the selection of technology to transfer was asked to the
respondents, wherein 40% have chosen both i.e. implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses and
opportunity re-charging of e-buses based on metro and tram infrastructure and the other 60% have
decided to only adopt the latter. From the results, it shows that they are more willing to adopt
opportunity re-charging since the new innovation of hybrid-trolleybuses is still practically “raw and
young”.
4.1.5.2

Individual Analysis

4.1.5.2.1 Small-sized Cities
4.1.5.2.1.1 Schaffhausen, Switzerland
For the city of Schaffhausen in Switzerland, a representative from the city council has discussed their
public transport plans in the future through email and has given some documents regarding this;
however, the representative was not able to fill in the survey. Therefore, their stand on this issue
would only be based on the information provided.
The transportation in Schaffhausen is served by Verkehrsbetriebe Schaffhausen (VBSH) which is
currently operating one trolleybus line, five bus lines, and four night-bus lines. Together with the city
council and VBSH, the two are planning to renew and electrify the entire fleet by 2027. Therefore,
strategies regarding this goal are currently on-going with the specified objectives of replacing the
conventional diesel buses to e-buses while utilizing opportunity charging and converting the
conventional trolleybuses with trolleybuses equipped with traction batteries (IMC – In Motion
Charging) i.e. hybrid-trolleybuses. The official announcement regarding this plan was released last 12th
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of May 2017 and the city council has decided of allotting 630,000 CHF (approximately 540,000 EUR)
for planning loan that includes the preparation and implementation of the project.
According to the city council, the decision was driven by its features such as low-noise emission,
environmental friendly, and better economy (Stadt Schaffhausen, 2017). The first facet of the
provision is the operation of e-buses with fast charging which is considered by the city economical and
ecological as in a span of five years, the operational costs would be less expensive than that of the
diesel buses. On the other hand, the upgrading to hybrid-trolleybuses is motivated by reducing the
costs for the maintenance of the overhead lines since the buses could run off-catenary obtaining its
power from the batteries (Stadt Schaffhausen, 2017). In conclusion, the net investment is around 19
million CHF (16.25 million EUR), which is higher than the usual investment for diesel buses that is
approximately 15 million CHF (12.83 million EUR). Nevertheless, the city is still determined to push
through this project and overall, the city would also have the pioneering role in the city and the
country for electrifying the public transportation.
4.1.5.2.1.2 Reykjavik, Iceland
The transportation in the city of Reykjavik is operated by Strætó bs which has 55 routes on diesel and
methane buses of 12m, 14m, and articulated. Strætó bs has the goal of making their fleet emission
free powered by mixed environmental energy by 2030. The agency has participated in the survey and
has shown positive feedback regarding the proposed technology; however, it has already mentioned
that the city will never have trolleybus lines as there are no existing overhead lines in Reykjavik.
Nevertheless, although their opinions might not be for the adoption in their city, they have regarded
the questionnaire for the feasibility of such technology in general.
In the following tables, the actual results of the recorded responses, normalized decision matrix, and
weighted decision matrix are summarized. The same procedures were applied similar to the
aggregated analysis; however, the weights applied are the rating specified by the city representative,
obtaining the following results as shown in Table 4.10, Table 4.11, and Table 4.12.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
13
17
18
36
13

A2
4
2
2
8
0

Table 4.10: Actual Results - Reykjavik, Iceland

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.96
0.99
0.99
0.98
1.00

A2
0.29
0.12
0.11
0.22
0.00

Table 4.11: Normalized Decision Matrix - Reykjavik, Iceland

C1
C2
C3

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy

A1
0.19
0.20
0.19

A2
0.06
0.02
0.02
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C4
C5

Operations
Environment

0.20
0.20

0.04
0.00

Table 4.12: Weighted Decision Matrix - Reykjavik, Iceland

Final results have shown that almost equal distribution of points in all the categories for alternative 1.
Nevertheless, it must be noticed that the highest value was attributed to the criteria related to people
or customer care, which is mainly due to the barriers discussed in Chapter 4.1.3.2. From these results,
it is very much evident that the city would have adopted such technology, most specifically,
opportunity charging of e-buses based on metro and tram infrastructures, as selected on the final part
of the survey, if it is not because of the high investment that its citizens could not be able to afford.
Therefore, this shows the importance of subsidies and external funds to execute such technology in
different cities, not only in the city of Reykjavik.
4.1.5.2.1.3 Cádiz, Spain
The city of Cádiz Consorcio Metropolitano de Transportes de la Bahía de Cádiz (Transport Constortium
of the Bay of Cádiz) is the public entity responsible for the transportation in the region of Cádiz. This
includes the city of Cádiz which has five urban lines serving a population of 126,766 inhabitants.
For the city of Cádiz, the representative has only filled in the weight attributions, general attitude
towards electric technology, and the selection of technology to adopt. Aside from these, all the others
were answered “I do not know” wherein it has shown no interest in implementing electric technology.
This is also apparent in the responses for the general attitude towards electric technology, wherein
the city representative has disagreed in almost all the statements. Nevertheless, on the final part of
the questionnaire, the city also preferred to adopt opportunity recharging on existing public transport
infrastructures among the choices.
4.1.5.2.1.4 Pilsen, Czech Republic
The transportation in the city of Pilsen is operated by Plzeňské městské dopravní podniky, a.s., which
is responsible for most of the public transport in the city. The transport company has trams, buses,
and trolleybuses as its main modes of transport. The trams and trolleybuses are considered as the
backbone of the transport within the city. Currently, it has three tram lines, nine trolleybus lines, 27
bus lines, and ten night-bus lines.
From the information previously mentioned, the city has already been running conventional
trolleybuses since 1941 (Trolley:motion, n.d.); thus, they have already experience in operating such
technology. However, from the weights they have given, the highest priority is energy efficiency and
in contrary, the lowest is productivity of the service. Therefore, due to current operations, the city
would want to improve these aspects by adopting this technology, mainly driven also by the positive
impacts of the technology in the environment.
In the following tables, shown are the actual results, normalized decision matrix, and weighted
decision matrix, applying the weights defined by the city representative of Pilsen.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
13
12
10
29
11

A2
1
2
2
5
0

Table 4.13: Actual Results - Pilsen, Czech Republic
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.99
1.00

A2
0.08
0.16
0.20
0.17
0.00

Table 4.14: Normalized Decision Matrix - Pilsen, Czech Republic

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.19
0.24
0.16
0.19
0.22

A2
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.00

Table 4.15: Weighted Decision Matrix - Pilsen, Czech Republic

From the results obtained, the Pilsen would likely adopt the technologies proposed i.e.
implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses and operation of opportunity charging through metro and
tram infrastructures. Due to the city’s experience on this, upgrading the conventional trolleybuses to
hybrid-trolleybuses would not cost so much as the existing vehicles are possible to be retrofitted
instead. Moreover, infrastructure costs would be lower as well as these are already built in the city.
Although the investments needed may decrease, it is still the main barrier in adopting such
technology, as seen in Table 4.14. On the other hand, the lowest value for the alternative 2 is still with
regards to environment because of its promising advantages.
4.1.5.2.1.5 Hedmark County, Norway
Hedmark Trafikk is the public transport authority in Hedmark country, mainly focused on the urban
buses, that is solely owned by the county. The entity only manages and plans the public transportation.
Thus, it owns zero buses.
The sentiments from the agency are obtained through email conversation. Hence, only such
information would be the basis of this analysis.
Similar to other cities, the county of Hedmark also has the goal of electrifying its fleet in the near
future, more specifically, in 2025. The plan is to procure zero-emission buses, focusing on battery
electric buses. According to the city representative, the trolleybuses are not their priority because of
its high initial capital costs and high infrastructure costs. Because they do not have existing
trolleybuses, existing infrastructures are not available unlike in the city of Pilsen. Since there is the
need to rebuild the infrastructures which is a large-scale work and in effect, very expensive, the agency
is firm on its decision not to adopt such technology as it would bear heavy costs.
4.1.5.2.2 Medium-sized Cities
4.1.5.2.2.1 Katowice, Poland
Komunikacyjny Związek Komunalny Górnośląskiego Okręgu Przemysłowego or KZK GOP is the intermunicipal association of the Upper Silesian Industrial district. The agency is the organizer of public
transportation in the Katowice conurbation which includes defining the timetables, bus capacities,
and age. Thus, similar to Hedmark Trafikk, the entity does not own any buses.
According to the agency representative, KZK GOP has no experience in trolleybuses, although it has
plans on procuring electric buses in few years. However, the most important factor for them is the
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price per vehicle-km, wherein diesel buses are much cheaper than that of electric buses. Currently,
the agency is preparing a tender for a bus line with four e-buses. It depends on the results of this
(their) experiment, if the replacement of diesel buses with electric buses would continue.
From the information secured from email conversation, it shows the importance of demonstration
projects in different cities to study if it would be effective or not. This is also an effective way to
determine the different effects of such perturbation in the transport system to the different aspects
such as operations, economy, etc. In conclusion, the city is more likely not to transfer electric
technology, more specifically, hybrid-trolleybuses, as the high investment costs have already blocked
its possibility of adopting such.
4.1.5.2.3

Large-sized Cities

4.1.5.2.3.1 Copenhagen, Denmark
The city of Copenhagen has Trafikselskabet Movia (Movia Public Transport) which is the public
transport agency responsible for managing the urban buses, but does not own any buses. Movia does
not operate trolleybuses and have no plans of doing so. In the succeeding paragraphs, other opinions
obtained from the agency representative would be discussed further.
The actual results, normalized decision matrix, and weighted decision matrix, applying the weights
specified are summarized on the following tables.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
11
14
0
9
14

A2
4
3
7
10
0

Table 4.16: Actual Results - Copenhagen, Denmark

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.94
0.98
0.00
0.67
1.00

A2
0.34
0.21
1.00
0.74
0.00

Table 4.17: Normalized Decision Matrix - Copenhagen, Denmark

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.50

A2
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.19
0.00

Table 4.18: Weighted Decision Matrix - Copenhagen, Denmark

Out of all the cities surveyed, the city of Copenhagen has the lowest total value obtained pertaining
to alternative one, which could significantly be attributed to the numerous barriers it has defined
earlier and are mostly related to the people or customer care. In addition, this low value could also be
ascribed to weights given to the different criteria i.e. 0% for the improvement of both energy efficiency
and productivity of service.
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Although from the final results, it is shown that the city would have adopted hybrid-trolleybuses,
which is again driven by its environmental advantages. However, it must also be observed that in the
criteria of operations, the alternative 2 had higher value than alternative 1. Therefore, the city has
strong hesitations on this innovation. In line with this, the city representative has already confirmed
that Movia has no interests in adopting trolleybuses and/or hybrid-trolleybuses as local authorities do
not favor catenary-based modes of transport. Hence, the lack of political will would be difficult to
overcome as this is a significant factor in penetrating and implementing new technologies such as this.
However, in the selection of which technology/technologies to transfer, Movia has chosen
opportunity charging and depot charging without energy supply from tram, trolleybus, or metro
systems, which could be linked to the complexity of introducing this innovation. Nonetheless, the
agency would conduct a tender for electric buses in 2018 to be operated in Copenhagen.
4.1.5.2.3.2 Rome, Italy
Roma Azienda per la Mobilità is the public transport agency in the city of Rome that is responsible for
the planning and development of mobility services. Thus, the entity does not own any buses as well.
Although Roma Azienda per la Mobilità is not the operator of the public modes of transport, the city
is running one trolleybus line i.e. line 90. Therefore, Rome has experience in operating such mode.
Shown in the following tables are the values obtained from the calculations i.e. actual results,
normalized decision matrix, and weighted decision matrix, applying the ratings given by the city
representative.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
16
17
12
42
12

A2
0
0
0
1
0

Table 4.19: Actual Results - Rome, Italy

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

A2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00

Table 4.20: Normalized Decision Matrix - Rome, Italy

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.03
0.17
0.30
0.17
0.33

A2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 4.21: Weighted Decision Matrix - Rome, Italy

From the actual results, it could be seen the city representative has only given one point on alternative
2, making the final decision leading to alternative 1: with ELIPTIC. Furthermore, in the selection of the
technology to transfer, the city has chosen both: implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses and operation
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of opportunity charging of e-buses based on tram or metro infrastructures. This decision could be
linked to the fact that the city has already been running trolleybuses; thus, it would be better and
more efficient to update the fleet with more environmental friendly vehicles and expand the
operations.
4.1.5.2.3.3 Amsterdam, Netherlands
The public transportation is handled by Vervoerregio Amsterdam (Public Transport Authority –
Amsterdam), which is the public entity in partnership with 15 municipalities and the city of Amsterdam
is one of these. The main tasks of the agency concern on the improvement and realization of public
infrastructures, not only for public transport vehicles, but also for cars and bicycles. Therefore,
Vervoerregio does not own any buses or vehicles.
Currently, the agency is preparing a transition program to zero emission buses in the city of
Amsterdam since the national government has decided to make an emission free public transport by
2025. In line with this, the agency would be implementing and operating 103 electric buses utilizing
opportunity charging around the area of the Schiphol airport. Aside from this, Vervoerregio is also
considering the adoption of trolley IMC, similar to the plan of Schaffhausen.

4.2 Experts
A total of 15 experts were collected to respond to the questionnaire to have knowledge of their
perspective and sentiments regarding the electric technology, more specifically, the implementation
of hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity recharging of electric buses using the tram or metro
infrastructures. These experts come from the different cities around the globe, as listed and illustrated
on Figure 4.16, in which their expertise and proficiency range from different positions such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport engineers/planners;
Transport consultants;
Railway engineers;
Infrastructure finance consultants;
Board members from transport federations; and,
Other positions related to transportation systems.

With their great competence on the transportation field, their opinions were recognized and discussed
in the following subchapters.
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Figure 4.16: Nature of Respondents - Experts

4.2.1 Weight Attribution
Before proceeding in determining their perspective on the electric technology, the experts were asked
to rank their priorities ranging from the improvements of customer care (people), energy efficiency
(energy), productivity of the service (economy), quality of the service (operations), and environmental
conditions (environment). The ratings were specified by the experts by giving any value from 0 (least
important) to 100 (most important). Each ranking given by each expert was taken into consideration.
The average weight attribution was then calculated which is shown through a graphical illustration in
Figure 4.17.

Weight Attribution (Experts)

18%

23%

customer care
energy efficiency
productivity of the service

22%
19%
18%

quality of the service
environmental conditions

Figure 4.17: Weight Attributions (Experts)

From the average weight attribution, it could be concluded that the top priority by the group of
experts is the improvement of environmental conditions i.e. 23%. This is followed by the improvement
of energy efficiency. Comparing the results from the analysis of transport operators and authorities,
the same criteria were considered as necessities in transportation systems nowadays, since both
would help in mitigating the GHG emissions and global warming, in general. On the other hand, equal
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weights were given to customer care and productivity of the service, which were also the lowest of all
the criteria. These measures also correspond to people and economy, respectively. Its values as such
could be attributed to the fact both aspects are the results of the improvement of the transportation
sector, possibly through the development of these technologies. Therefore, the successful
implementation of the electric technology would improve the economy and as well as the social
welfare. Nevertheless, it must also be observed that the gap between each value are not wide, which
shows that all aspects are still imperative for the respondents.

4.2.2 General Attitude towards the Electric Technology for Transit
In the questionnaire, before introducing the issues, the general attitude towards electric technology
were asked from the respondents, wherein the total points for each category were summed and
summarized in the graphical illustration below (see Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: General Attitude towards Electric Technology (Experts)

From the results shown, it could be inferred that all the respondents believe in the viability of the
electric technology. However, they are not convinced that such technology would help in reducing the
overall costs, obtaining a value of 4 points for alternative 1: with ELIPTIC and 3 points for alternative
2: with NO ELIPTIC. This is possibly due to the high initial capital costs that was previously discussed in
Chapters 2.1.3 and 2.2.2. In addition, it could be noticed that the points in this category are
significantly far from the others, as most of the respondents have selected “neutral” in this statement.
Considering that it also has economic advantages, yet due to the need for great amount of
investments, the ET does not absolutely reduce the costs.
Nevertheless, the group of respondents are also completely persuaded by such technology with its
ability to safeguard the environment and contribute in balancing the energy requirements, giving both
no points to alternative 2.
The issues related to each category would be discussed in the next subchapter.

4.2.3 Feasibility of the Innovation
4.2.3.1 Key Drivers
In the questionnaire, the issues under the six categories were evaluated by the group of experts and
identified as either drivers or barriers. Shown in the graph below (see Figure 4.19) are the top 15 key
drivers recognized by the experts as such.
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Top 15 Key Drivers (Experts)
Maintenance staff
Local stakeholders' support
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Energy rates and fuel costs are balanced
Funding thru a project like ELIPTIC
HTs' higher life cycle
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Less noisy
Superior air quality
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Figure 4.19: Top 15 Key Drivers (Experts)

From the graph above, the most recurring key drivers which have also garnered most points are under
the category of environment.
•
•
•
•

HTs have superior air quality performance if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses
and conventional trolleybuses);
HTs are less noisy if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional
trolleybuses);
HTs promote sustainable transport and mobility; and,
Road transport contributes one-fifth to the EU's total emissions; hence, HTs can help in
reducing this.

Furthermore, four issues concerning the people or the citizens were also included in the top 15 key
drivers, which are listed as follows:
•
•
•
•

HTs are generally perceived as environmentally-friendly and innovative by the citizens;
HTs have superior air quality performance because local energy supply is not generated with
coal;
HT has a positive impact on the public image of your agency as a sustainable company; and,
Local stakeholders need to be highly supportive towards HTs; otherwise, adoption of HTs will
never succeed.

From these, the urgency towards the improvement of environmental conditions is clearly manifested,
wherein it is already considered as essential due to the current situation around the globe. This
category is very much identical with the improvement of customer care, as the issues identified were
related to their health and safety through implementation of green solutions. Moreover, according to
the experts, the perspective of the public must be taken into consideration as they are the users of
the public transport services; thus, the best for the citizens must be done. Nevertheless, the
standpoint of the stakeholders must be regarded as well. Without their support, the implementation
could possibly be blocked or hampered. Therefore, having a uniform goal for the city from both the
public and the local stakeholders is extremely ideal.
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Lastly, having two issues from the economy category is striking, as this is generally regarded as a
barrier due to the need of high investments. However, the selected issues are:
•
•

Higher life cycle of HT than conventional buses i.e. 15 to 22 years leads to reduced annual
costs; and,
HT operations should be funded by a project like ELIPTIC to start and assess if they are
profitable.

As listed above, having a higher life cycle would lead to decreasing the annual costs, which is an
advantage compared to the conventional diesel buses, as confirmed by Zavada et al. (2010). On the
other hand, having an opportunity to be funded by a pilot or demonstration project would be
significantly helpful for the city. With such project, the city has the possibility to increase its interest
and expand the implementation.
4.2.3.2 Key Barriers
In addition to the key drivers, the key barriers in implementing such technology were also identified.
These were summarized in the graph below (see Figure 4.20) which also shows the corresponding
points associated to each issue.

Top 15 Key Barriers (Experts)
Own funds should be available
Subsidies for electric energy are not…
People do not like wiring
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No funding is currently available
Update of the power supply is needed
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Environmental constraints
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Figure 4.20: Top 15 Key Barriers (Experts)

From the issues recognized in the graph, seven of the issues are linked to the technology, which
shows the limitations of this technological innovation, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Technological advancement poses investment risk due to possible obsolescence;
Driving range in battery varies significantly according to climate conditions; therefore, it is
necessary to manage the load by balancing HVAC;
Wiring/dewiring is not possible everywhere since wiring roofs cannot be installed
everywhere;
In the end, the service is not that flexible (wiring is a constraint);
Difficulties might occur in adapting older vehicles with new HT technologies (e.g. new types
of batteries, for example Li-ion);
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•
•

Size of batteries limits passenger capacity; and,
If the full implementation of HT is considered, an update of the power supply is needed.

Since the technologies on hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity charging using the metro and tram
infrastructures are not mature enough, there are still some shortcomings that could affect the
operations i.e. driving range, wiring/dewiring, and size of the batteries. Due to these, negative
consequences on the operations could be encountered such as longer waiting times, possible delays,
potential increase in fleet size, and inflexible service, in general. Since the development of such
technology is rapidly changing over time, possible obsolescence could be experienced; thus, older
vehicles might become unusable. Once the technology has been ensured and has become more stable,
an increase in the demand for such could be expected driven by its many advantages for the
environment and for the citizens.
4.2.3.3 Uncertainties of the Respondents
Uncertainties of the respondents were recognized from the issues associated with “neutral” and “I do
not know”. Such identified statements were given no points; thus, these were also not associated with
any of the two alternatives. Therefore, for these uncertainties, the number of experts who have
responded as such were counted and summarized in the figures below. Shown in the graphical
illustration in Figure 4.21 is the top “Neutral” counts for experts.

Top "Neutral" Counts for Experts
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Figure 4.21: Top "Neutral" Counts for Experts

From the summary shown above, it could be observed that the most recurring issues were related to
operations, technology, and environment. Moreover, maximum of six respondents have had the same
feedbacks on these issues.
First is the possible changes in the line schedule, which also obtained the maximum responses. This
issue is under the category of operations. Such matter was identified as indifferent due to the
possibility that changes in the line schedule might be inevitable. However, this could be considered as
expected since there would also be changes in the operational characteristics of the systems and as
well as routes.
On the other hand, there are two issues included in the top neutral counts which are contained in the
category of technology:
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•
•

HTs are as reliable and efficient as the conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional
trolleybuses); and
Although there is standardization is ongoing, there are still variations in the pantographs
available.

As for the first issue, there are some experts who were hesitant on this statement since this technology
has not yet proven its competencies since it is still quite new with few applications in the transport
industry. Meanwhile, standardization would lead to better implementation of this technology;
however, if it is going to be adopted now, this might be a problem in the future. Therefore, for now,
it is not necessarily a barrier nor a driver.
For the top “I do not know” counts for the experts, only a maximum of 3 respondents have selected
such option, wherein all the recurring issues were under the category of technology, as shown in
Figure 4.22, which are:
•
•
•
•

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is between 6 and 9/9;
Demo projects in my city like ELIPTIC are needed before adopting HTs;
Energy loads on the grid is increased when charging the batteries while driving, but the
effect on the grid is weak on a vehicle basis; and,
Although there is standardization is ongoing, there are still variations in the pantographs
available.

As for these issues, it is possible that the respondents had doubts on the statements presented. For
the first issue, since the technology is still new, these experts might suppose that the TRL is still lower
than the range given i.e. 6 to 9 out of 9. This is also applicable to “Energy loads on the grid is increased
when charging the batteries while driving, but the effect on the grid is weak on a vehicle basis”,
wherein the experts would need more proof on this matter. Third is regarding the demo projects
similar to ELIPTIC. These may not be considered essential before implementing such technology.
Nevertheless, these might not be advantageous as well in determining if adopting it is needed since
only few vehicles are in operation. Therefore, it does not really represent the real situation. Lastly, as
for the standardization, although it is ongoing, some experts would presume that possible impedance
might be experienced. In conclusion, there is no assurance that this would be granted.
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Figure 4.22: Top "I do not know" Counts for Experts
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4.2.4 Performance Role
In the third part of the questionnaire, the performance role based on KPIs were given, as shown in
Table 4.22. The respondents were then asked if they would adopt such technology given that there
are improvements or no improvements. Most of the experts still believe that alternative 1: with
ELIPTIC should be implemented, especially when there would be increase in the passenger demand
and durability of the vehicles, which have obtained most of the points for alternative 1. These two
KPIs are considered significant in implementing such technology since the lifetime of a vehicle would
define if the electric technology is worth to be transferred, which also affects the decisions on the
investments. On the other hand, even if there is a growth or no in the passenger demand, the hybridtrolleybuses are still worth to be implemented. However, a decrease in passenger demand would be
unacceptable.
As for alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC, most of the points were given to the KPIs: maintenance staff
(man/vehicle) and driving staff (man/vehicle) as some of the respondents assumed that there would
be no improvement; thus, it is not worth to be implemented. For the maintenance staff, this could be
attributed to the fact that specialized maintenance staff are needed since the requirements for
maintenance are different from the conventional buses. Moreover, although less maintenance
requirements are promised by this technology, the number of necessary maintenance staff/vehicle
are not specified. On the other hand, for the driving staff, no increase or decrease is expected if the
same amount of fleet would be procured for the operations.
A1

A2
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15
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15
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22
24
23

3
5
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2
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0
0
0
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12
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3
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3

21
19

2
3

Performance role based on KPIs
Operations
Maintenance workload - workload required to
maintenance activity per vehicle
Maintenance staff
Driving staff
Regularity i.e. if there are missed trips per line
Passenger demand
Bus reliability i.e. vehicles arrive on time
Service coverage - consistency of the service
Vehicle failures
Durability of vehicles - lifetime of a vehicle
Ratio of non-working vehicles
Economy
Vehicle capital costs
Vehicle capital costs without battery
Battery capital cost
General operating cost
Electricity costs for vehicles
Electricity costs for traction
Electricity costs for non-traction
Fuel costs
Environment
Noise exposure
Emissions
People
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13
17
15

2
1
0

14
21
18
15

3
1
0
2

Awareness
Acceptance
Attractiveness
Energy
Fuel mix
Usage of clean vehicles
Electricity consumption
Electricity from renewable sources consumption
Table 4.22: Performance Role - Experts

4.2.5 Analysis of Results from ELECTRE and Feedback from Respondents
4.2.5.1 Aggregated Analysis
In the aggregated analysis, the procedure was made by considering all the responses of the experts
and applying the average weight using the SMART method to count each rating. Shown in Table 4.23
is the actual results. Since under each category, the number of issues discussed are not equal,
normalization was essential.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
187
206
190
463
196

A2
27
36
49
115
10

Table 4.23: Actual Results – Experts

After normalization, it shows that almost all experts are in favor of alternative 1: with ELIPTIC due to
its positive impacts on the environment, which is also considered as a key driver for transferring such
technology and the top priority of the group of respondents. On the other hand, the highest value for
alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC is also coinciding with the lowest value for alternative 1, that are both
under the category of economy. This is due to the required high investment costs and necessary
funding to push for the implementation of this project, which are also some of the top recurring key
barriers. Furthermore, the operations criterion must be observed as well, as it has garnered 0.97 for
alternative 1 and 0.24 for alternative 2, which is almost equal to that of the economy. As for this
category, this is mainly ascribable to the unproven features of the technology which makes the experts
dubious and hesitant to trust such new measure.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.97
1.00

A2
0.14
0.17
0.25
0.24
0.05

Table 4.24: Normalized Decision Matrix – Experts

Applying the weights, since the top priority of this group or respondents is the environment, maximum
of the points was given to this criterion i.e. 23%. Meanwhile, the least value was obtained by economy
and people, clearly due to the fact that these two criteria are the least priority as well of the experts.
As for the alternative 2, the highest value was garnered by the operations criterion because of the
negative notions attributed to it, especially under the section: Feasibility of the Innovation.
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.17
0.22
0.17
0.19
0.23

A2
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.01

Table 4.25: Weighted Decision Matrix – Experts

In conclusion, evidently the experts would want to adopt and transfer the electric technology although
there are still some doubts that need to be proven to have a successful operation.
4.2.5.2 Individual Analysis
Analyzing each respondent, one of the 15 experts is in contradiction of implementing such technology.
In addition, there are still other respondents who have great doubts on this. Therefore, the results of
the top three experts who have responded contrarily are reported as follows.
Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Expert 1
A1
A2
7
7
4
11
4
23
11
25
7
4

Expert 2
A1
A2
12
5
7
4
3
6
26
18
7
2

Expert 3
A1
A2
9
5
8
3
5
6
21
10
11
3

Table 4.26: Actual Results - Sample Experts

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Expert 1
A1
A2
0.71
0.71
0.34
0.94
0.17
0.99
0.40
0.92
0.87
0.50

Expert 2
A1
A2
0.92
0.38
0.87
0.50
0.45
0.89
0.82
0.57
0.96
0.27

Expert 3
A1
A2
0.87
0.49
0.94
0.35
0.64
0.77
0.90
0.43
0.96
0.26

Table 4.27: Normalized Decision Matrix - Sample Experts

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Expert 1
A1
A2
0.14
0.14
0.07
0.19
0.03
0.18
0.08
0.18
0.19
0.11

Expert 2
A1
A2
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.16
0.01
0.03
0.27
0.18
0.31
0.09

Expert 3
A1
A2
0.21
0.12
0.15
0.06
0.13
0.15
0.19
0.09
0.18
0.05

Table 4.28: Weighted Decision Matrix - Sample Experts

From the tables summarized above, these demonstrate the actual results, normalized decision matrix,
and weighted decision matrix using the weight attribution each respondent has specified, which is
also illustrated in Figure 4.23.
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Weight Attribution for the Three Sample Experts
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Figure 4.23: Weight Attribution for the Three Sample Experts

From the results reported above, it could be observed that Expert 1 has given most points to
alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC almost to all criteria except people and environment, as seen on the
normalized decision matrix in Table 4.27. As for Expert 2 and Expert 3, the economy criterion was the
highest (for alternative 2) for both respondents, which could be ascribable to the excessive cost of this
technology. Moreover, it is evident for all three experts that the maximum points for alternative 1:
with ELIPTIC were given to the environment due to the encouraging advantages it could possibly give.
Although almost all the experts believe in these environmental promises, yet these three respondents
differ, granting 50%, 27%, 26% to alternative 2, respectively.
As for the weighted decision matrix, it is noticeable how low the values for people and economy have
become, due to the low weights the respondent has given to such criteria. The ranking of the weights
given are somewhat similar to the average weight given by the group of experts, making the people
and economy the least priority of all these aspects; thus, the same reasoning could be assumed as
well. Furthermore, the weights given do not go far from each other, aside from the ratings given by
Expert 2, as shown in Figure 4.24.
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If you are going to transfer a technology, which of the following
will you choose?
Realization of hybridtrolleybuses

7%
Opportunity recharging of ebuses based on metro and
tram infrastructures
(charging during operations)

33%
60%

Both

Figure 4.24: Selection of Technology to Transfer by Experts

Lastly, on the final part of the questionnaire, the selection of technology to transfer was asked to the
respondents, wherein 60% of the experts have chosen to adopt both technologies i.e. realization of
hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity recharging of e-buses based on metro and tram infrastructures.
However, it is clearly evident that the implementation of only hybrid-trolleybuses obtained only 7%
of all the responses. Therefore, it demonstrates that a lot of experts are still not convinced by this
technology to be successful, not unless proven. As for opportunity charging, it has garnered 33%,
which is more trusted by the experts to be effective.

4.3 Academics
For the group of academics, the responses were obtained from researchers and professors from
different cities in Italy, Philippines, and Thailand. In addition to this, a professor from the Netherlands
has shared his sentiments on this technology through a discussion via email. Overall, a total of 15
responses were obtained, wherein the nature of respondents and their percentages are shown in
Figure 4.25.

Nature of Respondents - Academics
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Figure 4.25: Nature of Respondents - Academic
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4.3.1 Weight Attribution
In the initial part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to rank their priorities among
customer care (people), energy efficiency (energy), productivity of the service (economy), quality of
the service (operations), and environmental conditions (environment) from 0 (least important) to 100
(most important). From these, the average weight attribution was calculated by summing all the
ratings given for each criterion and applying the SMART method.

Weight Attribution (Academic)

25%

15%

customer care
energy efficiency

22%

productivity of the service
quality of the service

19%
19%

environmental conditions

Figure 4.26: Weight Attribution (Academic)

Final results show that the main priority of the group of academics is the improvement of
environmental conditions among others i.e. 25%. Similar results were seen with all the other
respondents i.e. transport operators and authorities, experts, and PT users. This is then again
attributed to the need to save the environment through different measures such as electric
technology, which could reduce the GHG emissions and as well as noise pollution. Environment is then
followed by energy efficiency, which is also another way of safeguarding the environment and
enhancing the economy as this has positive effects on both aspects, as previously mention in Chapter
4.1.1. On the other hand, the lowest ranking is given to the improvement of customer care i.e. 15%
which is also related to the welfare of the citizens/people. This result could be ascribable to the fact
that giving the public a high-quality transportation would also increase the rate of customer care
automatically, since this is linked to the attractiveness, acceptance, travel comfort i.e. waiting time at
bus stops, travel experience, and travel time. Thus, a focus on this could be diverted instead to
improving the operations. However, this does not convey that customer care could be negligible.

4.3.2 General Attitude towards the Electric Technology for Transit
For the general attitude towards the electric technology (ET), the 14 respondents were asked on their
sentiments regarding some statements which were directly related to the general viability of ET,
environment, people, economy, operations, and energy of this innovation.
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General Attitude Towards Electric Technology
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Figure 4.27: General Attitude towards Electric Technology (Academic)

From the results, it shows that most points are given to alternative 1: with ELIPTIC except for economy,
that electric technology helps in reducing the costs. Although in this issue, most of the respondents
i.e. six, have responded neutral instead, since the ET has both advantages and disadvantages in the
economic aspect. Nevertheless, the negative perspective by the academic on this issue is due to the
need for high investment to execute the implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses and/or opportunity
charging through metro and tram infrastructures.
On the other hand, most of the academics believe in the viability of such technology, obtaining 10
points for alternative 1. In line with this, environmental aspect has obtained most of the points for the
alternative 1; meanwhile, least points were obtained by the economic aspect which has also garnered
most points for alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC. Therefore, this set of respondents also have confidence
in the abilities of electric buses, in general, that is better than conventional buses, especially in
alleviating the harmful emissions and contributing to the environmental safeguard.
Furthermore, it must be noticed as well that most of the group of academics have positive notions on
the operational and energy aspects of the electric technology, in general.

4.3.3 Feasibility of the Innovation
4.3.3.1 Key Drivers
Different issues under the six different categories: operations, technology, economy, environment,
people, and energy were evaluated by the group of academics. Although the criteria only consist of
five classes, the issues under technology were distributed onto the five different categories where
they are most applicable to. These issues were identified by the respondents as key drivers or key
barriers. In this subchapter, the top 15 key drivers were then recognized and summarized in Figure
4.28.
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Top 15 Key Drivers (Academic)
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Figure 4.28: Top 15 Key Drivers (Academics)

From the illustration graphed above, most points are obtained by “HT has a positive impact on the
public image of your agency as a sustainable company” which is under the category of people, that is
more focused on the effect on the transport company or authority supporting such technology. In line
with this, other three statements were categorized as key drivers for the realization of hybridtrolleybuses under the same group of category i.e. people, which are the following:
•
•

HTs are generally perceived as environmentally-friendly and innovative by the citizens;
HTs have superior air quality performance because local energy supply is not generated with
coal; and
Local stakeholders need to be highly supportive towards HTs; otherwise, adoption of HTs will
never succeed.

•

The first two statements listed are completely linked to its direct effects to the environment and the
perception by the citizens; thus, this is also related to the welfare of the public. On the other hand,
the last statement is the most important as the possibility of implementing such technology highly
depend on this. Although the local stakeholders such as politicians are not knowledgeable enough on
these technologies, they still have the authority on the final decision. Therefore, the support of these
stakeholders is crucial in provision of such projects.
Furthermore, another recurring category, which has also obtained most of the points, is the
environmental aspect of this technology. Four out of 15 drivers are under this category, which are
listed as follows:
•
•
•

HTs promote sustainable transport and mobility;
Road transport contributes one-fifth to the EU's total emissions; hence, HTs can help in
reducing this;
HTs have superior air quality performance if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses
and conventional trolleybuses); and,
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•

HTs are less noisy if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional
trolleybuses).

The first statement, which has garnered the highest points among the four statements indicated, could
be used as a tool to encourage other cities to adopt electric technology to support sustainable
transport and mobility, which is now also the priority of the European Commission, since there are
numerous projects advocating such. On the other hand, the second and third statements are linked
as well in this. Promoting sustainability equates to encouraging and actualizing projects not harmful
to the environment. Therefore, in this case, the HT could help in accomplishing this goal through
reducing emissions and contributing to superior air quality. Lastly, the last statement is also regarded
as such to limit the noise pollution the society is currently experiencing.
Furthermore, it could also be noticed that some of the issues under technology and economy were
considered as key drivers although in many instances, these categories fall under the key barriers that
hinder the adoption of such technology. The identified issues are the following for technological
aspect:
•
•
•
•

HTs' energy efficiency is higher if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses and
conventional trolleybuses);
Demo projects in my city like ELIPTIC are needed before adopting HTs;
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is between 6 and 9/9; and,
HTs are as reliable and efficient as the conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional
trolleybuses).

Observing these statements, mostly could be regarded as the positive features of the HT. Although
not yet proven through wide applications, the academics believe in the capabilities of such technology
since studies have been done theoretically through simulations.
Lastly, the economic factors that were perceived as drivers are the following:
•
•
•

Funding/subsidies programs from local governments (own funds) should be available just to
start operations;
HT operations should be funded by a project like ELIPTIC to start and assess if they are
profitable; and,
Higher life cycle of HT than conventional buses i.e. 15 to 22 years leads to reduced annual
costs.

The availability of funds, whether from the local government or projects like ELIPTIC, is necessary
especially for an expensive project such as this. Thus, if available, the implementation would be much
easier. Meanwhile, due to its high costs, any opportunity to reduce the expenses would be remarkably
beneficial.
4.3.3.2 Key Barriers
Alongside with the key drivers, key barriers were also defined by the group of respondents. In addition
to this, some sentiments by one of the professors in The Netherlands would also be discussed.
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Top 15 Key Barriers (Academic)
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Figure 4.29: Top 15 Key Barriers (Academics)

From the results obtained above in Figure 4.29, eight out of the 15 identified barriers are under the
category of technology. Although as previously mentioned, wherein there are some issues under the
same category were identified as key drivers, there are more subjects which are recognized as barriers.
The following are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the full implementation of HT is considered, an update of the power supply is needed;
In the end, the service is not that flexible (wiring is a constraint);
Energy loads on the grid is increased when charging the batteries while driving, but the effect
on the grid is weak on a vehicle basis;
Driving range in battery varies significantly according to climate conditions; therefore, it is
necessary to manage the load by balancing HVAC;
The charging system/battery type is fully available on the market, but operational
requirements are not fully met;
Size of batteries limits passenger capacity;
Difficulties might occur in adapting older vehicles with new HT technologies (e.g. new types
of batteries, for example Li-ion); and,
Standardization of components (batteries, engines, charging systems) is in the making.

The list concerns the complications the implementation of such technology might encounter, since
there are other more requirements aside from the update of fleet and charging infrastructures such
as some issues related to the power supply. On the other hand, other features of the hybridtrolleybuses affect the operations negatively, wherein the wiring constraint poses inflexibility; hence,
only selected routes could be serviced or additional overhead lines on some locations are needed. In
addition, although the batteries and the charging infrastructures are fully available in the market, the
operational requirements by the transport operators and authorities are not fully met such as the
driving range, charging time, etc. Moreover, the size of the batteries could also limit the passenger
capacity, which also leads to procurement of additional vehicles and in effect, additional costs are
needed. Lastly, the ongoing standardization is also another hindrance in adopting such technology.
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Since in the future, there is a possibility that the components of the vehicles and infrastructures would
be more advanced and updated, thus, the existing vehicles have a tendency of being obsolete.
In line with this, five statements are included, which are under operations. The following are:
•
•
•
•
•

Catenaries are required;
Vehicle driving range when in battery-mode: max 30 km, min 15 km in specific conditions e.g. adverse weather;
Maintenance staff must be highly experienced/trained to operate HT systems if compared to
other traction systems;
Routes are fixed due to limited range i.e. interlining might not possible; and,
Changes in the dwell times at terminal stops are needed due to additional charging
operations.

The stated issues above are also the implications that could be experienced based on the technological
matters previously mentioned. First is the required assembly of catenaries along the lines which leads
to inflexibility. Moreover, this could cause fixed route operations that could be attributed to the need
to constantly run under catenaries and as well as the limited range of the vehicle, which still depends
on the climate of the adopter city. As discussed beforehand, the operational requirements are not
fulfilled by the features of the hybrid-trolleybuses, which were defined earlier as well and since there
is a possible need to extend the dwell time for additional charging. Lastly, there is also a need to find
experienced staff to operate and maintain such vehicles for uninterruptible operations. Since the
technology is new, the source is still scarce; thus, additional trainings must be enforced.
Finally, the category, which is expected to be a barrier, is the economy. Two subjects under this have
been included in the top 15 key barriers, which are the following:
•
•

No funding is currently available to start HT operations; therefore, it is necessary to rely to the
usual company financing program
Initial capital costs are high

As previously discussed, funding from different sources is a key driver for adopting such technology;
thus, in contrary, if no funding is available, then this is definitely a barrier as it can significantly delay
the implementation of the project. On the other hand, the high initial capital costs are the first factor
that immediately blocks the possibility of the stakeholders and transport operators and authorities in
considering and assessing the electric technology.
With all the specified barriers, these are all mentioned and discussed by one of the professors in TU
Delft in The Netherlands regarding the electric technology, in which the country also plans to eliminate
the diesel buses by 2025 and replace by alternative technologies.
“Articulated trolleybuses are discussed in Amsterdam, because it has an extensive
tram network. Such buses could either use the existing overhead power lines or
partially replace trams. These buses are however quite expensive and as you
mentioned, they do need a wire. Using dual technologies, like additional batteries to
cover non-wired tracks makes these buses more complex, hence more expensive as
well.” -TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands
In Amsterdam, although there are already existing overhead lines which could lessen the
infrastructure costs, due to the mandatory change in fleet and additional batteries required to
increase the flexibility of the service, this then results to higher costs and investments needed. In
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addition, the respondent has mentioned the emissions linked to the overhead lines that are often
disregarded.
“A point to mention is the emission of particles from overhead power lines. This is a
serious, but also seriously underrated, problem with such systems. It creates air
pollution, but also water pollution due to runoffs. In Amsterdam, the water production
company has carried out measurements that show this, but politics downplays the
issue.” – TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands
Since this issue is not focused and discussed in this study, further is research is needed to take into
consideration this critical matter.
Lastly, it must also be considered the path given to the vehicles. If adopted yet these buses run along
with other private vehicles, their maximum operational speed could not be achieved.
“Buses and trams, unless running in special lanes, tend to have a modest, noncompetitive speed. This explains why in a compact city like Amsterdam, many people
prefer cycling or walking.” – TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands
4.3.3.3 Uncertainties of the Respondents
The uncertainties of the respondents could be defined from the options “Neutral” and “I do not
know”. First is regarding the issues corresponded with “Neutral” which were neither recognized as a
driver nor a barrier. The list consists of the following which is also summarized in Figure 4.30.
•
•
•

•

•

Changes in the line schedule are needed (Operations);
Although there is standardization is ongoing, there are still variations in the pantographs
available (Technology);
Planning and implementation efforts can be lower or same if compared to other traction
systems and for using the existing electric public transport grid for charging of e-buses
(Operations);
Maintenance requirements are lower or same for HT systems if compared to other traction
systems and for using the existing electric public transport grid for charging of e-buses
(Operations); and,
HTs being less noisy than conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional trolleybuses) can
be less safe for pedestrians as they do not hear the vehicle approaching (Environment).
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Top "Neutral" Counts for Academics
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Figure 4.30: Top "Neutral" Counts for Academics

From the identified statements, three of which are included in the operations. First are the changes
in the line schedule, which obtained the highest points/responses i.e. 10 out of 14. This could be
recognized as such due to the possibility that changes in line schedule are ought to be expected to
respect the corresponding operational features of the vehicles. On the other hand, the next two
statements are related to the both the operations of hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity recharging
using the metro or tram infrastructures. The planning and implementation efforts and as well as the
maintenance efforts are supposed to be the same or lower compared to the conventional ones.
However, since the results are only based on the pilot projects and simulations, some of the
respondents are not fully convinced with such claims. Therefore, more proofs are needed. On the
other hand, as for the other two statements: “Although there is standardization is ongoing, there are
still variations in the pantographs available” and “HTs being less noisy than conventional buses (diesel
buses and conventional trolleybuses) can be less safe for pedestrians as they do not hear the vehicle
approaching”, these were identified as such, perhaps because such statements both have positive and
negative impacts, yet it is difficult to define which one is heavier.
Second is regarding the issues specified as “I do not know” which are listed as follows and graphed in
Figure 4.31:
•

•
•

Planning and implementation efforts can be lower or same if compared to other traction
systems and for using the existing electric public transport grid for charging of e-buses
(Operations);
Fully automated wiring system is not available, only the semi-automated one (Technology);
and,
People do not like wiring (People).

A maximum of three academics has responded as such, wherein the issues defined fall under the
categories of operations, technology, and people. Most points are garnered by the first statement:
Planning and implementation efforts can be lower or same if compared to other traction systems and
for using the existing electric public transport grid for charging of e-buses, which was also included in
the top counts for “neutral”. Nevertheless, regarding this matter, this could be attributed to the
possible unfamiliarity of some respondents, since some topics discussed are too specific. With this,
the same reasoning could be given to the second statement i.e. Fully automated wiring system is not
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available, only the semi-automated one. Lastly, for the statement “People do not like wiring”, this
depends on the city of application. Therefore, a survey for the public would be helpful to know if
implementing such technology would be considered attractive and acceptable by the users, which is
investigated in the ELIPTIC project.

Top "I do not know" Counts for Academics
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Figure 4.31: Top "I do not know" Counts for Academics

4.3.4 Performance Role
On the third part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked if they would adopt the hybridtrolleybuses if the following KPIs show improvement or not. The results are shown in Table 4.29,
wherein most of the respondents agreed to adopt such technology both with and without
improvements i.e. choosing alternative 1: with ELIPTIC.
For alternative 1, most points are obtained by:
•
•
•
•
•

Bus reliability i.e. vehicles arrive on time (Operations);
Noise exposure (Environment);
Emissions (Environment);
Attractiveness (People); and,
Usage of clean vehicles (Energy).

From the list specified above, these statements correspond with the priorities the group of academics
have defined previously. Thus, with or without improvement, adopting such technology would be
worth it to safeguard the environment whilst having quality, attractive, and environmental friendly
services.
On the other hand, as for alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC, most points are given by:
•
•
•

Maintenance staff;
Driving staff; and,
Regularity i.e. if there are missed trips per line.

Since for the maintenance staff (man/vehicle) and driving staff (man/vehicle), improvements in the in
the number of people are not necessary. However, knowledgeable and highly skilled engineers and
manpower are what is essential. Lastly, for regularity i.e. if there are missed trips per line, no
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improvements are needed as well if there would be no changes on the lines schedule, since only the
fleet would be updated. Therefore, possibly, if there would be no other changes in the operational
features of the system, schedules would roughly be identical from the current timetable.
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Performance role based on KPIs
Operations
Maintenance workload - workload required to
maintenance activity per vehicle
Maintenance staff
Driving staff
Regularity i.e. if there are missed trips per line
Passenger demand
Bus reliability i.e. vehicles arrive on time
Service coverage - consistency of the service
Vehicle failures
Durability of vehicles - lifetime of a vehicle
Ratio of non-working vehicles
Economy
Vehicle capital costs
Vehicle capital costs without battery
Battery capital cost
General operating cost
Electricity costs for vehicles
Electricity costs for traction
Electricity costs for non-traction
Fuel costs
Environment
Noise exposure
Emissions
People
Awareness
Acceptance
Attractiveness
Energy
Fuel mix
Usage of clean vehicles
Electricity consumption
Electricity from renewable sources consumption
Table 4.29: Performance Role - Academics

4.3.5 Analysis of Results from ELECTRE and Feedback from Respondents
4.3.5.1 Aggregated Analysis
In this analysis, the responses of each academic were aggregated and analyzed as one group. Actual
results are shown in Table 4.30, wherein it could be noticed that the values obtained are not
comparable since the number of issues tackled per category is not equal with one another. Thus,
normalization was necessary.
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
165
166
182
330
165

A2
9
33
28
89
4

Table 4.30: Actual Results – Academics

After normalization, the following results were shown in Table 4.31. These results could be considered
as “raw” since the weights have not been applied yet. Thus, the clear stand of the group could be
perceived. From these values, it could be noticed that most points for alternative 1: with ELIPTIC are
obtained by the environment, which is also the top priority of the academics. In addition to this, from
their general attitude towards electric technology, most of the respondents also agreed on ET’s
capabilities to safeguard the environment. Meanwhile, most points for alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC
are acquired by operations, due to the many doubts associated with it being a new and young
technology.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
1.00
0.98
0.99
0.97
1.00

A2
0.05
0.19
0.15
0.26
0.02

Table 4.31: Normalized Decision Matrix – Academics

From the average weight calculated using the SMART method, these values were then applied to the
normalized decision matrix to get the weighted decision matrix, which are tabulated in Table 4.32.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.15
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.25

A2
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.01

Table 4.32: Weighted Decision Matrix – Academics

Observing the values computed for the weighted decision matrix, the environment criterion has the
highest value since it was also top priority defined by the group of respondents i.e. 25%. In line with
this, the lowest was that of the criterion of people, due to the little weight ascribed to it i.e. 15%.
Noticing the final numbers, although the values for alternatives 1 and 2 are not similar and thus, not
comparable, the hesitations of the respondents being considered as also experts in the field of
transportation should not be considered unimportant, especially that most issues concern the
operations. Nevertheless, overall, the group of academics are leaning to adopting the electric
technology.
4.3.5.2 Individual Analysis
Out of the 14 respondents, one of which preferred alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC. However, to discuss
the other uncertainties of the academics, the top three respondents with divergent results would be
tackled in the next paragraphs.
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Shown in Table 4.33 is the actual results for the sample academics being investigated. These numbers
were then normalized to compare the values properly and impartially.
Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Academic 1
A1
A2
8
4
3
7
1
9
4
20
13
0

Academic 2
A1
A2
7
0
3
6
5
5
7
14
5
0

Academic 3
A1
A2
7
2
6
9
6
4
23
19
8
1

Table 4.33: Actual Results - Sample Academics

After normalization, the following results were obtained. For all three sample academics, the values
given for both people and environment are all in favor of alternative 1: with ELIPTIC. However, as for
the other criteria such as energy, economy, and operations, mostly have supported alternative 2: with
NO ELIPTIC instead. This is mainly due to the costs and as well as the unconvincing technological
features that affect both energy and operations, wherein some issues were discussed as key barriers
in the previous subsection.
Analyzing each respondent, academic 1 has given least values for alternative 1 and most values for
alternative 2 to economic criterion, which is directly related to the costs and subsidies needed to
implement such project wherein the availability of such are not certain as well. As for academic 2, this
was linked to energy and operations criteria, which both obtained the exact values. This is then again
due to the implications and weak claims of such technology since it is still new with few applications,
wherein most are just pilot projects. Therefore, making the academics dubious on its abilities. Lastly,
academic 3’s rating as such is associated with energy criterion as well.
Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Academic 1
A1
A2
0.89
0.45
0.39
0.92
0.11
0.99
0.20
0.98
1.00
0.00

Academic 2
A1
A2
1.00
0.00
0.45
0.89
0.71
0.71
0.45
0.89
1.00
0.00

Academic 3
A1
A2
0.96
0.27
0.55
0.83
0.83
0.55
0.77
0.64
0.99
0.12

Table 4.34: Normalized Decision Matrix - Sample Academics

The normalized matrix was then multiplied with the ratings given by each academic as shown in Figure
4.32. After which, the weighted decision was obtained. From the results acquired, the zero-value in
the criterion of people, for academic, could be noticed, that is due to the weight specified by the
respondent i.e. 0%. Moreover, the weights assigned by each academic being studied is summarized
and illustrated in Figure 4.32. For both academic 2 and academic 3, the top priority was the
improvement of the environment, in which maximum points were acquired by alternative 1: with
ELIPTIC. Meanwhile, for academic 1, the greater importance was allotted to both improvements of
economy and operations. However, for both criteria, the respondent preferred alternative 2: with NO
ELIPTIC; hence, he/she was not persuaded by the features of this technology, corresponding to his/her
priorities.
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Academic 1
A1
A2
0.18
0.09
0.05
0.13
0.03
0.25
0.05
0.24
0.16
0.00

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

Academic 2
A1
A2
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.26
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.21
0.35
0.00

Academic 3
A1
A2
0.08
0.02
0.12
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.28
0.03

Table 4.35: Weighted Decision Matrix – Sample Academics

Weight Attribution for Three Sample Academics
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Figure 4.32: Weight Attribution for Three Sample Academics

Finally, on the last part of the questionnaire, since the electric technology pertains to implementation
of hybrid-trolleybuses and operation of opportunity recharging using metro or tram infrastructures,
all the academic respondents were asked to select which of the two innovations would they favor to
adopt. The final results are summarized in Figure 4.33, wherein it shows that most academics prefer
either both technologies or onlys opportunity charging, which both earned 36%. On the other hand,
realization of hybrid-trolleybuses only attained 28%. Although the percentage is not too low, yet being
the main focus of this study, the few amounts of responses towards adopting hybrid-trolleybuses
could be attributed to its promising but unproven technological features through wide applications.
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If you are going to transfer a technology, which of the
following will you choose?
Realization of hybridtrolleybuses

28%

36%

36%

Opportunity recharging of ebuses based on metro and
tram infrastructures
(charging during operations)
Both

Figure 4.33: Selection of Technology to Transfer by Academics

4.4 Public Transport Users
The respondents from the public transport users group were from different parts of the world as
shown in the map below. Moreover, the total responses obtained from this group had a total number
of 19 which are from the following countries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

India
China
Philippines
Australia
United States of America
Italy
Turkey
Spain
Germany
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Figure 4.34: Map of Public Transport Users Respondents

4.4.1 Weight Attribution
In the first part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to rank their priorities from 0 (least
important) to 100 (most important). Each respondent has given their ratings and were then
aggregated to obtain the average weight for the whole Public Transport (PT) users group. Shown
below in Figure 4.35 is the results obtained from the calculation of the weight attribution per criteria.

Weight Attribution (PT Users)

21%

18%

customer care
energy efficiency

20%

21%
20%

productivity of the service
quality of the service
environmental conditions

Figure 4.35: Weight Attributions - PT Users

From the weight attributions calculation, it could be observed that the maximum criteria values i.e.
21% are linked on to the quality of the service and environmental conditions, as both of these are
connected as well to their welfare as the users of the public transport systems, which is already given.
Moreover, this could also be attributed to the global issue of climate change. Hence, more people are
becoming disturbed on this matter, including the public. On the other hand, it could be noticed as well
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that the lowest value is attributed to the criteria on customer care i.e. 18%. This may seem absurd as
this category concerns mostly the travel comfort i.e. waiting times at bus stops, travel experience,
travel time, etc. and as well as the passengers’ acceptance and attractiveness of the innovation, which
is expected to be their number priority. Nonetheless, each would be discussed later on more in detail.

4.4.2 General Attitude towards the Electric Technology for Transit
In the second part of the questionnaire, the perspective of each PT user on their general attitude
towards the electric technology for transit were asked. Each response of PT user was taken into
consideration and was then aggregated to obtain the following graph (see Figure 4.36). The number
of points attributed in each option were utilized in constructing the graph which were previously
explained in Chapter 0.
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Figure 4.36: General Attitude Towards Electric Technology - PT Users

From the graph above, it could be seen that most of the respondents agreed upon the viability of this
technology, having only one respondent in opposition. In addition to this, the PT group has a unified
decision on the subject that the ET promotes environmental safeguard. However, of all the statements
asked, “Operations benefit from ET“ has garnered the least amount of points for alternative 1 and
most points for alternative 2. Overall, the PT users had a positive outlook towards the electric
technology, which could lead to acceptance as well once implemented in their own home cities.

4.4.3 Feasibility of the Innovation
4.4.3.1 Key Drivers
The top 15 key drivers are summarized in the graph below. From the list, the most recurring key drivers
are from the criteria: environmental conditions and customer care. This coincides with the general
attitude of PT users on ET, wherein the group completely agreed on its role in safeguarding the
environment. Furthermore, considering the top 5 issues listed below which have obtained most of the
points, ranging from 34 to 36 points, all of them are regarding the positive impacts it could bring to
the environment and as well as the citizens’ view on this as environmental friendly.
1. HTs have superior air quality performance if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses
and conventional trolleybuses)
2. HTs are less noisy if compared to conventional buses (diesel buses and conventional
trolleybuses)
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3. HTs are generally perceived as environmentally-friendly and innovative by the citizens
4. Road transport contributes one-fifth to the EU's total emissions; hence, HTs can help in
reducing this
5. HTs promote sustainable transport and mobility

Top 15 Key Drivers (PT Users)
Planning and implementation efforts
Local stakeholders' support
Funding thru a project like ELIPTIC
HTs are as reliable and efficient
Energy rates and fuel costs are balanced
Positive image
Maintenance requirements
HTs' higher energy efficiency
HTs' higher life cycle
Energy generated not with coal
Sustainable transport and mobility
Helps in reducing EU emissions
Environmental friendly
Less noisy
Superior air quality
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Figure 4.37: Top 15 Key Drivers (PT Users)

4.4.3.2 Key Barriers
Key barriers were also determined in the questionnaires, wherein the issues or statements were
associated with “It COULD BE a barrier; I still prefer CB” and “No way, this is definitely a barrier for the
transfer for HT; better stick with CB”. Although the citizens are not knowledgeable enough regarding
this technology, their opinions were still asked being the users of the public transport systems.
Identifying the barriers more in detail, the most recurring ones are under the category of technology
and operations. Both are interconnected with one another as its technological features would
massively affect the operations. Moreover, all these doubts could be attributed as well to the fact that
electric vehicles are not widely applied in the public transport yet; thus, there are still some weak
points. In addition, due to these shortcomings, these would affect the operations that is linked to the
quality of the public transport services. Nevertheless, it must be noticed that one of the highest valued
barrier, since there are two, is the environmental risks that could lead to cutting down trees, which is
a very crucial issue nowadays due to global warming. This matter does not only affect the environment
but also the social welfare.
For the key barriers selected by the PT users, it could be observed that the top barriers, namely
“Routes are fixed due to limited range i.e. interlining might not possible” and “There are too many
environmental constraints which limit the acceptance of HTs among the citizens (cut trees to
accommodate wiring; landmarks preservation affects the length of no-wiring routes, etc.)” have
garnered 11 points which are significantly less than the top drivers that have obtained 36 points. In
conclusion, even the citizens have some doubts regarding this new technology, the results were still
motivated by its promising features.
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Top 15 Key Barriers (PT Users)
Changes in dwell time
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Figure 4.38: Top 15 Key Barriers (PT Users)

4.4.3.3 Uncertainties of Respondents
From the responses of the PT Users, there were still some uncertainties linked with the options
“neutral” and “I do not know”. Being considered as uncertainties, the statements associated as such
were not given points; hence, these were not linked as well to any of the alternatives. However, these
were then explained, in the next paragraphs, to determine the reasons behind of responding as such.

Top "Neutral" Counts for PT Users
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Energy loads on the grid is increased when…
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TRL = 6 and 9/9

5
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Figure 4.39: Top "Neutral" Counts for PT Users

In Figure 4.39, the top “neutral” counts were summarized, wherein the most occurring statements
were under the category of technology. In addition, collecting a total of five points for the four most
selected statements identified as such, these issues are listed as follows:
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•
•
•
•

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is between 6 and 9/9 (Technology);
Energy loads on the grid is increased when charging the batteries while driving, but the effect
on the grid is weak on a vehicle basis (Technology);
There is a possibility for increased fleet size; thus, increased vehicle and HR costs (Economy);
and,
People do not like wiring (People).

First of all, the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is the assessment of the level of maturity or readiness
of a certain technology, which is dependent on the progress of such project (NASA, 2012). In this case,
the specified TRL is ranging from 6 to 9, out of 9, which demonstrates that such technology is still in
the system/subsystem development. However, according to the European Commission (2014), the
following are the definition of each level.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TRL 1 – basic principles observed
TRL 2 – technology concept formulated
TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept
TRL 4 – technology validated in lab
TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the
case of key enabling technologies)
TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment
in the case of key enabling technologies)
TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment
TRL 8 – system complete and qualified
TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the
case of key enabling technologies; or in space)

Since there are 11 use case cities under the ELIPTIC project, the TRL differ from one city to another.
From these TRL values, the electric technology i.e. implementation of hybrid-trolleybuses and
opportunity charging of e-buses using the tram or metro infrastructure, is between demonstration
phase and phase proven for successful operations.
The TRL being identified as such is due to the likelihood that there would be technology advancements
in the near future, which is also the probable cause for the issue, “There is a possibility for increased
fleet size; thus, increased vehicle and HR costs”. The increase fleet size is due to the possible limitation
of passenger capacity because of the battery size. Once the power-to-weight ratio of the traction
batteries would be improved, additional funds for the vehicle capital costs and HR costs would not be
necessary.
On the other hand, the issue “Energy loads on the grid is increased when charging the batteries while
driving, but the effect on the grid is weak on a vehicle basis” could be attributed to the negative effect
it could bring about on the grid, yet no effect is perceived on the vehicle itself; hence, this could have
an impact on other electrical equipment obtaining its energy from the same grid.
Lastly, the issue relating to the wirings are not favored by the public was also regarded as another
recurring uncertainty. This could possibly depend on routes of the hybrid-trolleybuses, wherein it
would not be much of a criticality if the overhead lines would not obstruct any historical landmarks or
at places wherein there is high risk of being cut.
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Top "I do not know" Counts for PT Users
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Figure 4.40: Top "I do not know" Counts for PT Users

As for the issues associated with “I do not know”, the most recurring statements are summarized in
Figure 4.40, with the highest value of 2 points which are predominantly linked to technology. This
could be accredited to the lack of knowledge of the public on this technology, since also most of the
questions are too technical such as:
•
•
•

Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is between 6 and 9/9;
Fully automated wiring system is not available, only the semi-automated one; and,
Although there is standardization is ongoing, there are still variations in the pantographs
available.

Hence, the PT user respondents might be unfamiliar with some certain terms asked. Nonetheless,
although the most points only obtained two (points), this only demonstrates that only two people
have responded as such.
In conclusion, more than half of the respondents have shown certitude, yet the uncertainties of the
PT user group are comprehensible.

4.4.4 Performance Role
On the third part of the questionnaire, given a certain improvement of the KPIs which are listed on
Table 4.36, the respondents were asked if they would transfer the HT concept. Hence, points were
given to both alternatives 1 and 2 depending on the responses of the PT user group, wherein positive
feedback were obtained in general. Nevertheless, alternative 2 has still garnered more points
especially in criteria of operations and economy. For the operations, some users are not supposing
any improvement in regularity and service coverage given that there would be an increase in dwell
time due to charging and schedule adjustments. Meanwhile, for the economy, costs are also not
expected not unless there is also an increase in the demand of the electric vehicles for public
transportation.
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2
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0
0

23
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0
0
0

24
27
26
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0
0
0
0

Performance role based on KPIs
Operations
Maintenance workload - workload required to maintenance
activity per vehicle
Maintenance staff
Driving staff
Regularity i.e. if there are missed trips per line
Passenger demand
Bus reliability i.e. vehicles arrive on time
Service coverage - consistency of the service
Vehicle failures
Durability of vehicles - lifetime of a vehicle
Ratio of non-working vehicles
Economy
Vehicle capital costs
Vehicle capital costs without battery
Battery capital cost
General operating cost
Electricity costs for vehicles
Electricity costs for traction
Electricity costs for non-traction
Fuel costs
Environment
Noise exposure
Emissions
People
Awareness
Acceptance
Attractiveness
Energy
Fuel mix
Usage of clean vehicles
Electricity consumption
Electricity from renewable sources consumption
Table 4.36: Performance Role - PT Users

4.4.5 Analysis of Results from ELECTRE and Feedback from Respondents
4.4.5.1 Aggregated Analysis
The responses of the PT users group were analyzed both individually and aggregated, wherein
results of both analysis coincided with one another, both leading to adopting the electric technology.
For the aggregated analysis, the weighted average of all the ratings given by individual respondent
was used in the ELECTRE application. Calculations were executed using the SMART and ELECTRE
methods, and thus, obtaining the actual results, normalized decision matrix, and weighted decision
matrix which are summarized in the following tables:
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C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
263
295
296
616
265

A2
26
28
33
119
6

Table 4.37: Actual Results - PT Users

It could be noticed that the fourth criteria, i.e. operations, has obtained significantly more points
compared to the other four categories, which is due to the unequal number of issues associated to
each category; thus, normalization was needed as shown in Table 4.38.
Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

A1
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
1.00

A2
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.19
0.02

Table 4.38: Normalized Decision Matrix - PT Users

From the normalized decision matrix, it could be seen that the fourth criteria, i.e. operations or quality
of service, has obtained the lowest amount of points in alternative 1 and the most points in alternative
2. The result illustrates that the PT user group is not convinced with the proposed technology, as
discussed previously in the key barriers as well, yet this is the top priority of this group of respondents.
In contrary, the other top priority i.e. environment has also acquired most number of points in
alternative 1 and the least points in alternative 2. Due to the positive impacts it could bring, these
were also the reasons for such matters to become the key drivers in adopting the electric technology.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

A1
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.21

A2
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.00

Table 4.39: Weighted Decision Matrix - PT Users

On the other hand, applying the weights calculated, the following values were obtained, leading to
an overall result of preferring alternative 1: with ELIPTIC.
4.4.5.2 Individual Analysis
For the total of 19 respondents for the PT user group, each were analyzed individually wherein 19 out
of 19 have favored alternative 1: with ELIPTIC, although there were some prominent responses, which
have acquired high values for alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC. Three of these are the following:
Criteria
People
Energy
Economy

PT User 1
A1
A2
8
3
11
3
10
3

PT User 2
A1
A2
8
4
13
2
12
2

PT User 3
A1
A2
9
7
9
7
10
11
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Operations
Environment

19
11

13
0

11
13

14
1

16
15

30
0

Table 4.40: Sample Actual Results

PT User 1
A1
A2
0.94
0.35
0.96
0.26
0.96
0.29
0.83
0.56
1.00
0.00

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

PT User 2
A1
A2
0.89
0.45
0.99
0.15
0.99
0.16
0.62
0.79
1.00
0.08

PT User 3
A1
A2
0.79
0.61
0.79
0.61
0.67
0.74
0.47
0.88
1.00
0.00

Table 4.41: Sample Normalized Decision Matrix

PT User 1
A1
A2
0.15
0.06
0.19
0.05
0.19
0.06
0.17
0.12
0.24
0.00

Criteria
People
Energy
Economy
Operations
Environment

PT User 2
A1
A2
0.19
0.09
0.16
0.02
0.21
0.03
0.15
0.19
0.18
0.01

PT User 3
A1
A2
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.10
0.14
0.15
0.12
0.22
0.25
0.00

Table 4.42: Sample Weighted Decision Matrix

For these three sample computations, different weight attributions were utilized depending on the
specified ranking the PT user has given, which are summarized in the graph below (see Figure 4.41).

Weight Attribution for Three Sample PT Users
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%

21.05%

19.35%
16.46%
15.79%

16.13%

25.32%
25.32%
24.19%
23.68%
21.05%
20.97%
19.35% 20.25%
18.42%

12.66%

5.00%
0.00%
customer care

energy
efficiency

productivity of
the service

PT User 1

PT User 2

quality of the
service

environmental
conditions

PT User 3

Figure 4.41: Weight Attribution for Three Sample PT Users

From the three sample PT users, it could be noticed that the lowest values in the normalized decision
matrix were all under the category of operations. For PT User 2 and PT User 3, this criterion has given
more points to alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC than to alternative 1: with ELIPTIC, which illustrates that
the current status of the technology is not certainly convincing. In addition, PT User 3 has also
designated more points in the criterion economy, which is truly apparent due to the very high costs.
Nevertheless, all the three respondents have also recognized the promising impacts adopting such
technology could bring about.
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Lastly, in the final part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked which technology would they
want to adopt. The results of this were graphed as shown in Figure 4.42, which shows that more than
half of the respondents are convinced with the capabilities of this innovation; thus, they support to
transfer both.
If you are going to transfer a technology, which of the
following will you choose?
Realization of hybridtrolleybuses

21%

58%

21%

Opportunity recharging of ebuses based on metro and
tram infrastructures
(charging during operations)
Both

Figure 4.42: Selection of Technology to Transfer by PT Users

5 Conclusion
This study investigated the different key drivers that would encourage the adoption of electric
technology in cities across Europe and as well as the key barriers that hinder this procedure. Numerous
of respondents were requested to participate in an online survey; however, others, specifically
transport operators and authorities and academic, preferred to be communicated through email
instead to understand their perspective on such technology. Therefore, a total of 58 respondents (53
through the online survey and 5 via email) was collected from different parts of the world, that is
summarized in Figure 5.1.

Percentage of Respondents

9, 15%
19, 33%

Transport
Operator/Authority
Expert

15, 26%
15, 26%

Academic
PT User

Figure 5.1: Percentage of Respondents
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The actual results from the questionnaire determined and confirmed the key drivers and key barriers
per group of respondents. However, from the final analysis, the most recurring key drivers and key
barriers for all the respondents are summarized in Table 5.1.
Key Drivers
HTs have superior air quality performance if
compared to conventional buses (diesel
buses and conventional trolleybuses)
HTs are generally perceived as
environmentally-friendly and innovative by
the citizens

Points
95

Key Barriers
Wiring/dewiring is not possible
everywhere since wiring roofs cannot be
installed everywhere

Points
27

93

Initial capital costs are high

24

91

No funding is currently available to start
HT operations; therefore, it is necessary to
rely to the usual company financing
program

24

HTs are less noisy if compared to
conventional buses (diesel buses and
conventional trolleybuses)

90

There are too many environmental
constraints which limit the acceptance of
HTs among the citizens (cut trees to
accommodate wiring; landmarks
preservation affects the length of nowiring routes, etc.)

24

HTs promote sustainable transport and
mobility

90

Catenaries are required

Road transport contributes one-fifth to the
EU's total emissions; hence, HTs can help in
reducing this

In the end, the service is not that flexible
(wiring is a constraint)
Table 5.1: Top 5 Recurring Key Drivers and Barriers for All Respondents

Comparing the values obtained for both drivers and barriers, the gap between the numbers are wide,
which shows only few respondents have recognized such issues as hindrances in adopting this
technology. Nevertheless, all the key drivers are linked with the improvement of the environmental
conditions, that is mainly through the reduction of noise and emissions. Moreover, due to the urgency
to respond to the global warming, there is the need to safeguard the environment and promote
sustainable transport and mobility, which is another way to encourage governments and citizens to
utilize the electric technology for transport systems. On the other hand, the key barriers identified are
mostly related to the technological and economical aspects of this project, which could be attributed
to its few applications since this technology is not yet mature enough. Due to low demand, its cost is
still very high, which makes this technology as an option disregarded by some transport operators and
authorities. In addition, having no funds available undoubtedly hampers its implementation as well.
Using the SMART method and ELECTRE method, the best alternative for each respondent and for each
group of respondents were identified. The summary of aggregated results per group of respondents
is exhibited in Table 5.2, wherein it is clearly apparent that each group is in favor of alternative 1: with
ELIPTIC.
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23

AGGREGATED RESULTS
Transport Operator/Authority
Expert
Academic
PT User

Alternative 1
(with ELIPTIC)
✓
✓
✓
✓

Alternative 2
(with NO ELIPTIC)

Table 5.2: Final Aggregated Results

Meanwhile, observing the individual count of results, it reveals that there is one expert and one
academic who are not in favor of such technology; thus, supporting alternative 2: with NO ELIPTIC
more, that is to retain the conventional diesel buses. In addition, there are other respondents who
had many doubts on the electric technology and little desire on adopting such, but the final results
still reflected in favor of alternative 1 because of its promising advantages especially on the
improvement of customer care and environmental conditions. Nevertheless, these were still taken
into consideration in the key barriers.

INDIVIDUAL COUNT
Transport Operator/Authority
Expert
Academic
PT User
Total

Alternative 1
(with ELIPTIC)

Alternative 2
(with NO ELIPTIC)

Total

4
14
13
19
50

0
1
1
0
2

4
15
14
19
52

Table 5.3: Individual Count of Results

Overall, from the 52 respondents, 50 respondents preferred alternative 1. In contrary, two
respondents disagreed with this. Furthermore, aggregated results show 100% for alternative 1, while
individual results show 96% (see Figure 5.2), which is more accurate. Hence, the respondents who
opposed could be taken into consideration and so their issues could be addressed.

Individual Count of Results

4%
Alternative 1 (with ELIPTIC)
Alternative 2 (with NO
ELIPTIC)

96%

Figure 5.2: Percentage of Individual Count of Results

Lastly, in the final part of the questionnaire, more than 50% of the respondents would prefer to adopt
both measures under this technology i.e. realization of hybrid-trolleybuses and opportunity
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recharging of e-buses based on metro and tram infrastructures. However, observing the results
individually for each course of action, opportunity recharging garnered more points, amounting to
32% of the total whilst the realization of hybrid-trolleybuses only constituted of 17%, which is mainly
because of the complexity, huge amount of investments required, and many limitations associated
with it being a new technology. Thus, hybrid-trolleybuses are not considered by many as a probable
choice of powertrain since it is not economical and operationally capable yet. Furthermore, local
stakeholders’ support must be considered essential as well to push through this kind of measure;
hence, the financial difficulty would be easier to address.
If you are going to transfer a technology, which of the
following will you choose?
Realization of hybridtrolleybuses

17%
Opportunity recharging of ebuses based on metro and
tram infrastructures
(charging during operations)

51%
32%

Both

Figure 5.3: Selection of Technology to Adopt by All Respondents

Master's Thesis by Corazza Article by Mohamed et Article by Silveira & Xylia
& de Belen (2018)
al., (2017)
(2016)

Article by Bakker &
Konings (2017)

Reduction of GHG emissions
Low level of noise and vibration

Political will and support

Key Drivers

Demo/pilot projects

Demo/pilot projects
Energy efficiency

Energy efficiency

Availability of funds and subsidies

Availability of funds
and subsidies

Technological anxiety / Obsoletion
R&D and standardization

Limited driving
range

Limited driving range
Key Barriers

Fixed routes

Fixed routes

High investment costs
Lack of green and electric policies / uncertain policy conditions
Table 5.4: Comparison of Results with Related Studies
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Furthermore, shown in Table 5.4: Comparison of Results with Related Studies is the comparison of
outputs with related studies which covered identifying the different factors affecting the adoption of
the electric technology. It could be observed that most of the results are in line with one or more of
these researches. Hence, at the present time, there are still no substantial improvements with the
development of the technology since the same issues were identified, especially for the key barriers.
Although it could be noticed that the lack of green and electric policies was identified by the three
studies, in Europe, most of the countries are already setting goals and plans towards providing zeroemission buses to contribute in reducing the GHG emissions.
Findings of this analysis could provide a support in the planning and implementation process of such
technology for the transport operators and authorities using the identified key drivers and barriers.
Further investigations could be focused more on eliminating theses hesitations associated with the
technology, especially with the hybrid-trolleybuses, through technological advancements, deeper
research and development, and as well as real world applications.
In conclusion, the cities would not want to adopt these at the present time, yet with continuous
improvement of its features, these decisions could be diverted and raised.

6 Recommendation
To further improve the data collected and to continue this research regarding this topic, the following
procedures are recommended:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Lengthen the time to be allotted for receiving results for the online questionnaire. This could
increase the number of responses, especially for transport operators and authorities; thus,
stronger results and claims could be achieved.
Conduct an interview to obtain more substantial responses, to understand better the
concerns of these respondents, and to identify their goals, especially for transport operators
and authorities.
Each alternative should more specific i.e. providing more alternatives for the respondents. An
example is shown in the table below.
Alternative 1
Realization of hybrid-trolleybuses
Alternative 2
Opportunity recharging using metro or tram infrastructures
Alternative 3
Both measures
Alternative 4
None of the measures
Use methodologies, other than SMART method and ELECTRE method, and compare the
results to determine which is more effective.
Contact pioneer or demonstration cities to have more information and updates to provide
with the possible adopter cities.
Responses from experts, academics, and public transport users from the adopter cities would
be highly beneficial since they are more knowledgeable about the city.
Develop different scenarios and provide weights on each group of respondents to determine
the standpoint of a certain city.
Divide the results nationally and intercontinentally to determine the issues i.e. key driver and
barriers in adopting such technology more specifically.
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